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Who said B & K couldn't improve the
only complete Television Analyst?

Now there is a new model...the 1077-13, with solid state
sweep drive.

The B & K Television Analyst has become standard
equipment in repair shops everywhere. And for good reason.
It's the quickest, simplest way to test every stage of any TV.

But even classic instruments have to keep up with the times.

That's why we've added a solid state sweep drive in our
latest model. It can check any new transistorized color set
on the market today.

It's so easy, too. Because the unique B & K signal substitution
technique eliminates the need for external scopes or
wave -form interpretation.

Whether it's tubes or transistors, VHF or UHF, simply inject
the appropriate test pattern or any other known signal.
The new Model 1077-B, with its exclusive flying spot scanner,
checks everything from the antenna terminals to the input
of the picture tube.

Ask your distributor about the new Televis,on Analyst.
Only B & K makes it. And now B & K makes it even better.

Model 1077-B $389.95

Product of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, 1.1inois 60613

... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

ADMIRAL 1317 J. C. PENNEY 1320
Color TV Chassis 19H10 TV Model 1315

ADMIRAL 1316 RCA VICTOR 1319
TV Chassis 112 Color TV Chassis CTC39XAA

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1318
Color TV Chassis H-3
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

SEPTEMBER  1970
ADMIRAL PART NO,
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

RUN CHANGES
0 Start of production.

07o standard/0, PWS systems with other current
[hoss's,[1,1terent port No Pw5 400 ,s used.
R47119 1K,40,) was transferred from early
PAYS 400 to cfloss's as 8754

P1
\ 70 reduce hneradated interference,

8717 8 C705 were removed from ground IiI301
s,de of AC line 8 connected to not side 1

COAX

of .4C fine. C704 (047,11F) was re- !CABLE
moved from across M702. 0735 was PLUG

added across output of L709. ASST

@ To stabilize brightness range R460 8 le
C455 were removed from between pin
2 of V404 a term. of brightness control.
8778 odded from term. HH of PWS500
to term. of brightness control. R456 changed
from 1801 to 120K

0 H V adjust 8779 ( formerly R466) port number
changed ond was removed from PWS 400 ond
mounted on chess's. 87178 0705 transferred
from hot side to cold side of AC line.

67) For improved per formonce,CR402 was
removed ond rep/aced w,th CR402.4

171.4-4\Wu 0 8465 8467 8 R477 were
removed. R478 8 8479 were added.

(TA As alternate Cffrunry, CR4024 thru
CR4020 changed from part no's. 93C60-3

93C69-1. 8477 added between jct. of
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C432

I

4311. 5%

VERT. SIZE

151

Itli 3442

ID% 1 II

C7I4

Os
1; 4f

-

1443
22110

ss

VERT. LIN.
8411

3001

6K D6
NOW OUTPUT

8r 702

1444
111.311

4 10

.2 172?
330

M7046
0110.,1
99EMER

S.15 11410 II 0541" p 5 50.4/51 PM 01 P15500.
ka,/# of mpif km. 40107 RIM ITO. ON MESAS
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PWS 500

1U4 P111 1/2 6X9
15190M0 PASS AMP

555171APEr
C541

TO 1110Y

1501

1"

100

0
4501.411

C546.27

1566
271

0521

col2E4
it 11 I 1

1603111:
+7,

TC501

1410

8503
391

COLOR

KILLER

1506
391
IM

I/P

./51
C503

1505 T2111
62A

1511

0504 1

C502 122'r-
.0111

1501

151

1510

-"P IOU

110

.14

.1" 1/26AF9 4502

11501

°
EURO AMP $117r.
v50543

114(5

C52/

0-1(

COLOR 1011/11/

02,, NIP 1(115 5041

toe QWO
4.10 IWO

CSOi
1515

45,3
15.
iv

re.n, 9

211.30

%26X9
240 v0

BAH!o0

P1,1°525:0,H
h31N cr

L504

o NF

15.6

.0

620

10551

loll
O1004

P

C501
.02111

04104- 0540

,(7, 93C8-1
ASC DIODE
CR501

1514 1CS09
DO

TON!

iTP5-11
4563

1/26GH8A IC542

4539
3501 #570 6551 3.5814C OSC

6.111a 4701 V5048
L512

COLOR 1111E1

V504A
.101

C520 492
.0141 394

v505

1504

1.11

v504

CI7C2 /0521
I 390

1522
VW -

12.4
500 .......m

tosreav

N /11
C,2ri___11 770'

1"4:,1 '13:518H.-40
75011 2125111

.12111A1 1
1411

ner

11531 C531

120T

1/26GH8A

r

ITPS

1516
51

101
506

COO,

0544±,---.6LE 8
5.6 0214001.11 1108

V502 'or
fle 6

1

Or r

1564
2701

1511

II 1001 L507 .3.511MC

IW 1559,101
1505
S.Gh L508

c545 620.0

\ IPS-41;P _C5,4
21

z CSI! TB.2 30

Ea_

R1509
.51310

fair

850 "V -1-0511
120

, c 5,1 -
.01.,

0583±

F.0 0 111411$

1502

M7,2
T:11 s?crEt

,71

tor ,SS
MI a 5,4041
411E17

05
C>e

PIN CUSHION
1.137 8772 AMPLITUDE

ituusii/weVERT
1(1 CENTER NC

OPit - T705

Fion,C0N0I011

T 'PIN

,t1AA AEC1011
1717

212,,DT1

21 TRANS. 330
SLUE

A in s
1710

LUC via .020,-=-01710-r31513"--
.30 c

PIN CUSHION PHASE

461.1

7

4174

11715

330

SRI 0
10

1344*

Top:
NOM:

¶41.

BLOC

T702
0(41 011161

IRINS.

i

21 1523
5.10

If=
0531'l'l C511

-

I- 22°311 11

11543

IOW
4.71

1513
120.1

PCSlS

9.5 1/264F91519 4544
120011 4'1 240 010(0 AMP=

1 516 V5030510

611
144

maimm
G117

1511
220

210.'

1571

9401

C511

04111

(---SPNAK
4 CI

05734 7004 Po"

BLUE BACKGROUND

C5I6
9521 04740

5E0;

SP11'C

11522

1410

1C01

GYM RUN
20 TO 22

RUN
23 'TO 27

RUN28
OR HIGHER

178
NOT USED

NO CONNECTION

1 1100
V: *ITT

3.4MEG
4016510LE

MIST

70 1.1
(10r

13201

1525
6.641f6

itiTi 510

k\
174 11-1416 MO11.

461

¶(11142
22.9,
Mr 6
2

3

8204

COLOR

FIDELTY
#116
5001

I(06

°MCI 1,0704( ruff 1/1/1
SANE 1111 IS 011/14 01
V111501111

RED BACKGROUND ITT L 1...._
1566

2.2115
1533 12 7 is 5 4

31,34 4532 ...C520
BLUR fie

56OR 011!1CRIS1 HP -
GREEN 525

WARN witt.
P'

BACKGROUND ImEc _Lcir PISMO
1044 or ' LU 0 f

P I, v t1 45 101 1011535 7001 0
MM,.

CSIS IIS 1.14
TIPIT SETS.

1514 8541 C544

"TWO 9---e.rwr--1
62mli 1.11 .141
6.414571 5%

151

54541
411

S Cale seloi 0 91,
2 RED4

In mg
M7t4

MASTER BRIGHTNESS -.4118 y- --
S/0 /t749//0/J.0 CO0/ 3.4MEC

P4/00/ ' -
T

,SEE TIRE ONE

Al

1153.411
IMO IONS151TI

0

-E"2039
S2M6 11556

11541 T 120
11104 155 I 4-4.53Y.

X20
11569 C541 -ek. 000121 L5,8

11an 420 .0544
1m/4,8.12ci--.ivw--)
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5 I115 0124

050 9
4700"

1.50 ..91,1419.01 CAP

22004

#552
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156
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1544 --"rir-T7
4/811 8. 19111111117
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0555 m may) DRIVE TIPS
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MTita11111 IBMS SOU
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.

50004

MAC

som18U1111

1136

S701 3."
PEAKING SNITCH

W/O/1 MI/
POP//06/

o
Si 'IP:

COOTRAST

GIN 114 / f D

EOL11066
1750

U
a CR4 /110

RD /11 1

,1.01 1/IMT

.44 01110E

TOP
TOY

810

8117
11,5,
1204

NOTE TM SW NIOIN CR 1701 IS coat/Ito 10 11114/111 01
71041011101(111SW !VII IIEIS Of NOM IINE MIME.
/1 INSuffICIENI PIOIN IS Oaf TO Ng [/NE MOITICE,triwar 015 -
caviar sNo Ifs/0YEI/01 /I sows EICESSITE,PlIf, TO KIN UNE
SOITIC!CONNECT 101/IIIIII TOP ITOf
010044108E1 NO CIRCUYSTJNCIS SN011al ITN If CONNECT!!
drAoss '/'CND v. orr 704
Ns(' (0111(1/ON Of 'WI, Call 1101 /5 [NSW! NiCs r0IISCE
Noy 1E-401ISIE11.

11 02 03 --SHELL IS GROUND

TERNAAL 01E10F
*704111

T704

1.00111

OU1PU1
1 Nv leaks

110n:

5
in

0101(

1706
COIL

31f e

1102! `0/l i

501( 41
1117

3BW 2
V AEU
V703

409m1

0.1.0
501117
tio_ _
r

_ _(131
820

25CBP22
OR

25SP22
PICTURE TUBE

....)

V701

>.
IIACI

C121) , R139
2114 33301

1138

1 11714...
to pear

MASTER 1131

SCREEN sEE
ABOVE 10!
SILO!.

1135
1501
20

CR 701

BLANKNG
03965 I

175-. 11,34
420

CNN

32
cokM ow60ici

2
1;

TORE 3

111011.1445 16053.11 C 1

7111TE/ Bug
ILA

Ill/10.1
1.603AL

Itta COILS 124

MACS/HO

,001VESIRED 4 t 4

13L6037 1,-s, 1.603 e._
4311 COILS 124 452 icP1 tit colt

(1=11
wiiiTE,0) he rittitErC14

ORCJILUE

121A

SI:;4Ii

3n

2 'JEAN

Nis
/110
SON

69161tal 4000 m

112
500
41

5004.40

6CG 3
oR6CE3,

04141f11

v705
010

.15411(710041r; /60

CR702
FOCUS RUT., FOCUS93451-I 145

1.6 ;ari!
H.21 2M 154(0

10113130.8114

Wm ON 1104 

CONS/SISOI

frit/NTT IMO
04/15(1115

IC 1-14 it
1041 Y

1704
5 6.4

Till/Nil

1710 14
rOs 1104

.5.me
,11(10 . SP111 co

21

1129
/ (6
11

4.10

1705" *my

f///4/71' SEIS.rlairss58111.41f1
INTERCTUSCESILE My son ON OIC

SCIIEN411C IS SECONNEN0f0 SERICEITENT.

3

BILE

/\/*--
2

411

I

I

-"pit
55601

US

P1 01E4

141

CNN

00 1111=1:1=ED 01=MI saes. co
CR6CHA -Pr 0556018

RECT.
1102 RECT.

4403N
120,2"
new

11,PW,306.;91116a41

IF T El Nif ® CUM
HORIZ RT BLUE

© 80811

LET R -G VERT 0

-kw
126 ill

5 imOIAL . L602 AT. R -C "." 5011
C601 IliL601 0 MORI/. 120/

10v°5"f-1-"I"1--ir 090 v I
i

020"1".R"C VERT. CD 'WM l' CMICPS107-017 MIPWS 600 ._ sat atm, WWII I/If COIPTIalff

BLUE

SHAPER
COIL

1604

0608
.2141

1.604
IMF

100,10

11601111111 0
74410/9515)-/

CP6010
RECT.

4404

100

0605

A605 150
'

IFT.R-C HORIZ.(~
Lin Ot4

4601

BOT.

BLUE

HORIZ.

;taw
C13°° BOT.

R7G.

1618 VERt

,120
C602

e 014=4°0 Gra us=s 0Gcse 0'a

BOT R -C TOP R -G

HORII HOW
Lk) 2612 6413

4'

5 00'r 20

1611

1:0

two
RECT

,1A

C601
SCA

1504

15:g

IMO

TOP R -C

VERT.

CD

84,5 X150

TOP BLUE
HORIZ

CD

ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis 19H10

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ADMIRAL PART NO

R301 -WI sound rel Control 758101-8
R315 - 75012, sound ref control 750101.3
6401 -604. AGC control . 75(101-9

750101-12
750101-10

61050-5
61051-4

6504 1M. color killer control .... 750101-11
#523 -background triple control 75095-9
R530- background triple control 75095-9
R535 - background triple Control 75(95-9
1705 -3.1254. von size cent91 .75096-251
R710 -10S0. wort centering Control 75064.17
R728 - 15M, focus control 750108-5
17729-476, 10% (order 10.4.7M) 60867-475
R738 - 1M, master screen control 750136- I
R771 - 31! therm in yoke 61027.1
R773- voltoge dependent 61846-2
R779 - HV reg control 75,5101-12

67E115-392
67D15-392
67E115.392
67015-394
67015-394
67015-394
67D1 S-394

720287-4
720287-3

1403 -horn osc coil 940268-4
L502 - bondpass coil 720269-4
DL 701 -delay line 720217.3
1701 - filter choke 74818-62
1706 -well choke 73090-1
L709 - line choke 73831.16
T303- second IF xformer 720251-8
T304 -third IF xformer 720220-2
1401 -sound IF xformer 720314-2
1501 -burst xformer 72(284-4
T543 -bondposs input coil 72C 302- 1
1601-RT blue honz xformer 94(305-9
1701 -audio output xformer 790)33.112
T702 -wen output xformer 790106-5
T703 -power xformer 800104.4
T704 -bora output xformer 790130-3
CR402A-D - HV reg diode 93069.1
CR501 - automatic chrome control 9388-1
CR702 -focus rectifier 93A57.1
0801 -AFC trons 578142-4
1701-3.58ml-4z crystal 93(22-3
m704A,8- or brkr 84029-1
M705 -fuse wire 980136-4

6466 -60K, HV od1 control
R468 -300K. very lin control
6474 -therm
R475 - vonstor

C706A -200411, 350v elect
0706E1-800. 350, elect
C706C - 1 20µ1. 350v elect
C708A-20µf, 200u elect
C7088-100, 350, elect
C7080-5041 50v
C7080-2041 200v elect
1401 - sound takeoff coil
1402 -good coil
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1318
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Color TV
Chassis H-3

SEPTEMBER  1970

r/NFTUNER
LI35

P152 KO---33 1600
TPI v2

U

ri 1-

UHF
TUNER

F L

8410
10K

2w1

ELECTRONIC 711---#L71-Egica "IrTECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

L152

84
135V

L,45

LIST

TPAP

8153 0

V 3A
1/2 SARA

1ST I -F

5%
-3.3
4V

1.153 T P

RIS9
47011

+IV.3V

8204

VIA

54

_C727

Iioov

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
11.1000 Aim 1,000,000
CAPACITORS MORE -I HAN i
CAPAC'TORS LESS THAN
RESISTORS ARE ii? WATT

+ 280V

8194
150K

RIPS

AG'4011 55V
52V

R196
2211

4

R162
10 M

C158
SOO

rj10 17,0v
lov

-i.5v
-.3V

TO
4.5 MC

DET

TP
37

V6 B
1/3118TH

AGC KE TER

-22V
+.3V

 01

140V
I35V

.3V
IV

RISS
56

lo +280V

v6C
3 lien!

SiG
AMP

-

R201922K
56V
32V

R.93
100K

8401
5.6
7W

2.55

12;511°1, 5M

T401

V14
CRT

7403
I 3,,114

300

tare ,ct 403
Mk

0402 '74 ,I A731505I 2*
220.0 -_- 1,..401-,-

4--
00.V 140i '5A

8
C405 400=  C4 03A L-
1000 7402TC

1000r Mr 11g1C A;
4 r,,, 12V11 121a5 -1;712W3- 61110

170

1
R157
215

R302
1511v5,

1.301 V5A

v38
1151 138v 1/2511

8114

601 .

1'I/

.5 2

7-  136V i-F

1

11A17Th.-
6

1211
poifol RAS

140V
I38V

+280V
-...-Ci63

12200

-C164

.1820

11166
220 eoo

+280V

r--- - -L163 - - -TIT -c ,TE - ---
1°°

I

I/2 99011
41.25mc

2

1

118V I TRAP
15
169

155 rad
3R0 I -F

112V 3 fir e6

4.541C 4.2A
AA

+135V

561111 1/2128Fii
AUDDETC302 T300

;4. 47_15 170V
liov, Fa8

CISO304

i SA

`4?&I

+280V

R307C5,5 6800

TT 5000

%
4  n I

L:12 fl
Ht..cr

W

1.811 I 470K
R309

RJO! 0306
5000 660

_- - 665V
80V

1NG ,TV:f1 50001. _1_50V

RI2+135v4 3
4700

CIRCLED NUMBERS
REFER TO WAVEFORM
TEST POINTS

+I35V

2.211

11402

i 12 12. 1 I d

1000V
VHF TUNER 510 '/3 V4r VI-- V2fl 6LT8 6801

CLOCK
MODEL
ONLY

CLOCK
TIMER

C401£
.039 Is
60054.

I UMINCSCENT
DIAL

4

\S401 1

F400
4 AMP

i2OV
110,5

L402

88U1

12

V6
116TH

21 2 I

900, i/-*st8s )-f. I
_

5C000410

R411
27K

PL .1

P412
2711

+280V
C413
5000

*21_000Tv
C409

4-1.4%17v

V

R252
330K

8254
3 9M

V5B
1/2 126F11

Au° OUTPUT 1301

! 75V

11
3133K

IS

1

EARPHONE
JACK

I42V

40413

1?3\1

R3i4
ISO

H5V

v4 A

J10

LS I

= .6.5

R175
84.9A 200

167 - L164. RI69 LI59
S 2001W 11151 4300 201111

L 157
271111

2A CI70
100

+I35V
01641 V7B
5000-1/3 /WWII

CLIPPER 8204
2211

41;1i jsS ig!,
88V
60V

1.5V

11189
GM

TP
3a

+135v

TP
SZII

-35V

1'152

TO V6C
4.55w AMP

WN

V9 A
1/2 iiry7
VERT OSC

V6 A
I/3118111

TPDI VID AMP

+280V4 106V L'62
817E1 80v DELAY LINE
10K

8177
1 6800

VIZ;
C173 5% '

13.2

C204
.0068
200V

R207
I.2M
VERT
ILD.11?

R206

3904=

9

TO CHROMA
AMP V48

PIN 5

I
R214

I90V 0205 R209 I2 V

C206
033
600v

IOW

R n4 -1.7V/
470 -.4V

V9B

6

Ttoov

-4-

111133
250

CONTRAST

1/2 11E17
vERT OUTPUT

70V

11182
22

10

1.160
I62V 3300

1
SA

 C404C C179

VI&F,
.15000

R179

0.6.15 +280v
7154

COIROOIA
2i TAKE -OFF

1200

T19.0

DEFLECTION
YOKE

VERT r
DEFL:
COIL11

05

R206
10011

I800 22K

-16v 3#-II
C203 R217
056 ix

R213
34M
vERT

HE1GHh
R215

C251
56

v 10A
/2 6L13

PHASE DE T
1.8 R2569253 2.4V 270K

25v ""
ISV

+280V

C253
430

V108
1/2 ILYA
NOR OSC

C254 8257 C257
I001 331 T5000

_ 4_ 5V
.3.5V

1.3V Ci526
C251
5.0

1.1V I. 5%

#
C20055

59

@) L251 i

HOP HOLD 203/1I 0262
C263 T0066

001 --.6-

+280V +I35V

1 T.00,
R255

C25500.

C411
5000

TP
3E131

V4 B
ii? 66011

CHROMA

R502
150

FROM
1154

CHROMA
TAKE -OFF

PILOT LIGHTS USED ON SOME MODELS
TRANSF

PL.2

i. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH A
VTVM WITH RE SPEC T TO CHASSIS.
RECEIVER SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION
MEASUREMENTS MAY VARY:L.10%
AT 120VAC LINE VOLTAGE.
INDICATES PRODUCTION CHANGE

-VOLTAGE VARIES WITH CONTROL.
SETTING

2.

750i
r ,r37, -
13 41

fs,

jlerg
7Ft I

TP

RS03
6111
2w

+280v

1 I

I\

TP

V 7A
I/3 1113L111

BURST GATE

R263
33K

333 Icsos

S 6811

C265
5°°°-32V

IN06:

R.206m5

R427700

R203
100K

6.0. R210
47K

t  r
-LC201 -1-C207
T BOO 168005W

VII
I2GES

HOP CUTPuT

C270 -[

140V
.150V

C?66

4 10 R267
75K
SW

V
+280V

v1/4.6.
1

Av2072
P120744 C6705

 K V

V =
+280v

C1137
470

R273
500K
Hy

SET

C206
.039
2C35

R216
2000
vERT
LiN -

jR216 42°4
iSK

*ROOST
+680v

T252
700P OuTPuT

35

12 5./1

 C4030
1000

7m,
+280v

1,..c1s-VERTICAL
CONV COILS

1.2(12
L203

P20
-;1712-01L2

A
L20I:

YEL

01.TPIZ

CI83-7
200V

(

BOOST

IIPARONOTECRT SOCKET MS BUILT IN

atkAritivedierr
ran

220V
275V

LI61
330.1.

J1

RI84 ,Rms
3600 ; 270x
3W

R196
10011

BRIGHTNESS

+135V

+-Ty SW952,
6

V14
IIW P22

PICTURE TUIDE

DEGAUSSING
COIL
L555

+280V4
R544

R545 68011
500K fBLUE
8111TE

222 C2I1

611K 5000

V13
i502

115 RECT

IRA

541

124'06

800

240V
4-..,220V 2214

L900
56.

L5GC
I

WHERE ON -SIGNAL AND OFF -SIGNAL
MEASUREMENTS DIFFER. ON -SIGNAL

L .W11

VOLTAGE APPEARS IN ITALICS OVER
OFF -SIGNAL VOLTAGE. OFF -SIGNAL VOLTAGES
TAKEN WITH ANTENNA DISCONNECTED
AND ANTENNA TERMINALS SHORTED
TOGETHER.
ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND WAVE SHAPES
TAKEN WITH NOISE FREE S'GNAI..

8506
613011

t.44v

1502 _
S(T3.51174i421 15,000 1.101

C5131:S48 I

I 3 ILT 2 41 1

-
I

220K IC S14
800

9307 C512
10K

+280V
R510

F.206

1152i
100K
TINT

+135v

R520
I

2.2K II"'
\ 5v
2.0V

4

V 12
:78W 3

DAMPER

6

C268

IRV

C269 I
4 K V

I

4 7275 275 I
511 USED ON SPA

4_+28ov sETs

v 7C
1/3 88u1

SUB CARRIER Amy

Ov

7v

C516
iOK

C515

1254 L255

- - ----1P205
HORIZONTAL
CONV COILS

10 210V

100

+135V

1253
H01112
DEFL
COILS

8268
10x

=m11 =MIMI

+280v4

2.1/1

1503
CH71004/1
DE m00

C5I9 I

68

C523
015400

2.37't

R514
6200

3W

+280/

C526
270
3%

CREEN
BRITE

R538

TP x 93ov

120v
200v

T P
X3I

C525
36

65%

R532
27K

+280v

51111

C126
C524 50°0

36 R519.1
5% IA

BOOST

-*+280v

IC546
;14.47:iV

+280V

R553

R1M0

8948
Pm

C5451 R552
470 T

0.0., 6
+280v

R547

C9441...n9f
L4.1.(4i-

BLUE
IsJ!

+2sov4
R546

181

v8
6ACi0

COLOR DIFFERENCE
AMPLIFIERS

i8OV
v8A
R -Y

6v 7

S96172 ilg
180v

9000 6V

180V

t11542
527K

V
+280v

T P

Y502

BLUE
°AL

t
F50

v8C

R516
6800
R5I7
2000 I P

R515
6800

CH4 R525t I 504
s,r4 6600 2 w

3 ;8,13 RE 0GA

C532 4926f
36 z7505

IN
5%

9.K

+280V

S 9
R 54

FOCUS

6280V680V

800ST
+680V

ft927
5 560
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kk..
011,16

is VERT. RATE
4 VOLTS PEAK

S VERT. BF
95 VPP

S VERT. RATE

(2)
2 VPP

W F,ISITp.

RATE

TP V

BROADCAST
SIGNAL

V6, PIN 7
BROADCAST
SIGNAL

TP vI

BROADCAST

s VERT. RATE 0 V7, PIN 7
70 vrr

s HORIZ. RATE
26 OP

S VERT. RATE
80 VPP

PIN 6

KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

V9, PIN 10

s VERT. RATE TP III

4 VOLTS PEAK CROSSHATCH

FROM GROUND GEN. SIGNAL

S VERT. RATE
95 VPP

5 VERT. RATE
2 VPP

S VERT. RATE
65 VPP

s ART. RATE
,n APP

TP Iv

CROSSHATCH
GEN. SIGNAL

11, V

CROSSHATCH
GEII. SIGNAL

41P-.

200 APP

HORIZ. RATE
28 VPP

010. PIN 7

06, PIN 7
CROSSHATCH

s HORIZ. RATE 010, PIN 1

30 VIN,

17GEN.SIGNAL

TP VI

CROSSHATCH

HEN. stunk

S VERT. RATE
26 VPP

06, PIN 3
BROADCAST
EIGNAL

S HORIZ. RATE 0 06, PIN 9
250 VPP

S VERT. RATE e 09, PIN 11

240 VPP

s HORIZ. RATE 0 1252, PIN
200 VPP

S HORIZ. RATE 0140 VPP

V:,
KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

/ERT. RATE
880 VPP

V9, PIN 5

3
HORIZ. RATE

(::)

010, PIN 8

HORIZ. RATE
45 VPP

010, PIN 9

HORIZ. RATE 0 010, PIN 3
150 VPP

VERT. RATE 0 08, PIN 6
2 VPP

III 111111 'i

III iiiilliiiii ilio
*AiN

'
I 1 I I1111

'IIi1.

s HORIZ. RATE TP Ix
35 VPP 22 KEYEDKEYED RAINS',

GENERA'

y HORIZ. RATE 0 va, PIN 2
180 VPP KEYED RAINBOW

GENERATOR

1041i'lf'4 110

muKiL. HAIL 0 v8, PIN W
50 VPP KEYED RAINBO.

GENERATOR

VHF ANTENNA

RC101 RC102r --1 r - -
1

I
I

I

1

i
I 1

1

1

1

_ --I TII i_

C103

A B

LI35
5 MHZ

IF
INJECTION
POINT

I-

II
T.P.

T.P

T. P.

I

SHIELD 544444

BLUE
BAL

AY
1503
3.58
MHZ 0

T. P.

RED
BAL

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis H-3

L501
3.58 MHZ

0
T P.

.3/1

T.P.

T.P. LISIfl 47.25
TRAP

T152C)
45

MHZ

T.P.

0
T154

L30004.5

MHZ

T.P.

LIS2
42.17 MHZ

115
42.17 MHZ

II I

TI53 45MHZ (BOT)
41.25 TRAP (TOP)

LISS
4.5 TRAP

 T.P..131

©

Top View
Test Points & Alignment Locations

I 005100 e-SHELD TM"'- - - -
COUPLING

-.-

L104
1005 k

-0106
6.8

L101 SL102

1L103

UHF
INPUT

I -F
INJECTION

UHF
8+

L108

UHF
INPUT

VHF INPUT
AGC

RF 13+ 1 35V

-0109
3.3

HTR 600 MA

I -F- OUT
L135
RF T.P
+ 135VB+

MIXER-OSC

R103
1000

5

VI
20K5

RF AMP

II 17

T.P.X

1300
4.5MHZ

_IJUHF POSITION

EL106

1K

NEU TRALI

R104
47K

C107 C108 CII0 C111
47 1000 1000

11 I 1511

R112
12K V2A

1,2 4LJ8
CON V

L135

POO

'CHANNELS 2-13

6

7 L107- - -

8

Clt4
1000

CII3
1.5

R106
22K

-

2 2.2

R110
8.2

8108
-

47C0120i

R1000\ I5K107

V2B
2 4LJ8
OSC.

01221

R109
47K

C116 CII7 C118

11000T10004 100 Fa
C) O 0 0 0

RF PLATE AGC IF I.F OUT. RF T.P. 8+ UHF
8+ INJECTION MIX OSC 8+T 100.n.- - - - - - - - - - - 0-v.,-

MTD EXTERNALLY

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

VI V2
20K5 4LJ8

4 5 4

C119 C120
moo Iwo
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1319
RCA VICTOR

ELECTRONIC r=p,,ii AkeTECHNICIAN /

Color TV
Chassis CTC39XAA

SEPTEMBER  1970

TO
+80V

PW 200

a
1201

0201 r
IC 62

+85 v  0
I

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

C204
XI 6202

680

0206
1000

75
C203

1620

C 20S 6205
.01 I 22'

C225
00,

PI 21 '32 T204 i--4I
6218
2200

5224
10

'01 AC22
TuHER 3-'5

GNO

C22,
91

C.47
000

I
L201

I___j..
47.25 .6.41

[---1

, L202
I 41.23

*260 v 44-0 5

I E
TO

T.05-5

PAH,

C222

47202
C223

6254 coo _

I
BR% 46E0

2605

I
'1000

5231 8208 .3_,_.
0256

, C

0 2208
J104 I A 0)c -m 

4P ./W
P104 2.2 MEG

-C253
.2 MEG .022

TO Te1-C21
TO

Tel
i.0O2,32

0
14257
686

R 22 26i #223 K
800 3900
.w

41

6203 C206 'C2-
270 T.01 1 100

TP204 -
 785 +81v

6204
4700

0202
3539
260 560 IF

477v
3975

#200
22K

0203 TP203
3

1ST
535

r _ _ C229

C227 1205.
56- gi

"R228- - - - 1000
#2248

36,r4, IC2,,28
0206

03 3536C226  74 v 66c.00, V
62256 8221
3300 180

.72.1v

10

2 5MEG
Rf BIAS

21.0(.,

8258
12 MEG

TC Px
-00-AP

I

F N 0259 4944
668 #263 .110,6003E0 3151

UU 1500
0

6226
330

C210

47

J 8 P112-15
BRAID

TO
PW700-22

RE,STNCE VALUES IN OHMS 6.1000
51315'06S ARE 1.2 WATT EXCEPT AS NOTED .11601CATES 5%TOLERANCE
C84. ',ANC( VALUES 1.0 690 ABOVE ARE IN #4 THOSE BELOW 1.0
ARE IN Jo EXCEPT AS INDICATED.
VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO CHASSIS GROUND WITH A vOLTOHIEFST
1140 SIGNAL I AND SHOULD HOLD wITHIN 201. AT RATED
SUPPLY VOLTAGE
 INDICATES VOLTAGE TAKEN WITH COLOR BAR GENERATOR INPUT .6140

'2V AT 2140 DETECTOR. TP201.
ARROWS AT CONTROLS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

11

"J6 P112-14,
GRN

P112-11
TEL

TO P64200- TO 8166
TO R162

5201
6HZ6

SOUND DEMOS

1207
3.947

AV'
R229 0 .

C233 T 8232 
1000 .

-

1204 - 10 ' 6800
 _ J 1)-4,,--11

' ,
C232 . 141233

-1"
C238 5,.1000r 56 0205

'0204 3576
64 3535 3RD IF

+28
6230

56,665

_IC230

1.021

R23,
2200

.65

214D IF

=V6"
R237
6800 C234

.001

R235
1000

6236
108

C237
10 7

CR201

C236
4.7

.45, L206

TP202
27V 1110

8236
2700

5231
-1000

0D

1208

7205

8238
3600

3

J B P112-10
Virai 510

6155

JO P112-12 336
BRAID

XI

L209
6.66),

F8201

CR202 1217

58202 '644

1210 C244
1.1.1 I10

5243,
C240 IS
3.3

L205
aw C241

301_,

C212
1oo

5 2050

2 6G F 7A
VERT 05C

8153 MEGI

3 C126

2.5 MEG 14700
TONE

 10 V

1217

000 --, FIN
L211
1204n

-0240
2200

B

5245
ISO

.96 v
.2.0 541,

5202A
,/2 6GH8A

151 VIDEO 7
R239 9
4300 icio

/1500

8156
2206

8157
3

I MEG 1

COLOR
KILLE

TO
T,05 -T

TO Pw200-AP

RIO
25 MEG

4c4

TO Pw200 FF
Et P54700 -

*2705

COBS

8243
-

33011

ASO
8244

1814

6242
476

;1271 IC257
2206

1.033
42/Se C260 R275

6272
2.2 MEG

1C259
;1500

4155 v

1.6v
¶3.3v0

6246
220

- F..E12117.4

c2i4T- 220i
1000 -fr F

R274
276

6213
6200
4*

C250
82

 ArOAE

4055

117:7700
5701 5702 2703 5-705 5706

6088,6 651364 604(86 6016.6 66051,

v707 5704
.2 r.G7 60466

6249
MEG

V2038
"2 6G H 8A

VIDEO
42 25 v

 24008

C24 .73+2 46059

.11-01N,
1216

220104

C2471 Rom
047 _Sew_

R250

3

TO Pm,7D0 92 R4

0701 C701
4.7MEG .047
AAF. )

0701
3574
KILLER

C702

6702/1501( .01

r*.r

T)A

P1207-171

TO

0.3--1

1R22.52 I
TC 3W

TPick

I 8162

1156 5,41

I

TO
P5/200 -EE

7/3
Al yib

14-251
270

F6
I

.0068 476
)

C262 C263
R273 1680 16801506 ,

52111-
2200 -

C264
.0042

R277
4706

C256

I f----
#2711

3.3 MEG

8520i C25564 R2

.047

MEG

R280
1000

52056
1/2 60F 7A
vERT OUTPUT

315v

TO
PW200-P

1405
8181

+405. -

MO OS

5701 -230

-I. 72605 #167
336.2*260VRII-.+325,

#733
w728
R767
R716
0755
R751
6736
L710

TO44-

6GH8A
1ST BANDRASS

2.5 V

5703 C704
6 .01

01705
270.

R707
56K

R7 6 1[705
4700 TOO 0

706

-C7I7 5716

7.5

14170 03747MEG .3c1
R1700 -N 44-)5
AA, op

RI66
47011 IM

Y1011.

45.0 v 0702 672.8
3532 ,3,,*Zcc 1%

c
.1

11731
1,4729 686
336 2%

0730
I AD 686

70
T102 -U I

v702

6C B6A
OURS AMP

+5°C:7660200r

.44 yVVI

TP70I:1_11
er,,21

27K

400,

R732

358MH:
3

#105 I w
°II

A159 In 7
COLOR

TO

6

Pw 700-46

5106 - P5/700 -AC

.50

471283
I

L TO22.1 #-7(151112-6
P8 700 -AF Y'L

52036
1/2 6GH8A

ABC
60v76v

4

C1148

 2.,

51036
398
IW

+2705

C2H
Tan

R282
586

C270
68

5212 02.66
310K

5204
6F07

HOWL OSC

566

4118r

1551
264

/7;1800

41395

320v
L2151.61

120

8284 3

12K0.0,,
C269 0273

.15? 0285
560 p°'1,271

- L21518)

i1

es
.001

2206
- 20

jl

Low hime
61316

356 HORIZ HOLD

-.HI 
6287

R261
226

R265 C254 82664011101
3300 4706

froT
C255
ISO

8267 #266 C256
1506 ,006 I1000

C267
620

C274 0293
390 68K 0-11

52020
V2GGH8A

SYNC SEP

80.5v

TP206

0270
276

r--ft- TO C129 ,T P,41300-6 I

00
4.52705

R26 *
RV202 1206

1W

'1W-446292

C2761-1

105207706-
1 MEG .047

0275
= C278

1-11-
.047

R295680 61107 66(486 604446
5204 4203 5202 5205

5

6657*
2208 I

R298
336
2w

11

6
O

I

11181

22MEG
TO

Pw200-X

  --%%- R291

#2,,
R291 8206

11106
MEG
5.6

2%

SSOOJJ POOAD

0102
2 7
MEG

-4.TO 0101-3 (GC1

y TO J112-4 TO JCT CI,3 0124 AT 5102-PI911

R 297 1.4 Ccr
1806

.110V
'0 XI

I

R291
10 4EG

4 3 4 4 5

v201
6876

4 3
TO T105-5

_L47
,C128

OK
mmmx

3 2 I R1336

To i 4- 3 111-N17;'0'[IVC V-41-71.

8 BOOSTED VERT MOLD
BOOST 8107

4 1040.- 3.4 MEG R106
VERT L.6. 5.6 MEG

TO
Pw200-EIE

NV'

100 1
R104

TO

4055
6105
680

T......004

5140

01127
 40

-54 r

641101

P1700 P

05103

2-6

0 v v CC IN OGG

R110 .-41"-TPew 700-U
3

8109.100K -
I VERT HEIGHT

TO 1104 -TO
GRN/YEL 1104-(115

0-1f-0
C1OS

.0041
2500

5,05
606
HOR12
OUTPUT

23V

6165
3306
2%

TO
T105-5

+4055
C127 R,13
01 16

TO
PW 700 -AL TO

/I BOOSTED BOOST

6A1
70:T102

.1Ii v0020
I TRANS

"
-C102

56102 .0022
- 1KV cm,

C101
.01
IKV

:11114
1100K

144

TO Pw 700-1

5.31

3A3A
Hi VOLT
RECT

CI31
501

R164
560
31

150

014C

TO 44129 I 25'1

AT T1041

L105

5106 TO
66 PW 700-J
4KV

J.C107

5108

5103
2AV2
FOCUS

REST

w .5
TO T102
W

0116
66

MEC.
6KV

5 TO
T105-5

5104
6CL3
DMPER

-0.TO 5,08-9
0117
.1.714EG

1 21
5102

68K4B
SHUNT

REG
C1I1 +039,

_130
6KV

4

r121
100K

TI01 3 C-
FOCUS c,
ADJUST'.

11125

TOP Maar
PIN AMP

awTO 51011
(25 KV)
( BLK PIE I

6179
5 7395+ 100K

, C112
.01
1195

LAO

TO T105

2 ,901-.V
11120
IK

0161
500K

BRIGHT
LIMIT

8112-6
BLuiwm*

R 3

TO
Pw700-AE

TO

L.17,1200 -AD
1506 JE1P,t2-4

BLKErr

54006

1047
TO

5,04-2

L706
50612 EFF

RA -'715/9-1
2206

R760

L707
5.10 C7I7

.068

C749.9 C7490
.022 ,w.033

SELECTED

TO B BOOST
--6904  405 V

J1045
WiRE END vIEW

Cli 5
.15

TEL

RED/
WHT,
elk

1107
TOP 13110T

PIN 0111/

- 00Q, ''-wIT

B LU

_sact.0
RED

°

668. -415,75\1_1tt'LL4

TO R 80
TO BOOSTED

BOOST
4/040 v

66103

R122

+4055 226

C113
1.4 MEG

TO

PW200-10( j,6

0124 rt.%
2204

CRIO4

TO
TI02-4

TO JCT

WASTI

05101 cm,

C109
-1-470

125005C110

1.470
25005

TO 2106-5

TO JI04-4

Et BOOST
-4870

Ri73
(c 8 264EG

57036
1,26GH8A

IlLNKER

936vey

R765
SK

C106.
Pw100-011 5344-

7104
vERT OUTPUT

TRANS EILK/RED

P1700-1(11

8135
100

YEL 11138
GRNo 39
0136
00

BP

Rg4

ONNECT GROUND AS RE0.0

0 1103-5

TO J103-6

TO J103-3

TO JI03-7
TO PW200-CC

C118 r RED +3255
54' $GRN/YEL
8132 To PW200-VV

TO V105-8
11/8"

I.G0o T1011 0130
o 4?) SIDEP` . PIN

_

. 1,19 viEW
PI06

11129
820
3W

51 H T

YOKE

VERT
COILS
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s4

X C6020
, .06

1- --241-11. 11)1.101-4 0/03 RT VERT LINES
or MORIZ

C104
.27

,t

... 3
WnT/OLIJ

6154
158  00*

TO P* 700-50 44 --

on

T70.
A C

6

C706
1.01

-0.4V
-2.07

KB

C 707
120

1 0 P4700 41

02

#710
1.61

MEGA
3.2.
6.5.11

v70411
56GHEIA
2ND eervoo433

ClI 0

111
1.709-

.01

$  v
/2.5v

,7 cud
iki "'DT

0729
.01

E 17132 C

o 0727
1

ST.11244-

C 726
.01

10 IA

.405 V

733

C72111

1-6

8712
6600

2,8

1004 -

TO S
1-260V

C

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION RCA PART NO.

(104 -3 section elect
C104A - 80µf, 450v
(1048 -200, 450v

10 PW700-112 - To P70.3

116503
116503
116503

TO 5101 -4.1. -

TO P700 -AN

C14701

CT,
39

CT12
39

R -I 
8200

R"la
82000 

CR702

RE
MATCHED PAIR

0134 CR704
39

14TCN 0
PAIR -

C733
39

L712 i.ros I(

"7517

11'39 I
8200

8744 0"
600K

4-43/9.-4
L702 R721
620.. 224

$

1 .1E
#715

1oor-vvv,0

8736
220

#7394
8200

O4

CR703

R'40
220 r OSC T 703'

0731
8735

33
1308

.105 
6 v7C311

'2 0118A
osc

-73*

8771
5600

L701
27.4

8766
750

8747
3304

TO V704-7
41
3410

C753
820

R770
1804

CR701
R767
6410K

1m

TO 84
.4059

C7.510,

.mwm

TO 04.1011PW200-WW

AE

8761
101(

iiror
12 HG7

3,4 v1060
9

L709 3
44786
5300
C752
.047

YEL/GRN
yEL/IIED

rel. 'OW -

754
22

BL

3 5

.131v
140 v

L70401. 07301I
C757 .1.1736
.4' rill'

C732
330

C.,
,

1111

Lev ON

'*8737
1C/35

61300 1%01
1W

TO 51
+.9Avy

R773.
2200

O

TEL

Je
O

L 7 0

ftrAl C756

2,2.4
-.22

.1.SV

#772
tool'

am...
AF

1401)411
4Q AJC)

TO
#113-2

1 8810911

HOW [1ST', 1 nonii

ILU wor/oio

09

FL?

°K C R

-C4'41.

78.91
0

1109
82
I.

1.603
1209,

RI301
90-3W

LEFT SLU
110R12

LINES -

SE

DLL' LINES .002 RED/08.1

11103 '000
100
1W

+140v
8

Pw7o0

IOU
CONTRAST

CR802

7.0.,

1 MO3

TO

v705
6CB6A

I AMP

2,0.41

11716

R719 180
1004

111178
18960

C104C-30Af, 1500 116503 CB101 brkr cir I.750 122207
C114-4 section elect 124665 01101 -line-delay 128258
C114A -805f. ON 124665 FW101 -fuse-No. 26 wire 102792
C1148- 25Af. 25v 124665 IC1301 -cir - integrated 126604
Cl 14C -241, 25v 124665 1208-41.25MHz trap 124804
C114D-20µf. 200 124665 1212-4.5MHz trap 124810
C119-4 section elect 123491 1215- horiz sine ware 116506
C119A-80µf, 4500 123491 1704 -osc screen 121591
C1198 - 50µf. 450v 123491 1706 - horiz eN 122918
C119C -20µf, 250v 123491 1710 -xformer -3rd video output 121589
C1190 -150µf, 25v ................................. 123491 11303 -AFTC disc pri 122213

-4.70 $106-6

1131)11794 0" 0" V706 (1,:).4

All .....
471(

010.41., 87 6405A
AUDIO OUTPUT

5C 716
.01

C 71 4 I
270 0 T

L705
6204%/g

C736 f-.047 $8743

v7CA4
1'2 6G HBA 3

G -T AMP

9

741
68 I

6.0.
L7I1
620 8 f .9.2.. 72v

R754 8750
1504 1600

1*

a746

30 Sr

if

R716
224
39

C72,
.01

CR705

R 752
2.2410(,

#722
564

R753
2.2
MEG

8751
394
3,8

R706

8723
564

MEGR755
226
3114

TO M
R27160-4080

C 740
.01

v70413

''26GH8A
5-4 AMP

24v Ov 2
TO 11747

.71 0701

4050 5 6
C760

NO AS SIR .01
4 3 2? °j--4

R777
.c :DK

#7715 - 34
K1146 BIAS

X10
3

.77AFYLA21^/YZ4.
R77116 - SO0[6 C759
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751a 0 cr. \ 1.2200
4.41ww4;

670
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-... TO PW700-5
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6100
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rnen-
11140
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15 09

78r
1W

11104-15
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VERT LINES

0104 #805-60 1
ER11107 15 LEFT RED/GRN
.474 HORIZ LINES

Ivo
A

6

11102011112 LINES
1180/0119

70
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6 *100v111

#7113 C765000
.6.--1A;r_:346-a.. XV
R7/48 1.5 MEG
SRN SCREEN

--,/7/1---2.C716I 2 .. 3 .r.cioi
P17844 1.5 141.6

iKV

RLU SCREEN
C767

fI
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10
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507021
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TO J112-14
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L
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0125
2200

4103
3

11152
4300
3,4

PM
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+ C104C
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.405V

SG'03

.-
t

4741
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TO R117

ILK

7 3

7T1g5

CR7070040.
0140V11

Imo R724
3v .1-401 560.2.0.0 s

1E0 ORivE

411817%1

1
2 3

871194 106
IlLU DRIVE

Be

TO P0(200-44 .--

SLU/ wilT

1180/vo PIT

4ri ic SRP

ASE

#806 80
DOT ILU
HORIZ
LINES

ROI 1

TOP
RED /GRP.

VERT
L iras

PW800

R60

999

ILK

2 CASE

ICP312
*00

TEL

11113
120
TOP

RED/GRN
110R12
LINES

CASE

R614- 60
1107 RED /GRP,
VERT LINES

#112

RED/GRN
H OR 1 Z
LINES

R804

RE110

47
4

RBIS 60
TOP BLU
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05

A A
R141
396

TwiTtGert
wtitiRLD

3 042

11790
1000

R7117
1000

TO PIV 700 - AC
-a. TO B 6005760 100ST /000 v

m MILLI

2103
WIRE ENO VIEW

TO 7104 ORR 6 7 TO 7104 RLO/WHT

R116
16

813

OR 11

TO 7104
GRN/RED

TO T104
5LKJ RED

0103
PIN

VIEW

GAN

TO 7102-U
6 C121 4140V

TO JC7 R11160151
(AT PI/ 200-0

RI42TO '104 36
SLR, VOM7

4260V

#16
560
IOW

1325
415 v

405

2041 r
01,43
0600

A

T C1044

16041

4-415V
C119

1091

0119
209

Cii9O 4

C1144

609.1

6145
58 0
189

11147
1806

50.05

7

156,06

PIO 2

2102

 32 5 v

LII0
AOG COIL

CR205

325 V

.940

v106

58CP2 2

PICTURE
TUBE

RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis CTC39XAA

L1304 -AFTC disc sec 122203
PW200 -car -printed pix 131045
PW700 - cir-printed, chroma 131007
PW800-cir -printed convergence 127031
0201 -1st sound 124753
0202 -2nd sound 124756
0203 -1st IF 124757
0204 -2nd IF 124757
0205 -3rd IF 124754
0206 AGC 124753
0701 -killer 124755
0702 ACC 123941
R101 -control AGC 124669
R103 -39K matched pair 127039
R107 - control, vert lin 114020
R109 -control, vert height 122176
R131 control, horiz/tone 131059
R133 -control Yen/contrast 131058
R157 - control. color killer 112841
R159 -control color 131060
R160 - control tint 131057
R161 - control, brightness limit 112842
6221 -control, RF bias 126667
R766-750115%, 1/2w. film 229700
R778 -control, kinescope bios. peaking 121588
RT201 -therm -120S1 cold 107191
RT202 -therm 4300ST ot 25- C 124813
RV101 -175y, at 6rna 114707
RVIO2 -870v. ot 6rrio 112876
RVIO3 -250v. at 6ma 124811
RV201 -870y, at 6mo 112876
RV202 -110v, ot tuna 114862
RV203 -8v. ot 15ma .126424
1101 - - focus ad' 113999
1102 -high -voltage 131567
T1033- audio .. 130620
T104 - vert output 119828
12105 -power 126419
T203 -quod 124709
T701 1st band pass 124761
T702 - burst 124764

23K v T703 3.58MHz osc 121559
(111LK P111 T705 - 2nd bondpass 124760

Y101 -crystal-3.58MHz I0533U
RT101 therm -temp comp 114742

yoke -deflection .. 114741

.890 v

.920v

120v 60,
POWER

CPRIOI fw102
SUPPLY

, R151
, 3 MI6

CI24
100

5102

L11171.6.15)

.41 _

vJtIF012-1

7 C13.1 C132

+420V .47i
47-r IRA/

r 10.3A

sioi
-

SWITCH

..1_11!-1/wmT
128

COLK/REDo 120v

ED

GRN/RED

GRN

GRN/YEL

/05
POWER
SUPPLY
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5103
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ILK

KRK 110/132 VMF/UMF TUNER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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Need
an1104M
blast?

You'll get it from our 11/4 -ounce Sonalert' electronic
audible signal.

With as little as 6 VDC and 3 ma., Sonalert produces
a piercing sound that's hard to ignore. Yet it weighs
only a couple of ounces because it's all solid state.
Even the transducer is a crystal. This makes Sonalert
reliable, efficient and long lasting. And because it's
solid state, there's no danger of arcing, no RFI or
EMI noise, important considerations in computer and
other control signal applications.

Standard units vibrate at a fixed frequency of 2900
500 Hz or 4500 ± 500 Hz depending on model. In

A Registered trademark, P. R Mallory & Co. Inc

MALLORY

addition, pulsing, warbling and AC models are avail-
able. The penetrating sound covers a wider area than
alarm ligh-.s and demands instant action. This makes
Sonalert ideal where ignoring warnings would be
hazardous or cause damage. Examples: aircraft fuel
warning, electrical overload, computer error, auto-
mobile dcor ajar or headlights -on warning. Other
applications include communications, shipboard,
missile and medical electronics alarms.

For an informative 48 -page booklet of projects and
circuit ideas, write for folder No. 9-406. Address
Mallory Distributor Products Company, a division of
P. R. Mallory.8, Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
Box 155H. Indinnapolin. Indinon .1(31200. Teleption, :1174i:01.5353

Batteries  Capacitors Cassette Tapes Controls Resistors  Semiconduct Sonalertl, Switches  Timers  Vibrators ICs

for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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,OR TNT -4651

1320.
J C PENNEY

TV Model 1315

SEPTEMBER  1970

ELECTRONIC 7 fir-e=TECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

VHF EXT.
ANT. INPUT

VHF TUNER MRFAMP. TR1 2SC762
OR 2SC683 INPUT

I

TNT -4651-1 MIXER TR2 2SC563
OR 2SC683Vi

5 OSC. TR3 2SC645 a

OR 251466
IF OUTPUT TP 1 AGC

A
42

----Id

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PENNEY PART NO

VRI1 -50011 IF AGC control EVL-S2AA00852
VRI2-5001), RE AGC control EVL S24A00852
VR31 - 2K, vent hold EVH-304118823
VR32 - SE. veil height EVL-SOAA00853
VR33 -5K, vert lin EVL 504400E153

C128
0 0)

T

1F --CI I--136
35P

UHF
LOOP
ANT.

06041 0605

160101.16V100

606

CI07 L104 ILL .33.31.Z.40

8141 14134 Olir 1-4' RI"
1

4 7K CI04... 330

11111-"" L102 TLI 33051

RI V01 9--.K166:4-11 47 2581C

,117,C137..6. t°5 [101,,n,
Top T L I 3177081 '-iii;"

0129
6033

RI 35
5 6K

VRII
50013

14136
150

IF

GC

0101 I I jt'li
50P 13I5 1

;21R102RI3Er e,390
100 - 8117

9137 1C138 ),°6...L103

W,

,...

Q2 2K

. ' TL1-8

C2K130I 1 c1311 138403
I6V
4

160
4 7

CI10;
AGC AMP 1 ST VIDEO IF AMP

IRIS 2SC385 DI I 0670 T R1 I 2SC062
0670

G6AC301

I
50P

HoR17.1HOLD

SYNC. AMP.
TR31 2SC828

OR 25C538

C
16010

R303
820

Akb

CR106 -0.01µ1-2.2KS1 =10%
L102 -adjocent channel trap coil 47.25MHz
1103- interstoge coupling coil
1104 - acbacent channel trcpcoil 39.75MHz
1105 - interstoge coupling coil
1108 - peaking coil, 25µh ............................ 11D-02501-5
1110 -peaking coil, 125gh TLD-12501.5
L111 sound trap coil. 41.25MHz Ill -33758M
1.113 peaking coil. 150µh 110-15001-5

VR41 - 1K, horiz hold ............................ EVH-304118813
VR42 - 50051 horiz frequency  .................... EVI-S044001352
VR43 - 2M, focus control . .... EVD-26A510826
VR61 - 1051 off/on vol control EVE -80M120A 14
VR62 - 1K, contrast EVH-FOAL 17E13
VR63 - 500K, bright EVH-BOAL17855
VR64 - 1K, APF control EVI-S3A4001313
CR103 - 0.0 411-47012 =5% EXA-1103Z4711

EXA-P103P222
s...111-33051

TL1-38403
111-33051
TO -38403

UHF TUNER

TNT -86521T

PUT (OR TNT -8652 I H )

osc.
"PUT TR4 TISI8

OR 2SC684

MIXER

Dl 15750
OR 1N82C

- II 00
TL I-3375881
41 25NIC

13143
270

8107
2 71( 01111-46

50P ISP

D12 0670

CII8
160330

8111
tl 28

R 109 L 108 1 109
56 25 25,,

C115 CII6
.r 5P 5P

TjLI -13°177ItOM 125
LIIO

C114
L

211 ilC135604 7

L203 -discriminator, primary TLS 33205

1204 -discriminator, secondary TLS -33206
L402-horiz osc xformer 1111-3109
L403 horiz drive xforrner TLH 3412
1404 - horiz width control coil 1114-3703
1601 -deflection yoke TLY-3361-3D
1602 - bolun RR -39311-1
1301 - vert choke TLV-3308-3
1401 -flyback xformer TLF 3901 2
1601 -power xformer TLP-3231-4

VHF tuner TNT -4651.5
TNT -4651-5

UHF tuner TNT -86521-T
TNT -86521-H

fuse ac 0.4a TSF-5401-1
fuse dc 2a 15F -S202-6
ac power cord TSX-155

I ST SIF AMP. 2ND SIF AMP.
T R21 2SC645 T R22 2SC645

C223

-{-]:L-C764*R20656°

0204
*.13f;)5

*,R6
56

R209
270

13208
I 2K

0207
50

8132
39

5 611

AGC AMP. 2ND VIDEO IF AMP. 3RD VIDEO IF AMP.
TRIO 250828

OR 2SC538 TR12 2SC563 TR I 3 2SC563

TP4

C202

o

R204
I BK

VIDEO AMP.
TI114 CS1303

C2031604

-(6, TLS 34203
L201

%DA°

I6V4
8116
108

- -
R203
270

LII2
2 8,,

201

NOISE CANCELLER
TRI7 25438510R 256385

SYNC. SEP.
TR16 256385

0123
2 211

OF
0121

16010

R119
1

R120
8211

8121
5608

4 5MC TRAP
EFC-A4R5M2

C 3

SOUND DET.
D2I 0470 D22 0A70

0208
1208

,1 L2114
f TLS -33206

IK 100P
R2Il C2I 3

11219 -II OV-Thrn- -6
89 ;

VIDEO
C2

OUTPUT
TRIO 2SC584

R122
5 6K

8124
338

#113
18K

LI 16
R125s. 50r,
eaK C134

15,1 20

CI51

R129 m
6 88 r.

C125
15005

R126
2208

 4/;r4
R127
270K

0403
0 047

IKB
R 103

F17,
5 OK

C40
0 01

083)
2

VERT. OSC.
TR32 2513176

VERT. AMP.
1R33 25B 72F

#315
8316 6 8K
390

0311 R312 R3I 3 78 2 711 476 5001 '
R3I 4

C3I1 C3I2 5K

u 01810 0181314;
R4I8

R323 680

R320
10 1332]

C3I70 25 2 7K

t3_4_,w1:11
8419 HORIZ. OSC..

4 / TR4I 2SC838

1316
100
100

8324
820

034 TC0.2P

VI 1 301

-33VTELF10TC1X 3R_ING

CHOKE

L,
VERT.

OUTPUT
TR34 2514126V

833. 0322 #332

6-
8 2K 01

W., -1-11-14A--

;31)5

C3I9
160470

;C32') 0415
01!24204 6;

.328M/4-3703
1811

ICRT4

0614

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER is pub-
lished monthly by Harbrace Publications,
Inc., Harbrace Building, Duluth, Minnesota
55802, a subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc. Subscription rates: One year $5,
two years $8, three years $10, in the United
States and Canada. Other countries: One
year $9, two years $14, three years $18.
Single copies 60¢. Second class postage paid
at Dansville, New York and at additional
mailing offices. Copyright 1970 by Harbrace
Publications, Inc.
POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, Harbrace
Building, Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

1 ST AUDIO AMP. 2ND AUDIO AMP.
T R51 2SC828 TR52 25E1171

OR 2SC538

2

01361 131

L-4301064
B2

0502
1601000

v oi um(
I

R133
SK

VR63
500KB

0 -

BRIGHT

/3501
3311

C501
6010

R504
22

0504
051

T-
100100

1 002801
R505 R508
5 CIK 8507

170
0 0033
C505

1510
6033PAITO2 R50050

C503
*1',130k2 *R503A IK R506

100

0318 50

046 FR
-Hit

401
DEFLECTION YOKE

T 401

FLYBACK TRANSFORMER

ILF.3031.21TLF -3901. TLF -3901 -20

TL -3361-30

P3

,ti-

24

C418
0 0047

C I

1%10 1108

HORIZ. DRIVE
#411i11loop 4..

u01l 144K

013i,

4.

0405
I

0 I C406
0 022

R404

rHORIZ. FRE O, 05:34:{?

-IIIII- 13409
5 68

VAR425 8 214 100

R405

C404 W.

611 1i407*

I 6V 4 7
R.420,8

-

27K -
1_401

TLH-3204
D4I 0670
1342 0670

A.F.C. 4IP

R322

130154,
C 1)325
250 82

2011

L402C'
TLH-3I09

C407
0 0022

#412

TR421 CSI255"
W,

13414
0409 27

0 056
8413 C410
270 :160100 13116

470P

R415

:680 39

C422
0 001

13417 L403
TLH 3412

0412

If,

015

0424 1
0 001

R42C
0 5

D48 HS 'Xi,
D44 93-1E1
D45 FTIN

w
13121

181

C419 C420
0 022 15005

CRT5

C3

CRT3

CRT6

CFIT7

FOCUS

311 5

PICTURE TUBE
2306064

- 1229,

HORIZ. OUTPUT
TR43 25C687

OR 2SC558

A. P. F
TR61 258 26F OR 2SE1126N
D3

TNP-I5032

T601

R601
82

C603

TLP-3231 4 POWER RNSF ORMER

Go5031

200
3000

0 005

(. R602
/C608: 820K 0 001

IIc.Koco60.2.4.7±

1 Cri.
FUSE

AC 0 4A

FR-2Px 4 FUSE
DC204

160470

C506
6033

-15 5V

AUDIO OUTPUT
TR53 CSI256FIG
TR54 CSI255HF

iC509

R510
4

R5
4 7

IC50

C5013
100100

F AS -8P79 AE

0 5

0

-03
0 6

E2 3

AC 600 S
1200

ON OFF SW TCH
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

ellillrUNER REPAIR 110

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our four con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER REPLACEMENT

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fire Toning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send ii original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
(Home Office)

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH-EAST. .938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta. Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California . . TEL: 213-769-2720

... for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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Our cover photo shows the Editor taking one of the 106 Polaroid photographs that are
incorporated in the article, "Why a Trigger -Sweep Scope."

3 TEKFAX: Latest schematics to make your servicing easier.

23 EDITORIAL: Some thoughts on dropouts from the electronics industry.

24 LETTERS: Constructive criticism, helpful hints and requests received from you,
the reader.

29 NEWS: Significant events and developments in -he electronics industry.

30 NEW AND NOTEWORTHY: Special items for your consideration.

FEATURES

33 TEKLAB REPORT

What we encountered wren examining Curtis Mathes' six -star chassis CMC33, a to -
to ly modular color TV receiver.

37 SERVICING CCTV SYSTEMS

Preventive maintenance, with the use of a rurning card file, proves worthwhile once
troublesome symptoms develop --by C. A. Tuff ill.

40 WHY A TRIGGER -SWEEP SCOPE

Comparative photographs illustrate the relative capabilities of two distinctively
different types of scopes.

47 SERVICING SOLID-STATE STEREO

Part IV in this series includes principles covering the operation of passive -type
equalization circuits, wiich must be understood if they are to be effectively ser-
viced ---by Norman H. Crowhurst.

50 GUEST AUTHOR: BUDGET TIME TO MAXIMIZE PROFITS

Al Friedman, the first o a series of guest authors, offers helpful hints on increasing
your income.

52 TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

A review of specificatiois for B & K's new model 176 solid-state FET-VOM.

54 TECHNICAL DIGEST: Helpful hints and shortcuts for better servicing.

59 COLORFAX: Focusing on the problems of color TV Maintenance.

61 NEW PRODUCTS: Instruments and components for effective servicing.

78 DEALER SHOWCASE: Merchandise to increase tour retail sales.

82 TECHNICAL LITERATURE: Manufacturer's specs on new equipment and supplies.

83 BOOK REVIEWS: Our aporaisal of recert publications.

84 ADVERTISERS' INDEX: And now a word from the sponsors.

85 READER SERVICE: Get more facts about products and equipment of interest to you.

A HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH PUBLICATION 4:111

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER is published monthly by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications.
Corporate Offices: 757 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017. Advertising Offices: 43 East
Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611 and 757 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017. Editorial,
Accounting and Circulation Offices: 1 East First Street, Duluth, Minnesota 55802. Subscription
rates: One year $5, two years $8, three years $10, in the United States and Canada. Other coun-
tries: one year $9, two years $14, three years $18. Single copies: 75C in the U.S. and Canada;
all other countries $2. Second class postage paid at Cansville, New York 14437 and at additional
mailing offices. Copyright 1970 by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications.

POSTMASTER: Send form 3579 to ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 1 East First Street, Duluth,
Minnesota 55802.
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NOW you can measure resistors accurately

IN CIRCUIT!
in solid state devices

FE21 HI -LO
with 41'2 -inch
meter $99.50

FE20 HI -LO

with hi -voltage probe and large
six-inch meter $129.50

WITH THE NEW HI -LO FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETERS
USES ONLY .08 VOLTS TO POWER OHMMETER TO PREVENT TRANSISTORS FROM

CONDUCTING AND UPSETTING READINGS
Look at these extra features to see why the Hi -Lo meter belongs on your want list:

 9 DC current ranges from 100 microamps to 1

amp
 Automatic built-in battery test . . . never a worry

about rundown batteries, just push the switches
under the meter and read.

* Standard .6 amp fuse to protect the ohms and
milliamps scales if voltage or overload is ac-
cidentally applied. No more need to return the
meter to factory for repair . . . just replace the
fuse.

 Special probe with 100K isolation resistor in
probe to prevent AC pickup or to prevent loading
oscillator circuits. Leave in normal position for
most tests.

Unbelievable specifications of 15 megohm input
impedance on DC and 12 megohms on AC
Laboratory accuracy of 1.5 percent on DC and
3 percent on AC
9 DC voltage ranges from as low as .1 volts full
scale to 1000 volts

 3 hi -voltage ranges of 3 KV, 10 KV and 30 KV

9 DC zero center ranges from .05 volts to 500
volts . . . a must for delicate transistor bias
measurements
7 resistance ranges from 1000 ohms full scale to
1000 megohms

Low voltage of .08
volts prevents tran-
sistors from conduct-
ing and misreading
circuit. Resistor will

/now read 10K as it
should. Also prevents
any damage to tran-
sistor.

Here is why you
should have both Hi
and Lo battery volt-
ages for correct in -
circuit resistance
measurements in
solid state circuits:

T
Higher vol tagevoltage of 1.5
volts causes semi-
conductors to con-
duct to read proper
front -to -back ratio or
conductivity of tran-
sistors. Meter would
not be complete with-
out hi -ohms reading.

CD 1=1 INC. 3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
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What Kind of Work Do You Do?

Since ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER is not a newsstand publication and the only people
that can subscribe to it must be technicians gainfully employed in the electronics industry
or students in trade school preparing for such a profession; and any long-term subscriber
must be competent enough to have survived in this industry; we can make the following
ridiculously obvious conclusion: You work with electronic circuits. You do good work.

Yes, but do you make money at it?

I was told by one manufacturer of electronic supplies that electronic technicians represent
the second largest grcup of business men that go bankrupt. This is an appalling
statement, but he had the statistics to back up his position.

What's the problem? A greater assortment of electronic procucts is being developed and
placed on the market every year-these products requiring maintenance. And, within
reason, you are in a position where you are even able to determine your own rates for
servicing these products. So, again, what's the problem?

Unfortunately, too ma -1y technicians are merely skilled in electronics. Although this
knowledge is a must for effective servicing, it does not cover such matters as the proper
psychology for good customer relations, effective cost accounting for realistic billing,
short cuts for streamlining bench work, factors to consider when selecting a shop site,
what to look for when considering a lease and how to effectively display merchandise.

How many technicians, while out on a house call, offer to Icok at and service other
defective consumer electronic products-phonographs, radios, other TV sets, tape
recorders, etc? These may be just simple jobs that improve customer relations while
increasing your income from each service call. Too many technicians would rather be out
in their truck fighting traffic to the next customer's home (you don't make money between
house calls) rather than spending a few extra minutes earning the customer's respect by
displaying a genuine interest in your work and collecting a fee for the few other extra
jobs that the customer just happens to think of.

Do your customers know that you sell TV sets? Even if the set you are servicing does
not warrant replacement, frequently customers prefer purchasing their TV sets from the
electronic technician that has provided them with satisfactory service, knowing that he
will stand behind the purchase. Why bypass a possible commission (they add up

fast) just because the customer didn't realize you sold sucn merchandise.

Too many technicians hold up a repair job waiting for an exact capacitor replacement
when a substitute will work just as well. Do you know the range of capacitor values
permitted for certain type circuits or how to combine capacitors to obtain the desired value?
A future article will cover this subject in detail.

Have you taken inventory of the replacement parts you use? Is your shop and tool kit
stocked properly for handling the major portion of your jobs . . . or do you have an
unnecessary amount of capital invested in your stock (this excess investment may offer
a greater return in the bank) ... or, worse yet, do you go traipsing to your distributor
once a day for parts? Your distributor may be a very lice fellow to visit, but he isn't
paying you for your time.

These and many other non -electronic aspects of servicing make the difference between
good profits and bankruptcy. And out of concern for your oocket book, this month we are
beginning a series of very helpful articles on this subject, starting with Al Friedman's
article, "Budget Time to Maximize Profits."
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LETTERS

Readers' Aid
I have found the articles published

in ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
very interesting and informative. I en-
joy the magazine very much.

I would like to know whether you
or any of the readers could tell me
where I might purchase a schematic
for an Imperial Stereo which I have.
I believe it is a German make since
the plate on the hack is marked as fol-

lows: IMPERIAL, Rundfunk-Und
Fernsehwerk Gmbh, Fabrik Nr.
18493.

I would greatly appreciate any in-
formation on this item.

H. W. HITCHCOCK
803 AURORA
HOUSTON, TEX. 77009

We understand Webcor is out of
business. Can anyone tell us how to
get a replacement transformer for the
Webcor power transformer No. 68P-
050-1, used in Webcor audio ampli-
fier Model No. EP4820, serial No.

DEPENDABLE ANTENNAS AND

ACCESSORIES FOR PROFITABLE

INSTALLATIONS...

RMS COLOR -BOOSTER UHF, VHF

SINGLE DOWN -LEAD

ANTENNAS...

:"CB -22: 22 elements, CB -28:
28 elements, CB -34: 34 ele-
ments. Adds mileage to UHF/VHF
TV reception. Features Reynolds
Aluminum Colorweld weather-
proof Gold finish.

RMS MODEL CR-88( SOLID-

STATE UHF CONVEFTER...

Powerful amplifier and Local
Distant Switch provides 30 db
gain! Brings in clearest Color
and Black and White UHF recep-
tion even in areas where other
Converters fail to!

RMS HAS THE MOST

COMPLETE LINE OF UHF

VHF FM SPLITTERS AND

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS
For all multi -set home instal-
lations, master antennas, and
closed circuit TV systems. All
configurations for every require-
ment.

...

4.,z, ,
#C-4UV

-4-N-%

::CTB-70

RMSl l'^'N

.

..,
.

i  IMO 5.011I." /1
INS

eN .1e'

#HS -20U #HS -40U
2 -Way 4 -Way

RMS UHF/VHF/FM

HIGH GAIN 4 -SET COUPLER

Couple 4 TV and/or FM Sets to
a single antenna with low sig-
nal loss minimum interference
between sets. Or couple 2 an-
tennas, (VHF, UHF or FM), to a
single down -lead.

UHF VHF 2 -WAY AN)

4 -WAY HYBRID SPLITTERS

For multi -set home and master
antenna installations. Unbeat-
able specifications. Also top
performing UHF/VHF Tap -Offs.

Couplers, Splitters, Matching Transformers, Hybrid Splitters, Tap -Offs,
and Color -Tube Brighteners are individually blister sealed on attractive
Peg -Hang Cards. Write for latest Catalog-

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462  Tel. (212) 892-670C

DEPENDABLE ALL -PLASTIC

COLOR -TUBE BRIGHTENERS

Reusable. Simple installaticn.
Plugs in between color tube and
color tube socket. #CTB-70 for
70° button base tubes. r.CTB-90
for 90' button base picture
tubes.

562168. Primary 117v. High voltage
240v to CT. Secondary two: 5v at 2a.
Secondary three: 12.6v CT.

JOHN W. LEWIS
THE HOUSTON COUNTY COURIER
Box 551
CROCKETT, TEXAS

My son is refixing the inside of the
'61 Buick he purchased. At the pres-
ent he wants to install a tape recorder
in the car. He wants to put it up front
under the dashboard. The radio and
glove compartment have been re-
moved already.

He fixed up the recorder to fit into
the glove compartment or radio com-
partment. Our problem is that there is
a hose under the dashboard that won't
allow the case to go in far enough.

Perhaps some reader has an idea
that can help us.

FRANCES BATZER
3015 FARRAGUE RD.
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11210

As a hobby, I renovate old radios
and attempt to get them into first class
condition. I am presently working on
a Stewart -Warner Model No. 40. I
have one old tube
for which I am
unable to find a
replacement or a
substitution. I was
wondering if per-
haps your readers'
column might
help me. I am en-
closing a rough
sketch of this
tube. Thank you.

Whitney Electric
2105 Monroe St.
Toledo, Ohio 43624

BLUE GLASS

ABASE

6 PAO/VGS

LEROY GSCHWIND

I have a DeWald amplifier for re-
pair, Model M-1200. I have to replace
the power transformer Part No. PT -
164A -3. Can you locate DeWald for
me? It is a division of United Scien-
tific Labs.

SMITTY'S TV
258 Wurz Street
Brentwood, New York 11717

We have a Jackson picture tube
checker, Model 825, Serial No. TT
1353, and we need the latest roll
check. So far we are unable to locate
the Jackson Electrical Instrument Co.
The latest address we have is: 124 Mc-
Donough St., Dayton, Ohio. Our letter
to them was returned and stamped

continued on page 26
. for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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Do you want the

same things

Dick DeVroeg wants in capacitors?

Then you'll ask for

Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors when
you need twist-prong electrolytics.

As manager of S&R TV in Lake Forest, Illinois, Dick DeVroeg
knows the importance of usirg quality components.
The 8 -man S&R Drganization has built a name for itself in
northern Chicago suburbs over the past 18 years.
"To maintain our reputation in ser"icing everything in electronics,"
Dick says, "we just can't compromise on dependability.
That's why we prefer Sprague Twi it-Lok Capacitors."

Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's
Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to:
Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

01111111111111111111111MIIIIM

P.S. You can increase your business 71/2% by participating
in EIA's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your
distributor or write to us for details.

. . for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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INTERNATIONAL LETTERS

Frequency
meter

WRITE FOR CATALOG!

I

 Tests Predetermined Frequencies
25 to 1000 MHz

 Extended Range Covers 950 MHz
Band
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full
Range Coverage as Signal
Generator

 Measures FM Deviation

FM-2400CH

The FM-2400CH provides an accurate frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile transmitters and receivers at predetermined
frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its extended range covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The
frequencies can be those of the radio frequency channels of operation
and/or the intermediate frequencies of the receiver between 5 MHz
and 40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: -± .0005% from +50' to +104"F.
Frequency stability with built-in thermometer and temperature cor-
rected charts: .00025% from +25° to +125 (.000125% special
450 MHz crystals available).
Self-contained in small portable case. Complete solid state circuitry.
Rechargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH
(meter only) $595.00

RF crystals (with temper-
ature correction) 24.00 ea.

RF crystals (less temper-
ature correction) 18.00 ea.

IF crystals catalog price

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102

continued from page 24
"Moved not Forwardable."

If they are out of business, maybe
someone will have an extra chart
which is newer than ours. Our latest
chart is M825, No. 32-250/3-64.
Please send C.O.D. Thank you very
much.

JOE D. MARLOWE
EPSCO
24 Valley St.
Lewistown, Pa.

I need an out -of -production cathode
ray tube (2EP4) originally used in a
Philco Safari transistorized portable
TV receiver.

I would greatly appreciate your in-
cluding this request in your column.

WILLARD B. ANKER
6706 Lenclair Street
Alexandria, Va. 22306

I have an Atwater -Kent Model 10
radio that I would like to restore to
operating condition. Not being too fa-
miliar with this type of radio, I would
like to know if any readers could sup-
ply me with a schematic for this or
other early battery radio. I would al-
so like to pick up a scanning disc -type
TV set, and was wondering if any
readers have one they would be will-
ing to part with.

ALVIN HECKARD
Rt. I, Box 88
Lewistown, Pa. 17044

Could you or any of your readers
help me locate a power transformer
for a Superior Instruments Genome-
ter TV -50A. I have written to Supe-
rior only to find out that they have
gone out of business.

I enjoy your magazine and find it
helpful.

PAUL H. DAVIS
Davis Radio -TV
Hallieford, Va. 23068

A Concerned Manufacturer
In your June issue, you reprint a

letter in which a reader complains
about not receiving the literature he
requested through your inquiry cards.
T know how frustrating that could be
because I have had the same experi-
ence in other publications.

We, at Dynascan, receive hundreds
of inquiries for our test equipment
and two-way radio products.

continued on page 72
. . for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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This article is intended to clear up some of the mysteries
involved in cleaning tuners. Since it is also an advertisement
it briefly mentions a few products we manufacture and rec-
ommend but most of the article is just a good solid approach
to caring for the most sensitive unit in the TV set, the tuner.
We hope that it helps you.

Dick Pavek

Basically there are only two reasons to clean a tuner. Some-
times only one of these reasons is present but often both are.
The first and most common, is when the contacts are dirty
and making poor connection. The second is when the tuner
drifts or oscillates. Each of these conditions needs to be
understood in order to know the best way to correct them.

DIRTY TUNER CONTACTS
When the contacts become dirty the tuner is hard to keep
on channel, the picture may be snowy, streaked, flashing or
have poor color response. This condition is usually easy to
correct by one of two methods.

THE ONE-SHOT METHOD
The oldest method used is to clean the contacts with a dirt
and grease dissolving solvent and then protect the contacts
against future contamination by applying a protective lub-
ricant coating. Usually this is done with a combination
cleaner/lubricant in an aerosol form. All that is necessary is
to spray the contacts and let the solvent evaporate. The
tuner contacts are cleaned and protected in one simple oper-
ation that can usually be done without removing the tuner
from the cabinet.

Unfortunately there are disadvantages to this method as well
as the advantages. Neither the cleaning or lubrication are as
effective as they could be. The cleaning action can only take
place one time, when first sprayed into the tuner and the
light lubricant used is not as efficient as other lubricants.
In addition drifting and oscillation can be caused when using
this type because spray may get into the neutralizing capaci-
tor. Remember, any tuner cleaner that contains a lubricant
can cause detuning if not properly applied. There are no
exceptions to this.

We are not saying that you should never use this type of
product as there are many times when this method will do
all the cleaning and protecting necessary and do it quickly
and easily as well.

When using a cleaner/lubricant of this type remember these
points:

1. Products with more lubricant will protect better but
will more easily detune.

2. Products containing lubricants made only from sili-
cones will last much longer than those containing
lubricants made only from petroleum.

3. Never spray into neutralizing capacitors or other cap-
acitive sensitive devices because detuning can result.

TECH SPRAY manufactures an excellent combination clean-
er/lubricant that minimizes detuning problems as much as
possible. It is COLOR RID OX: We recommend it highly
when you wish to clean the tuner without removing it from
the cabinet.

THE CONTINUOUS CLEANING METHOD
There is a much more effective way to clean and lubricate
TV tuner contacts. Several products on the market clean
contacts with an entirely different approach. Instead of
using a solvent type cleaner they use a soft grease like mat-
erial with a polishing agent to clean the contacts. Often an
abrasive of some sort is included to aid in cleaning the
contacts. The polishing is not done with a cloth but by the
normal wiping action of the contacts as the channel selector
is rotated. This type does a much better job for the simple
reason that it does not evaporate and will continue to clear
over and over again, every time the channel selector is rotated
for months. This is obviously much better than a cleaner
that only cleans once, at the time it is applied.

Besides the better cleaning action, the thick permanent
lubricant gives far better protection against future corrosion
than a product with an oil type lubricant.

There is one major disadvantage to this type. Capacitive
sensitive devices, such as neutralizing capacitors can be badly
detuned if sprayed with this type of material. And they will
not gradually return to normal. This is because the material
will not evaporate. (If this ever happens to you there is a
simple way to cure it and we'll tell you how in the rext
section.) It is very often difficult to use this type on tuners
when they are installed in the cabinet. When the tuner is out
of the cabinet it is much easier to apply the material to just
the contacts, with no overspray getting into any detunabie
component.

When using a product of this type remember that:

1. The thicker the product the more stable, and less
likely to run into sensitive components.

2. If too harsh a polishing agent is used damage to the
contacts could result.

3. Spray only on contacts, never spray into neutralizing
capacitors, or coils on other capacitor sensitive devices.

4. Never overload a tuner with cleaner of any type.

5. If the cleaner contains an abrasive, be sure the contact
surface plating will not be harmed by it.

TECH SPRAY introduced th.s type of product to the in-
dustry with BLUE STUFF FUR TUNERS. It is entirely safe
and effective. We recommend it unhesitantly for cleaning
and lubricating all tuner contacts. It contains polishing
agents but has no harsh abrasives. ft will last and last. It
will not dry up either in the can or on the tuner. But please,
don't spray it olindly into the tuner, gist on the contacts and
not capacitive sensitive devices.

DETUNED TUNERS
The cleaners mentioned before are designed to clean contacts
only and cannot effectively clean the rest of the tuner. The
rest of tuner can have troubles just as contacts can. The
troubles are different, however. Tuner contacts don't
become detuned. Other parts of the tuner do. Detuning
will result in everything from herringbone patterns and
drifting oscillators down to poor quality reception.

How does a tuner become detuned? The tuner is filled with
devices that can be detuned. Air wound coils and air capaci-
tors are in many parts of the circuit. Both coils and capaci-
tors have an air dielectric. (There is capacitance between the
coil windings just as there is between the plates of an air
capacitor.) As long as these comporents are clean they have
air as the diel ectric. However just as soon as the surfaces get
contaminated the contamination becomes part or all of the
dielectric. Of course, no contamination will have the same
dielectric constant as air. When the dielectric constant
changes so does the frequency response of its portion of the
circuit. The most sensitive part of a tuner is the neutralizing
capacitor. This component can be very easily upset by
contamination.

Contamination comes from two major sources. One is air
born contamination, such as vaporized cooking grease from
a kitchen, greasy factory smoke, of gas heater fumes. The
other source is lubricants from misdirected tuner sprays.
There is no difference between the two sources as to what
happens to the tuner, just as there is no difference as to how
the contamination should be removed.

First, it is impossible to remove contamination from detuned
parts of the :uner with either a cleaner/lubricant product or
with a polishing lubricant product. Obviously both products
leave a contact protecting film that will get into the detuned
device and keep it detuned. The on'y way to clean a detuned
tuner and restore it to normal operation is with a lubricant
free cleaner, one that will not leave a residue of any type.
The procedure is simple. Simply orench the tuner with the
spray letting it drain dry. When it is dry it is ready to run
Be sure to clean the tube sockets also.

When using a product of this type remember these points:

1. Be sure the cleaner is safe on all plastics, as many types
of plastics used in a tuner can be harmed by some resi-
due free cleaners.

2. Be sure the cleaner has a forceful spray. This is nec-
essary to penetrate t.ny crevices in components.

TECH SPRAY makes a product of this type called BLUE
SHOWER FOR TUNERS. It is completely residue -free, has
great force it comes with two sizes of spray heads and exten-
sions so that you may select the force you need) and is safe
on all plastics. We recommend it for all detuned, dirty
tuners.

WARNING Remember haat while this is the best way to
thoroughly clean all tuner parts it provides no protection for
the tuner contacts against future corrosion. We recommend
that after restoring a d rty detuned tuner with BLUE
SHOWER that you treat the contacts with BLUE sniff
for future protection and lubrication. This will assure a good
job for your customers and fewer call backs for you.

MEM better chemical tools for technicians
SPRAY P. 0. Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105
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Here are 7 Reasons why we
AUTOMATIC ALL CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
MARKERS: You will never spend any more tine
looking up marker frequencies or interpreting
them when you own an SM158; they are auto-
matic. For example, want the chroma carrier on
any RF curve, IF curve, or chroma curve, simply
push the chroma carrier marker button. Want the
sound, video, adjacent carrier markers or any
other marker on any curve, just push the button
as directed on the panel. The SM158 is fast and
saves you time . . . that's why we call it the
speed aligner.

UNLIMITED MARKER AMPLITUDE: The marker
height control is like a powerhouse; crank it up
as far as you want, even to the point where the
markers are larger than the scope screen, with-
out upsetting the response curve. Each marker
is crystal controlled on fundamental frequencies
and post -injected so that you may place all
markers on the curve at unbelievable heights
without affecting the curve in the least. That's
why we call the SM158 the speed aligner.

EASY TO CONNECT: Just four connecting cables
clearly marked TO TV and TO SCOPE. It takes
just seconds to connect . . . that's why we call
the SM158 the speed aligner.

CIp<

TV

IGNMENT TIME

IN HALF!
with the all new

SENCORE SM158

SPEED
LIGNER

and at $120.00 less
than competition!
only $275.00

call the SM158 the Speed Aligner
MEI EEO
:Hho MA I

=On 1:21r

JUST

PUSH

THE
BUTTON

TWO EXTRA VHF CHANNELS: Competition has
only two VHF channels; the SM158 has an extra
high channel and an extra low frequency channel
to prevent any co -channel interference. The
SM158 is interference -free . . . that's why we
call t the speed aligner.

PLENTY OF SWEEP WIDTH: A full 15 megahertz
sweep signal, constant on all IF, chroma and
RF curves, provides adequate sweep width to
cover new solid state IF amplifiers. Competition
covers only 12 megahertz. The SM158 gives you
the full picture the first time . . . that's why we
call it the speed aligner.

GENERATES A ZERO REFERENCE BASE LINE:
You know where zero is with the SM158. All
alignment instructions show a base line, yet
some competitors do not generate a base line.
You can follow TV manufacturers' instructions
to the "T", easier and faster with the SM158
. . . that's why we call it the speed aligner.

SWITCHABLE HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
MARKERS: want to tilt markers 90 degrees so
you can view markers better in traps or for level-
ing? Merely pull the MARKER HEIGHT control
out and markers appear horizontally - a real
plus feature.

CD 1= 3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

CATV Revenue
$4.4 Billion in 1980

Quantum Science Corp.'s latest study predicts that in
1980 almost 4400 CATV systems will yield a revenue of
$4.4 billion. The forecast also calls for over 28 million
CATV subscribers in 1980, compared to 4.4 million sub-
scribers and 2400 systems in the industry today.

Today's systems and programming methods will be ob-
solete by 1980, according to the study, just as the commu-
nity antenna systems serving isolated rural areas in the 50's
are expected to become complex communications media
serving major metropolitan areas.

The study offers CATV systems operators and equip-
ment suppliers a comprehensive appraisal of the diverse
techniques, programming and services expected in the 70's.
Some of the trends foreseen are two-way systems, local
programming, interactive educational programming and
the "wired city."

Admiral's New Cartrivision
Unit and Video Camera

In its first demonstration, the Admiral Cartrivision VTR
recording and playback system played pre-recorded car-
tridges containing full-length color movie features and also
recorded programs directly off the air in color. An 18 -in.
Admiral color TV in a 431/2 -in. -wide cabinet was used in
conjunction with the Cartrivision unit.

A portable video camera accessory has been designed to
tape scenes in the home or office for immediate playback
through the tape deck without processing.

By setting a timer on the Cartrivision unit, an absent TV
set owner will be able to record automatically a TV pro-
gram for future playback.

The Cartrivision system, which will be priced under
$1000, is expected to be ready for marketing in the spring
of 1971.

RCA's 18 -in.
Color TV Set

RCA has developed an 18 -in. color TV set, the Argosy,
which makes use of a slim, 110° picture tube and a chassis
featuring plug-in component modules. The plug-in mod-
ules are designed to maintain the original manufacturing
performance standards through the life of the color set.

The solid-state chassis of the portable color model will
have 11 separate "AccuCircuit" modules, including five in-
tegrated circuits, which will constitute approximately 75
percent of the receiver's circuitry. No adjustment is said to
be necessary when substituting modules.

The picture tube used in the TV set has enabled RCA to
develop a more compact portable receiver that is 4 in.
slimmer than previous 18 -in. models. According to RCA,
the Argosy represents the first use in this country of the
110° deflection picture tube. The TV set is expected to sell
at a retail price below $450 and to carry RCA's one-year
service labor warranty.

First Diploma Awarded For
CIE College -Level Course

The first diploma for the college -level "Electronics En-
gineering" course of the Cleveland Institute of Electronics

was awarded in April, 1970. to John W. Watts, Master
Chief Electronics Technician, U.S. Naval Air Station, Nor-
folk, Va.

The presentation was made by Anthony Gibilaro, the
regional manager of CIE. Also attending the event was
Capt. William A. Kiernan, Watts' Commanding Officer in
the Atlantic Fleet Airborne Electronics Training Unit.

The advanced course for senior technicians, junior and
associate engineers was introduced by CIE in January,
1969. It is comprised of 100 lessons covering solid-state

physics and circuitry, magnetics, pulse techniques, compu-
ter logic, and steady-state and transient network theory.
The course can be completed in approximately 36 months.

IR Changes Location
of Boston Field Office

The Boston office of International Rectifier's Semicon-
ductor Div. has moved to an expanded field office facility
at 2 Militia Dr., Lexington, Mass. The new phone number
is (617) 861-1820.

The new facility is expected to increase IR's customer
service capability.

Tube Sales Off 9.9%
During First Quarter

EIA reports that U.S. factory sales of high vacuum, gas
and vapor and all other tubes totaled $19 million during
the first three months of 1970, down 9.9% from $21.1 mil-
lion during the same period in 1969.

According to data received from manufacturers, high
vacuum tubes were down 9.5%. Gas and vapor tube sales
slipped 16.4%, while all other tubes climbed 15.9% in
dollar sales.

Unit sales reflected decreases in high -vacuum types,
down 18.8%, and gas and vapor types, down 16.3%. All
other types, however, were up 4.3% in unit sales. Total
unit sales reached 959,000 during the first quarter, which
represents a decline of 18.1 % from 1.2 million tubes sold
during the first quarter of 1969.

Research and development funds for high vacuum, gas
and vapor and all other tubes amounted to $283,637 dur-
ing the first quarter of 1970 as compared to $538,548 in
1969. This represents a 47.3% decrease.
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

toet-Loss Foam Polyethylene Dielmiric

Coppet-clui steel center conductor

Thick neylaraloolintom foil
ispe shield

AIUMIt,1111 braided shield

Black Polyvinyl Chloride Jacket

VHF/UHF/FM ANTENNAS 723
Eight models for a
wide variety of uses

A line of antennas features a color
tuned capacitor -coupled VHF dipole
design as well as wide -aperture
tapered disc directors for UHF. JFD.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS SEE
PAGE 61

44,

R6 COLOR TV
CONVERGENCE

CON ROL
RED, ,REEK OR BLUE.
NORI2 OR VEPT....I
*NIT E KNOE
6) OHO

RENCE

Or AGE

wow KMI AN folorilkg

CONVERGENCE CONTROLS
Cross reference and exact 724
color replacement for knobs

A line of color TV convergence
controls is now being manufac-
tured for exact replacement.
The standard package consists
of six controls on a tear -off
display card, with a cross refer-
ence on the hack. The knobs on
the controls are exact color
replacements. Workman.

COAXIAL CABLES 722

Meet the requirements for
82 -channel co/or MATV systems

Two 82 -channel coaxial cables-
CAC-6 and CAC-11-have been
designed to meet the require-
ments of 82 -channel color MATV
systems. Specifications indi-
cate that the cables have 80dB
shielding and are able to
withstand bending and pulling
because of the aluminum braided
shield covering a thick mylar-
aluminum foil tape. The ad-
ditional braided shield report-
edly provides mechanical pro-
tection to the foil and also
allows easier connector instal-
lation in the field. These
cables are said to feature
lowest loss and flat match
through and beyond VHF. The
black polyvinyl chloride jacket
reportedly remains flexible
in cold weather. Jerrold.

NUTDRIVERS 725

Ideal for hard -to -reach
areas inside the TV set

A pair of super long (207/8 -in.)
fixed handle, hollow shaft nut -
drivers with hex openings of 1/4 in.
and 5/ 16 in. have been designed
for use on up -front components where
the only access is through the back
of the set. Xcelite.
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NEW
FREE 1971 CATALOG
Now with m)re kits, rao
color. Fully describes es
along with over 300 kits for
stereo/hi-fi, color
tronic organs, g
tiers, amateur r
educatioral, CB,
hobby. Mail coupon d

Stack
These Up

Against The Others
your best buys in meters

come from Heath
For over 20 years, Heath has been the first choice in me-
ters for tens of thousands of service technicians, schools
and home labs. There's a reason for this continued pop-
ularity - Heath meters are designed to have that balance
of versatility, needed features and low cost that make
them y3ur best buy. For the price of just a couple of meters
from others, you can buy every meter Heath makes. We
believe that you should still be able to get a stack of meters
without spending a pile of money. When you need a meter,
look tc Heath. For performance, versatility and top dollar
value, the others just don't stack up.

0 $21.95" Buys A Portable Solid -State Volt -Ohm -Meter.
Four ranges on AC & DC volts measure 1-1000 volts full
scale. Four resistance ranges measure 0.1 ohm to 1000
megohms. Features convenient battery operation ... zero
& ohms adj. contros .. DC polarity reversing switch ...
spare jack for HV & RF probes ... rugged polypropylene
carrying case. IM17, 4 lbs.

O $34.95* Buys A Portable Volt -Ohm Milliammeter.
Measures AC & DC volts 1.5-5000 full scale. DC current
from 150 uA to 15A. Resis:ance midscale from 15-150,000
ohms. Large 41/?" 50 uA movement meter for extra ac-
curacy. MM -1, 5 lbs.

O $29.95* Buys An Accurate VTVM. 7 AC & DC ranges
measure RMS volts from 1.5-15000 full scale ... AC P -P
from 4.0-4000 ... 7 resistance ranges from 0.1 ohms to
1000 megohms. 25 Hz - 1 MHz response. Single probe
makes all measurements. I M18, 5 lbs. Assembled IMW-18,
5 lbs. ... $54.95*

0 $41.95' Buys A Laboratory AC VTVM. Especially use-
ful for low-level AC & audio work. Ten RMS ranges from
0.01-300 V full scale ... measures dB from 52 to +58.
+1 dB response from 10 Hz -500 kHz. 10 megs. input im-
pedance. IM -38, 4 lbs. Assembled IMW-38, 5 lbs... $57.95*

CD $39.95' Buys A Big Service Bench VTVM. Has the
same high performance as the IM -18 above, plus added
features to make .t more useful for service work ... sepa-
rate 1.5 & 5 VAC scales ... calibration controls that are
adjustable from the from panel ... versatile gimbal mount-
ing ... large 7" meter. IM28, 7 lbs. Assembled IMW-28,
7 lbs. ... $59.95*

0 $46.95* Buys A Big Solid -State Volt -Ohm Meter. Bat-
tery -powered portability plus built-in AC supply. 8 AC & DC
ranges 0.5-1500 full scale ... 7 resistance ranges (10 ohm
center scale) xl-xl meg. High input impedance & 6" meter

CD for greater accuracy. IM -16, 10 lbs. Assembled IMW-16,
11 lbs. ... $69.95*

0 $85.00* Buys A Deluxe Solid -State Volt -Ohm Milliam-
meter. 9 AC & DC ranges from 150 mV -1500 V full scale
... 7 resistance ranges measure from 1 ohm to 1000
megohms 11 current ranges from 15 uA-1.5 A full
scale. 100 kHz response ... high input impedance ...
large 6" meter with zero center. IM -25, 10 lbs. Assembled
IMW-25, 10 lbs. ... $120.00*

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 a Schlumberger company

O Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Flease send model (s)
O Flease send FREE Heathkit Catalog. 0 Please send Credit Application.
Name

Address

StateCity Zip
'Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 7E-224

. . . for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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Our hot ones are the last to go.
The last thing you need is to be

called back a day or two after you've
replaced the sweep or high voltage
tubes in somebody's color TV.

But, they're usually the first to go.
Because they get so hot.
So we figured out how to cool them.
Now, they last a lot longer.
Take our 6JE6C/6LQ6, for ex-

ample. It's the horizontal deflection
tube that takes such a beating when
the set gets hot.

Well, we've given it special patent-
ed radiator fins that first absorb the
heat and then radiate it out of the
tube.

Now it runs cooler and lasts longer.
Same for our 6JS6C.
Or take our 6BK4C/6EL4A.

That's the shunt regulator that elim-
inates runaway high voltage. We gave
this one a whole new anode and
shield design to improve heat transfer
and stability.

Now it also runs cooler and lasts
longer.

Or take our 3A3B high voltage
rectifier. This one's got leaded glass
for added protection. And it lasts
longer too.

So next time you have to replace
any of the hot ones, just cool it.
You'll both last longer.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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TEKLAB REPORT

When total shop service is required, the

module keeps the cabinet in :he home

Curtis Mathes
Modular Total Color TV
by JOSEPH ZAUHAR

 Each year, as new TV sets appear
on the market, we find a number of
them that contain new circuits and
unique features. We hear of various
types of modules, printed circuit
boards, plug-in transistor and com-
ponent units, etc. But, the module
that we encountered this time con-
sisted of the entire color TV set en-
cased in a steel housing, which can
be inserted on nylon runners into a
large assortment of cabinets.

The line includes five types of
modules from a basic color TV set,
the two star, to the six star deluxe
module shown in the photo.

The module we received for this
report is the six star chassis CMC33,
which is the deluxe model featuring
total automatic color.

If shop service is required, only
the module leaves the home, thus
avoiding damage to the cabinet. The
complete set can be checked as a

unit. Much of the service on the
module can be performed in the
chassis by removing a panel provid-
ing access to chassis components.

We found the module easy to pull
by removing four bolts. The unit
then slides out smoothly. However,
we felt the nylon runners should be

Curtis Mathes Belmont Model 54M424
employing the CMC33 chassis.

The module is shown being pulled from the back, exposing the nylon runners that guide it smooth-
ly out of the cabinet.
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placed on the module to keep the
chassis bolts from scratching the ser-
vice bench, as we experienced.

Some of the features found in this
total color chassis includes: a chas-
sis featuring three stages of IF,
keyed AGC, preset fine tuning and
a combination of hand -wired and
etched circuitry; Automatic Fine
Tuning (AFT); Instant -On; Auto-
matic degaussing, Automatic Chro-
ma Control (ACC); and Automatic
Tint Control (ATC).

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
CMC33 chassis employed in this
TV receiver incorporates circuits
and layouts similar to a previous
RCA chassis. Since most of these
are familiar field proven circuits, we
will review only one of the more
current additions.

AUTOMATIC TINT
CONTROL (ATC)

The Automatic Tint Control
(ATC) senses flesh tone errors-
such as station -to -station variations
in transmission, as well as change in
program material-automatically
changing them to the hue desired. It
is located in a metal box attached to
the control assembly as shown in
Fig. 2.

By pulling the ATC control, lo-
cated on the front panel, the circuit
is inactivated. It should be OFF
when tuning color TV programs or
adjusting controls for a normal pic-
ture.

After this has been done, push
the ATC knob in and then rotate
the control for proper flesh tones. A
slight readjustment of the color con-
trol may be desired, but then the cir-
cuit will automatically correct for a
wide variation in transmission-the
ATC circuit sensing phase errors
and correcting them in the following
manner:

The phase correction added to
the chroma signal is developed by
two transistors called the red and
the yellow gate (shown in Fig. 3)
which sample chroma information
coupled to the base of each. Each
gate is sensitive only to certain chro-
ma phases on either side of the cor-
rect fleshtone phase. A transistor,
Q401, is used as a switch to com-
plete the emitter circuit of the gates.
This 3.58MHz switch is turned ON

Fig. 1-The Curtis Mathes CMC33 class s is s milar in c rcuits and physical a)pearance to a pre-
vious RCA chassis.

Fig. 2-The solid-state Automatic Tin: Control circuit (AU) is placed it a me -.3I box attnhed to
the control assembly, and is designed to automatically correct flesh-7one errors.

(IC901 INTIW.TED CIRCUIT

in() - EttPZIVI S3PAC1I stian:t

The Automatic Fine Tuning (AFfl circuit beard u;e; an !MI integrated circuit mounted co the
front apron of the chassis.
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7

by a continuous wave (CW) signal
from the 3.58MHz oscillator, which
is near the phase angle of the yel-
low chroma signal.

The switch bias is such that con-
duction occurs during the interval
that the CW sine wave is passing
through its positive peak. The gates
are biased to conduct only when the
chroma signal applied to the base of
each is positive. (i.e., The yellow
gate will conduct heavily when a
yellow chroma signal is present on

the base of the stage at the same
time the switch is completing the
emitter circuit.) The applied chro-
ma signal to the red gate is phase
shifted so that the red chroma infor-
mation is also near peak positive
during the switch conduction inter-
val.

If it were possible to transmit
both yellow and red chroma phases
simultaneously, the switch conduc-
tion time would be equidistant from
the peak of each chroma sine wave

C 901
.001

TTI -1

901. I

Lc) PW 900

611151 - 6

`00) -

0=1

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
IC 901

C
1903T
I 82

410
__110V

T 90

00

R901 8+
IK S20V

T 902

2V
6V- - -

R 902
K

E

C 908 -1 b.
PUR.

TO AF ON
DEF. BOARD

5

TO ALL -
GNDS.

_J
4 8T R9C

C 96511.47 I K

6V

0

C 9 0 7 -1 1--j_ C906-1 I-2_

U

WHT.

AFT CONTROL
VOLTAGES

(TO TUNER)

Schematic of the Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) circuit employing the IC901 Integrated Circuit.

when correct fleshtones are trans-
mitted. A deviation in chroma phase
would cause one or the other of the
gates to conduct more heavily, while
conduction of the alternate gate is
reduced. The gates are now able to
correct an error in fleshtones, with
the red gate conducting more heavi-
ly. when red errors are transmitted
and the yellow gate conducting more
when yellow errors are transmitted.

The corrected signal from both
gates is added to the original chro-
ma signal by the chroma-amplified
transistor. This stage is emitter
driven by the same chroma infor-
mation that is applied to the base of
both gates. The base bias of the
chroma amplifier is developed by
the individual phase -shift network
in the collector circuit of each gate.
These phase -shift networks will add
the phase correction necessary to
cause an output from the red gate
to develop a correction toward yel-
low, and the yellow gate to develop
a correction towards red.

The combined output of both
gates will mix with the chroma sig-
nal fed to the chroma-amplifier
emitter to produce a signal at the
chroma amplifier collector of the
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Fig. 3-Schematic diagram of the Automatic Tint Control (ATC) circuit. This circuit is designed to sense phase e-rors and correct them for proper hue.
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BLANKING
PULSE

Fig. 4-Color bars in vector form with the ATC
switch in its OFF position.

Fig. 5-Corrected color bar vectors with the
ATC level adjusted for

Fig. 6-Color bar vectors with (A) the ATC con-
trol fully CCW and (13) with the ATC control
fully CW.

(IC 200
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Hybrid audio board employing diodes, integrated circuit (IC201) and a 6805 audio output tube.

proper phase for producing correct
fleshtones.

Chroma phases other than those
capable of producing yellow through
red are negative during the time the
3.58MHz switch is turned ON. The
gates are sensitive only to fleshtone
hues and the remainder of the color
spectrum is unaffected by the cor-
rection circuit.

ATC ALIGNMENT

The chroma alignment must be
correct before attempting to align
the ATC. Then proceed with the
following set-up: (1) Adjust the
TV set to view rainbow color bars,
fine tune properly and switch the
AFT ON, the ATC OFF. (2) Set the
color killer control counterclock-
wise. (3) Connect a scope to termi-
nal point "EE." (4) Adjust poten-
tiometer R425 (the ACC control
on the ATC) for 12v P -P of signal.
(5) Connect the scope to the
(R -Y) pad and check for the prop-
er tint range. See the manual if
touch-up is required. (6) Connect
the scope's vertical input to the
(B -Y) pad ("12") and the scope's
horizontal input to pin 2 of V706,
using a 0.05µf capacitor for the lat-
ter. (7) Set the scope for external
sweep and adjust the scope's verti-
cal and horizontal gain to obtain a
symmetrical vector display as shown
in Fig. 4. (8) Adjust the color con-
trol for a vector display with 1/2 to
3/4 bars of blanking (Fig. 4). (9)
Adjust the tint control to place the
first bar nearly on top of the blank-
ing (Fig. 4). (10) Push the ATC
control ON and turn it to approxi-
mately mid -range. (11) Adjust po-
tentiometer R402 (the ATC level)
to pull 3 bars together without
crossover (Fig. 5). (12) Check the
ATC control range-the minimum

This module, the six star deluxe model, is the
complete TV set encased in a steel cabinet.

swing of the corrected bars should
be from the 11/2 bar position to the
31/2 bar position (Fig. 6A and 6B).
If necessary, adjust coil L405 on the
ATC unit to center the ATC range.
Maximum touch-up allowable is a
3/4 turn. The tint range must be re-
aligned if coil L405 is adjusted.
(13) Set color killer to complete the
procedure.

CONCLUSION

We learned a number of interest-
ing facts concerning the production
of this set. The company indicates
that it builds most of its own com-
ponents including cabinets, speak-
ers, transformers, coils, chassis, fly-
back transformers, circuit boards,
face masks, plus many other com-
ponents. According to the manufac-
turer, this allows more control over
the overall quality of the finished
product, with parts built to com-
plement each other.

The set is reportedly converged
twice and run 24 hours under ele-
vated voltages and in 10° to 15°F
higher temperatures, which is said
to be equal to the first 30 days of
the set's use. 
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Servicing CCTV Systems

Preventative maintenance with a running card

file precludes trouble and system downtime

by C. A. TUTHILL

 CCTV systems consist basically
of equipment for pick up, genera-
tion, distribution and display of vid-
eo signals and reproduction of syn-
chronized sound to specific areas,
sometimes local, sometimes remote.
Each unit or group of units in a ba-
sic CCTV system (Fig. 1) requires
service. Each unit has its weakness-
es, and some components have a
predetermined life expectancy.
There may be one camera or many,
and this is also true of receivers and
monitors. Thus, for their most eco-
nomical operation, time and money
can be saved when the preventative
and corrective maintenance dictates
of Fig. 2 are studied and implement-
ed, as described later in the article.

While the best possible resolution
for the system at hand should al-
ways be maintained, CCTV quality
may be ample even when less than
that dictated for broadcast TV stan-
dards. For example: Detroit uses se-

Fig. 1-Basic CCTV system.

MOTION PICTURE
OR SLIDE

PROJECTORS

VIDEO
CAMERA
PICKUPS

LIVE
SUBJECT

quential and animated line drawings
to illustrate proper assembly or dis-
assembly procedures. But, to sell
their cars, they use the best avail-
able equipment for the best possible
sales picture.

Actual values of horizontal reso-
lution may be 600, 450 or 300 lines
for high, medium or low perform-
ance systems, respectively.

Since CCTV systems have been
in use for several years, this article
will deal primarily with equipment
already in use.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
It the equipment manufacturer

does not supply waveforms for the
various test points, use a scope and
camera adapter to record those
waveforms during normal operation.
Record, date and file the resultant
waveforms for periodic comparison.
Always allow a 15 minute warmup
period before sampling, using the

POWER
SUPPLIES

0 - ® : MAJOR TEST POINTS

same model scope for comparing
waveforms.

In the same dated performance
file, record the normal voltage and
resistance values at strategic points
in major components or units. Such
recorded data will, when compared
to subsequent periodic checks, de-
tect and localize a decrease in reli-
ability of internal components due
to aging, and indicate the need for
replacements before failure occurs.
Periodic checks will reduce or even
prevent downtime, and thus avoid
refunds to contractual customers.

Watch the dated files for progres-
sive changes or drifts, even though
slight. These can indicate tube or
other replacement needs before
marginal limits or breakdown are
reached. Use a clean dry cloth or
carbon tetrachloride sparingly to
keep all units clean. Inspect for cor-
rosion, loose connections and loose,
worn or unlubricated mechanisms.
Always maintain an ample supply of
spare parts, both of electronic and
mechanical components.

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS

A true analysis of waveforms is
gained from experience and the
proper interpretation of patterns
seen on the test scope. For the less
experienced, a careful study of the
scope manual and controls is a must.
Remember that the unknown, or

GENERATOR

Fig. 2-Basic CCTV maintenance chart.
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signal under test, is plotted on the
scope as a function of another ref-
erence or test signal whose charac-
teristics are known.

Do not waste time over relatively
minor differences observed. These
may result from differences in con-
trol settings on the scope. However,
severe differences can rapidly local-
ize a fault.

One should be familiar enough
with his CCTV system to know ap-
proximately the frequency and type
of waveshape expected at the test
point probed. This is why a sys-
tematic file of previously recorded
waveshapes is indispensable. To
check frequency, it is a good prac-
tice to apply a sawtooth waveform
of known frequency on the horizon-
tal axis and synchronize this signal
with the fundamental or a submulti-
ple of the frequency under test. A
plot of that signal versus time is eas-
ily derived since the sawtooth refer-
ence signal provides a horizontal de-
flection linearly proportional to
time.

Several types of probes are pro-
vided for proper scope applications.
A typical test setup using a low -
capacitance probe is shown in Fig.
3. Switch "S" permits producing a
pattern from the squarewave gener-
ator directly on the scope before
making a comparison with the out-
put of the amplifier. Thus any dis-
tortion contributed by the scope is
considered during an analysis of the
amplifier output. Scope test leads
should be shielded against unwanted
stray signals.

Typical samples of distorted
squarewaves from another source
are shown in Fig. 4 together with
the reason for each distortion.

CAMERAS

A test chart and a "live" or stu-
dio camera can be used to provide a

quick overall system checkout. If the
test pattern appears faulty on only
one of the several monitors, the mal-
function is generally localized in
that monitor. But, if the test pattern
is poor on all monitors, refer to your
dated files and make scope compari-
sons to previously recorded pat-
terns. Scanning circuits in the cam-
era can cause distortion. Check in-
ternal amplifier tubes and, if neces-
sary, run voltage and resistance
checks. Other faults may be local-
ized to the camera control section.

When the system checks out nor-
mally, and a film pickup was in use
during a failure, either the film pick-
up camera or the projector is at
fault. Substitution of either is the
fastest isolation rundown and should
restore the service while repairs are
made.

Studio cameras for live pickup
are carefully designed for high -qual-
ity image transmission to the sys-
tem's video input. The wide range
of camera types that may be oper-
ated or maintained is shown by the
simple comparison of two picture
tubes (Table I).

These camera tubes may incorpo-
rate one of three basic scanning
principles-instantaneous scanning,
storage scanning or slow -speed scan-
ning. All three camera tubes func-

tion well when properly applied.
Instantaneous Scanning-The im-
age dissector, actually a two -section
tube, is one example. Output from
the photocathode section is focused
through an aperture to the multi-
plier section. Corrective adjustments
are made with the usual exterior fo-
cus and deflection coils. One disad-
vantage is that a high output light
source of about 1000 ft candles is
required.
Storage Scanning-Three exam-
ples of this type tube are the icono-
scope, image orthicon and vidicon.
The well known iconoscope is an
older development but still serves
well. However, its weaknesses in-
clude a poor signal-to-noise ratio,
black level instability and edge flare.

The image orthicon is a more
costly tube to operate, but it is high-
ly sensitive and pays off for more
exacting and lucrative operations
(see Table I).

The vidicon functions similarly
but is less sensitive than the orthi-
con. It is also less expensive to op-
erate.
Slow -Speed Scan-For the greatest
economy and minimum picture
quality, a slow -speed scan technique
is available. Such a camera may be
used to scan a newspaper or other
printed matter where time is avail -

Fig. 3-Test connections for determining squarewave response of video amplifier.
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Fig. 4-Typical squarewave distortions and their causes.
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able. Limitations are such that a five
minute TV commercial might con-
sume several hours for transmission.
The video bandwidth for slow scan
ranges from 250kHz downward to
500Hz.

CONTROLS

The camera control unit provides
several electrical functions includ-
ing: adjustment of focus, beam cur-
rent, signal level, dc restoration,
blanking, shading and signals for
monitors. In addition to the controls
just mentioned, stabilized power
sources of specified voltages are a
must.

Many of the less exacting CCTV
systems used for simple industrial
assignments, security service and
such, do not use a special blanking
pulse, such as in video broadcast-
ing. Instead, the same pulse that
triggers scanning and blanks the
picture tube during retrace is also
used to close the camera scanning
aperture. The resultant lack of in-
terlace, or lock -in between vertical
and horizontal frequencies, results
in poor resolution. In these simpler
systems good interlace is impossible.
But the system may serve satisfac-
torily where no great distances sepa-

rate the camera and final display
tube.

SYNC GENERATORS
Synchronizing, blanking, horizon-

tal and vertical drive pulses are ob-
tained from the heart of the system,
the sync generator. In higher grade
systems, both the camera tube and
monitor tube must simultaneously
scan exactly the same element of a
particular line of the picture. When
even slightly out of step, distortion
results.

If a picture is to be obtained, the
electron beam of the tube must
sweep across the screen. This is ac-
complished by applying sawtooth
waves to the deflecting coils of the
camera picture tube, or to the de-
flecting plates if electrostatic deflec-
tion is used. These sawtooth waves
are controlled by sync signals from
the sync generator.

To avoid inadequate picture res-
olution, the sync signals (pulses)
must be injected during the scan-
ning retrace period. Thus the scan-
ning functions of both camera and
display tubes are locked in sync.

Use a scope to check the outputs
from the sync generator. Two of
these outputs are the sync and

Table I-Comparison

Vidicon

Costs $0.10 per hour to operate.

Simpler circuitry permits use of more
cameras per dollar.

Simplified adequately for many
applications.

Responds well to film pickup.

Reasonable signal-tonoise ratio.

of Typical Camera Tubes

Image Orthicon (Fig. 5)

Costs $2.00 per hour to operate.

Greater sensitivity and larger contrast
range. Will reproduce scene with only
10 ft candles of incident light.

Insensitive to lag or smear due to
moving objects.

Output more stable, less sensitive
to light intensity changes.

Alignment coil external to tube neck
corrects for misalignment.
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Fig. 5-Components of an image orthicon camera tube.
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blanking pulses in the video signal.
The other two provide the vertical
and horizontal drive pulses. Refer
to the manufacturer's literature, the
standardized RETMA waveform
charts showing video pulses or to
your own waveforms previously re-
corded while the sync generator was
performing normally.

COAXIAL CABLES

Coaxial cables distribute the vid-
eo signals to various system units.
These cables are often long and pro-
duce high frequency attenuation and
phase distortion. To compensate for
such distortion, booster amplifiers

Table II-Typical Coaxial Cable Attenuation

MHz
Cable

100 500 1000 3000
(Approximate loss in dB per 100 ft)

RG19A/U 0.7 2.0 3.5 8.0
RG8A/U 2.0 5.0 8.0 15.0
R059A/U 4.0 10.0 15.0 25.0

R055/ U
sr

4.8 12.0 18.0 32.0

RG58C/U

and corrective equalizers are often
used. The boosters drive the picture
and sync pulses through the coaxial
cables. Impedance matching trans-
formers are usually used to feed sig-
nals to these lines or obtain signals
from the lines. The attenuation loss
per 100 ft of cable, as shown in
Table II, is alone ample reason for
using booster amplifiers at the start
and termination of a coaxial cable.

VIDEO DISPLAYS (MONITORS)

Some form of cathode ray tube
(CRT) is used in a video display,
often called a monitor, which con-
verts the scene viewed by the cam-
era from electrical signals to an op-
tical image or display. Signal input
may be taken directly from the vid-
eo line, or the monitor may receive
a demodulated signal. In the latter
case, RF and IF stages are added,
thus permitting the monitor to func-
tion as a receiver. (Refer to Fig. 1
in the next article for methods of
checking monitor performance.)
When remote monitors must be lo-
cated at some considerable distance
from the camera, an RF generator
is required to supply an adequate
signal for getting the required puls-
es through the long coaxial line. 
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Why a Trigger -Sweep Scope
by PHILLIP DAHLEN

Effective TV servicing requires that

the technician know the capabilities
and limitations of his oscilloscope

 Each month the TEKFAX portion of ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER provides many help-
ful schematic diagrams of TV circuits that the tech-
nician may encounter when servicing. Although we
have received excellent readership response to this
service and the many helpful diagrams that it has
provided, one type of information usually provided
with these schematics is too frequently ignored-
the small photographs showing the signals present
in various stages of the TV set.

When a TV set ceases to function properly, the
trouble can frequently be localized according to
the symptom observed. Checking tubes, transistors
or voltages can generally result in the final pin-
pointing of the defective component-but what if it
doesn't? What about the too frequent occasions
when the technician either fails to use a scope or
doesn't use it effectively? This results in the time-
consuming task of prodding all accessible compo-
nents and making component substitutions until fi-
nally "hitting upon" a solution that brings the TV
set back to near normal operation. And too fre-
quently these wasted hours of searching are charged
to the customer as exorbitant fees, resulting in bad
customer relations and the loss of future business.
Failure to charge for the time wasted, on the other
hand, can result in eventual bankruptcy.

What was the basic problem? It was the techni-
cian's failure to initially pinpoint the problem with

Fig. 1-Waveform obtained from test -pattern signal on Lectrotech
oscilloscope/vectorscope.

his scope, comparing scope traces with
those considered normal by the TV set
manufacturer.

There is too great an assortment of
scopes on the market to describe the
capabilities and limitations of each
when signal tracing a defective TV set.
Instead, this article compares the traces
of two scopes with the waveforms sup-
plied by Zenith for its 14A9C50 chas-
sis. One set of waveforms was obtained

from a 5 -in. Lectrotech oscilloscope/vectorscope
advertised at $339.50. The second set of waveforms
was obtained from a less expensive scope, costing
in the neighborhood of $100 in kit form. The first
is a triggered -sweep scope, while the second is a
sync -sweep scope.

As we photographed scope waveforms in the
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER laboratory
(Fig. 1), we concluded that both scopes were of
excellent quality-for the price charged. With the
first scope, we had very little difficulty duplicating
all waveforms provided for the TV set; while some
waveforms could not be duplicated on the second
scope. In addition to the apparent differences in fre-
quency response, sync stability and probe back-
ground hum, as noted in the many comparative
photographs, there was also a significant difference
in waveform brightness. We compensated for the
latter by making different camera settings while
photographing the waveforms viewed on the two
scopes.

This article shows how the technician's efforts to
duplicate the waveforms provided by TV set manu-
facturers will differ with the capabilities of the
scope used. It also shows that these waveforms can
differ somewhat with the program signal present
when waveforms are observed. Most of the photo-
graphs were taken using a signal source produced
by our own test pattern (note Fig. 1 & 2), while
others represent responses to a color -bar generator.

Fig. 2-Most of the signals photographed represent those required
for producing the test pattern shown.
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We suggest that technicians not adequately fa-
miliar with their own scope duplicate our efforts on
a TV set that is functioning properly, comparing
their results with those provided in TEKFAX. Then
they will know what to expect from their scope
when servicing a defective TV set. It could be that
a missing waveform is due to the limitations of the
scope used rather than a TV set defect. Such limi-
tations must be known if scope signal tracing is to
be effective.

The complete schematic of this TV set will be
shown in next month's TEKFAX Schematic No.
1324. Future articles will show how TV circuit de-
fects will affect signals observed on a scope.

,01111a.

Fig. 4 -Signal from IF assembly (terminal 1)
as indicated by manufacturer (right), as seen
on the trigger -sweep scope (center), and as

seen on the sync -sweep scope (left). The white lower portion of the two
photos that we took differed from that supplied by Zenith due to the
presence of a different video signal (they probably used a live TV pro-
gram instead of a test pattern). The extra waves imposed on the wave-
forms in the left photo are the result of 60Hz hum present at the
unshielded scope input terminals. The trigger -sweep scope has shielded
input terminals.

Fig. 5 - The same
waveform as shown in
Fig. 4, but with the
trigger -sweep scope
switched to x5 mag
nification and the
sync -sweep scope ad
justed for maximum magnification. With this degree of magnificztion,
the IF signal generating the waveform becomes apparent on the trigger -
sweep scope (right), while it cannot be seen on the sync -sweep scope
(left).

1.6V P -P

60 Hz

oe AJ X48

Fig. 6 -The manufacturer has labeled No. 2 the
same waveform as had been previously obtained
from terminal 1. Although of the same signal,
the two waveforms appear different since the first shows the signal's
60Hz harmonic waveform (TV vertical sync) while this set of photos
show its 15.76kHz harmonic waveform (TV horizontal sync). The manu-
facturer's illustration of the resulting waveform (right) again differs
slightly from those seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and the sync-

sweep (left) scopes due to the nature of the video signal present.
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Fig. 3 -Schematic showing ocation of circuit test points 1 through 4.iw

elm. .

Fig. 7 -Signal present at the input of the video
drive circuit, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and seen on the trigger -sweep (center)
and sync -sweep (left) scopes. In this instance the manufacturer's wave-
form is of tne wrong polarity, while a different video signal accounts
for any other apparent waveform differences.

Fig. 11 -Trigger -sweep scope still connected to
Terminal 3 but with a live TV program applied
to the TV set rather than the test pattern.
Note how a change in TV pictures c'anges the
video signal.

Smo.H.H.H.

Fig. 9 -Video luminance signal applied to the
cathodes of the three picture -tube guns. (This 35V P -P
signal is equivalent to the signal u' ed to pro- v 60 Hz
duce pictures on B/W TV sets.) The signal pictured by the manufacturer
(right) again differs slightly from that seen on the trigger -sweep scope
(center) and sync -sweep scope (left, due to the fact that it represents
a different 'V image.
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Fig. 10 -Schematic showing locatior of circuit test points 5 through 9.

a iimamluil
Fig. 11 -Input signal to the sound, synchroni-
zation and automatic -gain -control circuit am-
plifier, as indicated by manufacturer (right), as
seen on tie trigger -sweep scope (center), and as seen on the sync -
sweep scope (left). Agair note the 60Hz hum present on the left
scope trace.
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Fig. 12 -Amplified signal remaining after
sound has been removed, as indicated by the
manufacturer (right), and seen on the trigger -
sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

::,01en3gen211(

44V P -P
60 Hz

Fig. 13 -Signal applied for further amplification
V P -P

and use in the AGC control circuit. The pos-
6

7.30

Hz
sible absence of a video signal on the mans-
facturer's waveform (right) probably accounts for the difference between
it and the waveforms observed on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -
sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 14 -The manufacturer indicates that this
waveform represents the signal fed to the tube
grid for further amplification. This was the only
signal that we were unable to observe on ei-
ther scope.

Fig. 15 -The amplified sync signal used for
synchronizing the vertical and horizontal oscil-
lator circuits, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left)
scopes.

O 70V P -P
60 Hz

Fig. 10 -Signal obtained from sync amplifier C)
circuit, as indicated by manufacturer (right),
and as seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and
sync -sweep (left) scopes.

ral
Fig. 19 -Signal present at the grid of the hori- 0
zontal oscillator tube, as indicated by the
manufacturer (right), and as seen on the trig-
ger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 20 -Signal present at the cathode of the
horizontal oscillator tube, as indicated by the
manufacturer (right), and as seen on the trig-
ger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

13

30 V P -P
15.75 KHz

420V P -P
15.75 KHz

260V P -P
15.75 KHz

Fig. 21-Output of the horizontal oscillator cir-
150V P -P

cuit, applied to grid of horizontal discharge 15.75 KHz
circuit, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left)
scopes.
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Fig. 16 -Schematic showing location of circuit test points 10 through 16.

Fig. 17 -Signal obtained from vertical oscillator
circuit, as indicated in inverted form by man-
ufacturer (right), and as seen on the trigger -
sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

FA
10 21V P -P

15.75 KHz

Fig. 22 -Signal present at the plate of the hori-
15

zontal discharge tube, as indicated by the man-
ufacturer (right), and seen on the trigger -sweep
(center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

250V P -P
15.75 KHz
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Fig. 23 -Signal applied to the horizontal output 0
circuit, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (cen-
ter) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

230V PP
15.75 KHz

Fig. 24 -Schematic showing location of circuit test points 17 through 19.
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Fig. 25 -First of three horizontal convergence
signals, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (cen-
ter) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.
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Fig. 26 -Second of three horizontal convergence
signals, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (cen-
ter) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 27 -Third of three horizontal convergence
signals, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (cen-
ter) and sync -sweep (let) scopes.

Fig. 28 -Schematic showing lo-
cation of circuit test point 20.
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gether and their combined signal afects the
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Fig. 31 -Waveform of sync signal applied to
vertical blanking circuit, as indicated by the
manufacturer (right), and as seen on the trig-
ger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (le -t) scopes.
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Fig. 32-These waveforms provided by the man-
ufacturer (right) and seen on the trigger -sweep
(center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes represent
the signal present at the grid of the vertical oscillator tube

Fig. 33-Differentiated signal near the vertical
hold control, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep (cen-
ter) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 34-Waveforms indicated by the manufac-
turer (right), and the trigger -sweep (center)
and sync -sweep (left) scopes, for the signal
at the grid of the vertical output tube.

Fig. 35-Differential signal near the vertical
linearity control, as indicated by the manufac-
turer (right), and as seen on the trigger -sweep
(center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

84V P -P
60 Hz

420V P -P
60 Hz

24

Fig. 36-Waveforms indicated by the manufac-
turer (right), and the trigger -sweep (center) and 26
sync -sweep (left) scopes, for the signal fed
from the cathode to the grid of the vertical -output tube.

Fig. 37-Signal at the plate of the vertical
output tube, as indicated by the manufacturer
(right), and as shown on the trigger -sweep

(center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 38-Waveforms representing the vertical
output signal applied to the convergence cir-
cuit, as indicated by the manufacturer, trigger -
sweep and sync -sweep scopes, and shown from right to left in sequence.

70 V P -P
60 Hz

26V P -P
60 Hz

1350V P -P
60 Hz

24V P -P
60 Hz

Fig. 39-Waveforms indicated by the manufac-
turer (right), and the trigger -sweep (center)
and sync -sweep (left) scopes, fcr the vertical -
output -circuit signal later applied to the pincushion -correction circuit.

Fig. 40-Signal from vertical -output transformer
that is applied to the convergence circuit. Note
that the polarity of the signal, as indicated by
the manufacturer (right), is opposite that shown on the trigger -sweep

(center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

29 95V P -P
60 Hz

Fig. 41-Second signal from the vertical -output
transformer that is applied to the convergence
circuit. Note that again the polarity of the
signal indicated by the manufacturer (right) is opposite that shown on
the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

11V P -P

60 Hz

Fig. 42-Schematic showing lo-
cation of circuit test points 32
through 34.
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Fig. 43-Signal present at the transistor collec-
tor in the pincushion -correction circuit. The 42V P -P

waveform seen cn the trigger -sweep scope (cen-
60 Hz

ter) clearly resembled that indicated by the manufacturer (right), while

the full detail of the waveform produced on the screen of the sync -

sweep scope (left) was not bright enough to be clearly seen until a

time exposure photo was taken.

Fig. 44 Signal present on the high -voltage lead
of the pincushion -correction circuit, as indi-
cated by the manufacturer (right), and as seen
on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

33 60V P -P
15.75 KHz
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Fig. 45 -Signal present at the transistor base
in the pincushion -correction circuit. The wave-
form on the sync -sweep scope (left) was not
as easily seen as that shown by the trigger -sweep scope (center).

25V P -P
60 Hz

Fig. 46 -Schematic showing location of circuit test points 35 through 40.
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Fig. 47 -Burst take -off signal as indicated by 0
the manufacturer (right), and seen on the trig-
ger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

E
Fig. 48 -Signal from the phase detector that is
supplied to the burst amplifier. Although the
trigger -sweep scope (center) was easily adjust-
ed to duplicate the manufacturer's waveform (right), a direct lead
(rather than the usual low -capacity probe) was required in order to ob-
tain adequate signal voltage for the sync -sweep scope (left). We then
still found it very difficult to synchronize the scope and there was some
problem with background hum.

54V P -P
15.75 KHz

\\\
Fig. 49 -Signal present at the cathode of the
burst amplifier tube, as indicated by the manu-
facturer (right), and as seen on the trigger -
sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 50 -Signal present at the plate of the os-
cillator tube. By turning the trigger -sweep
scope to X5 magnification, the resulting wave-
form (center) corresponded to that shown by the
The sweep frequency of the other scope (left) was
an image at that frequency.
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Fig. 51 AFC phase detector reference signal. A
time exposure shows the image produced on 158 MHz
the sync -sweep scope (left) as compared to
that produced on the trigger -sweep scope (center) and that indicated
by the manufacturer (right).
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Fig. 52 -Manufacturer's phot) of 3.58MHz
phase -shift color signal (right) as compared
with waveform from trigger -sweep scope (cen-
ter). No waveform was obtained from the sync -sweep scope (left).
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Fig. 53 -Schematic showing location of circuit test points 41 through 51.

Fig. 54 -Trigge--sweep scope (center) compares
phase -shift color signal, appl ed through ca- 1.1V P -P

pacitor to IC terminal 4, with wavefcrm indi 3.58 MHz

cated by manufacturer (right). Again tie sync -sweep scope (left) is un-

able to produce a corresponding waveorm.
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Fig. 55-Manufacturer's waveform (right) repre-
senting the phase -shift color signal applied

through capacitor to IC terminal 5, is com-

pared with that produced by the trigger -sweep scope (center). As be-
fore, the sync -sweep scope (left) is unable to produce a corresponding
waveform.

rra
t,

10 III I

611.e....11.0.410,111.10

Fig. 56-Manufacturer's waveform (right), repre-
senting the blue signal output from the IC col-
or demodulator, is compared to those seen cn
the trigger -sweep scope (:enter) and sync -sweep scope (left..

42 1.0V P -P
3.58 MHz

In"
Fig. 57-Green signal output from IC color de-

2.4V P -P
modulator. The trigger -sweep scope (cente')
was able to reproduce the waveform indicated

15.75 KHz

by the manufacturer (right), while at this low signal voltage there
was too much input terminal hum for an accurate trace on the sync -
sweep scope (left).

i#,frwon.
101 111'

Fig. 58-The waveform indicated by the manu-
facturer (right) for the red signal output from
the IC color demodulator is compared with that
seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (lefti scopes.

1,410,1101,161,

Fig. 59-The output signal from the second co' -
or IF amplifier clearly demonstrates the superi-
ority of the more expensive trigger -sweep

scope. At maximum gain, its waveform (center) closely represents that
indicated by the manufacturer (right). The sync -sweep scope did not

have adequate sensitivity and the use of a direct lead resulted in

waveform distortion (left)

45 6.4V P -P
15.75 KHz

Fig. 60-Signal applied to the blue grid of the
color -picture tube, as indicated by the manu-
facturer (right), and as seen on the triggel-
sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) sccpes.

trcr#44 tvmr"Ntrivo°

Fig. 61-Signal applied to the green grid cf
the color -picture tube, as indicated by the
manufacturer (right), and as seen on the trig-
ger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

2V PP
15.75 KHz

170y P -P
15.75 KHz

120V P -P
15.75 KHz

1,0

Fig. 62-Signal applied to the red grid of the 49
color -picture tube, as indicated by the manu-
facturer (right), and as seen on the trigger -
sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

160V P P
15.75 KHz

Fig. 63-Manufacturer's waveform (right), repre- 3.4V P -P

senting the signal applied to the base of the
horizontal blanker transistor, is compared to
those seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes.

Fig. 64 Amplified signal at the collector of the
horizontal -blanker transistor, as indicated by

the manufacturer (right), and as shown on the
trigger -sweep (center) and sync -sweep (left) scopes. With so low an

input signal, background input -terminal hum has resulted in a slight
sync problem with a closely paired double image on the sync -sweep

scope. This same problem also occurred on the previous blanker stage.

15.75 KHz

Fig. 65-Sche-
matic showing
location of cir-
cuit test points
52 and 53.

Fig. 66-Signal present at the base of the ver-
tical -blanker transistor. The waveform shown
by the manufacturer (right) is of the wrong
polarity and should be like those seen on the trigger -sweep (center) and
sync -sweep (lefti scopes.

3.2V P -P
15.75 KHz

Fig. 67 --Signal present at collector of the ver-
tical -blanker transistor. Again, the waveform
shown by the manufacturer (right) is of the
wrong polarity and should resemble that seen on the trigger -sweep
scope (center). The presence of a different video signal at the vertical
driver transistor, which is connected to the blanker transistor, may have
resulted in the slightly different waveform on the trigger -sweep scope;
while background hum, present at the terminals of the sync -sweep
scope, may have resulted in some distortion of its waveform (left).

2.4V P -P
60 Hz
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Servicing
Solid -State
Stereo
Part IV-The function of
various components in a

passive -type equalization

circuit, and the various

causes of circuit failure,

must be thoroughly

understood if that portion

of an audio system is to

be effectively serviced

by NORMAN H. CROWHURST

 FM receivers, phonograph pre-
amplifiers and tape playback circuits
all require equalization for substan-
tially the same reason-to improve
the apparent signal-to-noise ratio or
dynamic range of the system. Steps
are taken to reduce the effective in-
tensity of background noise in sig-
nals recorded, transmitted, or what -
have -you.

CIRCUIT FUNCTION
Noise, whether the result of radio

transmission, deviations in the mo-
lecular orientation of magnetic tape,
similar random "events" not related
to program sound or defective phon-
ograph record grooves, all have sim-
ilar characteristics distributed on a
"per Hertz" basis.

This means that there is as much
noise energy between 500Hz and
1000Hz as there is between 0Hz
and 500Hz, and that there is 10
times as much energy between 1kHz
and 10kHz as there is below 1kHz.

A second factor, which puts
equalization in the category of a
"must," is that in music or speech
-the kind of program that we lis-
ten to-most of the audio energy is

below 2kHz, or thereabouts.
The sensitivity of the human ear

is still a third factor. Human hearing
is much more sensitive to frequen-
cies above lkHz than it is to lower
frequencies. This, combined with
the first factor, means that noise can
be much more readily heard, for its
relative power level, than the want-
ed signal in its natural (unequal-
ized) state.

To overcome this, the engineers
that developed the use of each me-
dium resorted to emphasizing the
level of signals somewhere above
IkHz so that there could be a better

chance of overriding the noise-
there being energy space to allow
this. Although the precise formula
adopted varies from medium to me-
dium, they have always been adopt-
ed with similar intent.

Still another factor enters the pic-
ture for the recording media. There
low frequencies require greater sig-
nal amplitude to get the same out-
put response-thus making matters
more difficult for the opposite end
of the audio spectrum. By reducing
the amplitude of low -frequency sig-
nals and boosting them back again
after playback, both middle- and

Fig. 1-Some of the more commonly used equalization curves. On each, the turnover points, used
to design circuits that produce such a response, are clearly marked.
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high -frequency signals can be re-
corded at greater amplitudes with-
out overloading the lower frequen-
cies.

By increasing or decreasing the
amplitude of signals according to
their relative frequency, equalization
curves (Fig. 1) have been devel-
oped to improve the quality of the
sound heard. Each of the equaliza-
tion curves provides a response op-
posite that imposed on the signal at
the recording or transmitting end-
thus returning the audio signal to its
original state. Each of these re-
sponses equalizes for an opposite
response, used at the recording or
sending end. An overall correct ren-
dition of the recorded or transmitted
program depends on correctly
equalizing the playback or receiving
end. For this reason, any high-fidel-
ity control center will include some
form of equalization.

Often the equalization curves are
changed with the function switch so
that the signal is automatically cor-
rected for the type of program
source selected-magnetic tape,
phonograph record or receiver. But,
like other circuits, equalization cir-
cuits can develop malfunctions. And
technicians must understand how
these circuits function if they are to
be effectively serviced.

Although there are two basic
types of equalization circuits, the
passive -type circuits described this
month are the most popular. Feed-
back equalization circuits-the oth-
er type-place the frequency cor-
recting components in the feedback
circuit through a stage of controlled
amplification. With each type circuit
there are variations in component
arrangement so that responses will
change to suit different media.

PASSIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN
It is important to know how basic

RI

R2

TCI

Fig. 2-Basic passive equalizer circuit used to
achieve the phonograph playback equalization
curves.

passive circuits are designed to
achieve each form of response be-
fore covering what can cause them
to malfunction. In describing circuit
design, we will ignore input and out-
put impedances-the circuits be-
tween which the equalizer functions.
Instead we will merely assume that
an emitter follower circuit supplies
the signal fed to the equalizer, which
in turn supplies it to a high imped-
ance circuit.

PHONOGRAPH PLAYBACK

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 will
achieve either of two phonograph
playback responses, depending upon
appropriate changes in component
values. Ignoring source and load re-
sistances (r and R) for the moment,
the turnover points of the RIAA
playback response are determined as
follows: The 50Hz signal by the
combination of resistors R1 and R2
in series with capacitor Cl; the
500Hz signal by the combination of
resistor R2 in series with capacitor
C 1; and the 2120Hz signal by the
combination of the output of the
components just mentioned in par-
allel with capacitor C2.

[Editor's Note: The author's as-
signment of component values can
be more readily understood if we
first cover the function of these com-
ponents at various audio frequen-
cies. To provide RIAS playback
equalization, the value of resistor
RI is several times that of resistor
R2 and the value of capacitor Cl is
several times that of capacitor C2.
At low audio frequencies (say
50Hz), only capacitor CI is of a
large enough value to conduct any
significant signal current; and this
current results in a voltage drop
across both resistors RI and R2, re-
sulting in a reduced output signal
voltage. However, once the signal
frequency is so high (500Hz) that

r

RI

R2

C I

Fig. 3-Basic passive equalizer circuit used to
achieve the magnetic tape playback equaliza-
tion curves.

the reactance of capacitor CI be-
comes comparable to the resistance
of resistor R2, the resistor prevents
any drastic increase in signal current
through the capacitor (C1), while
capacitor C2 begins to conduct
greater portions of the signal cur-
rent. At even higher audio frequen-
cies (2120Hz), capacitor C2 con-
ducts a significant portion of the au-
dio -frequency current, further re-
ducing the output signal.]

For the circuit shown in Fig. 2,
let us assume that resistor R2 has a
value of 1K. To obtain a 10 -to -1
ratio between the 50Hz and 500Hz
turnovers, resistor R1 must be of a
value nine times that of resistor R2,
or 9K (let us just say 9.1K since
that is a more standard resistance
value). To produce a reactance
of 1K at 500Hz, a capacitor
must have a 0.318p1 value, or
for convenience say a 0.334

1
value. [Editor's Note: C =

211fX.
1

- 2 x 3.14 X 500Hz x 100052
= 0.3184] Now resistors R1 and
R2 in parallel have a 90051 total
resistance. [Editor's Note: At
2120Hz, capacitor Cl has a

1
236f/ reactance (X.

1

2111C

- 2X 3.14 X 2120Hz X 0.33 X
10-6f = 23611.) Since we have
assumed that there is no input im-
pedance (r = OM, there is only a
small degree of error in assuming
that in effect resistor R1 is connect-
ed in parallel with resistor R2 and
capacitor Cl. Likewise, our calcu-
lations are greatly simplified if we
assume that the 23612 reactance of
capacitor Cl is insignificant when
compared with the 1K resistance of
resistor R2. The author has there-
fore assumed that his calculations

-CI

Fig. 4-Basic receiver equalization circuit.
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would experience only a minor error
if we ignored the reactance of ca-
pacitor Cl and assumed that resis-
tors RI and R2 were connected in
parallel to ground. Their combined
resistance would be equal to 90052.

1 1 1 1(
RT R1 R2 90001/
1 1 9 10

10005-90005+ 90005- 900052
1

.)] To produce a reactance of
=900fi
90052 at 2120Hz, capacitor C2
needs to have a value of 0.08624
or say 0.082i.d. [Editor's Note:

1 1C.
211fX, 2 x 3.14 X 2120Hz

X 90012 = 0.08624.]
The equalization circuit used for

the European (CCIR) equalization
standard is basically the same ex-
cept for component values. The val-
ue of resistor 121 must be increased
so that a voltage drop will occur
across it, as a result of signal current
flowing through capacitor Cl, even
at frequencies below 20Hz. Gener-
ally this resistor (R1) should have
at least 20 times the value of resis-
tor R2, and in this example we have
assigned it a value of 20K. For the
reactance of capacitor Cl to become
insignificantly small (as compared
to the value of resistor R2) at
around 353Hz instead of 500Hz, its
value must also be increased. [Edi-

1tor's Note: C =
2

=
11PC,

1

2 X 3.14 x 353Hz X 1000SI,
P.4514.]

However, as noted in Fig. 1, further
reduction in signal strength does not
becOme apparent until the audio fre-
quency approaches 3180Hz, mean-
ing that capacitor C2 must be of a
smaller value than before. [Editor's
Note: With the value of resistor RI
increased to 20K, the total effective
resistance in parallel with capacitor
C2 can be calculated as being ap-

t 1 1proximately 95211. (
RT R1

+
1 1 1

20,000(1 1,00012 -20,00052
20 21

+ 20,00011 - 20,00051. R =
20,0001/

- 95211) For capacitor21

C2 to have an equivalent reactance
at 3180Hz, it must have a value of

0.05µf. (C = 1

1

2 3.14 x 3180Hz X 952(1
= 0.5264)]

MAGNETIC TAPE PLAYBACK

For tape equalization, the circuit
shown in Fig. 3 functions in basi-
cally the same manner as the com-
ponents containing the same labels
in Fig. 2. Assigning a value of 1K to
resistor R2, the NARTB curve dic-
tates that capacitor Cl have a 1K
reactance at 3000Hz, requiring that

1
it have a 0.053ktf value. (C -

211fX,
1

= 2 X 3.14 X 3000Hz X 100051
= 0.05314) And to put the other
turnover at 50Hz, resistor R1 must
be assigned a value of 59K to in
theory correspond to the 60K reac-
tance of capacitor Cl at that fre-

1 1quency. (X- 211fC - 2 x 3.14
50Hz X 0.053 X 10-6f =

60.1K.)
The CCIR equalization curve has

no low -frequency turnover, so resis-
tor RI needs to be of still a larger
value for the turnover to be moved
off the lower end of the audio scale.
However, as a practical matter, re-
taining a 50Hz turnover will proba-
bly not be noticed too much. The
important difference is that the turn-
over is shifted down from 3000Hz
to 1500Hz, requiring the capacitor
to have twice its previous value or
0.1064.

RECEIVER DE -EMPHASIS

The de -emphasis circuit for radio
reception (Fig. 4) contains a capac-
itor (C1) that functions in the same
manner as capacitor C2 in the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 2, while the resis-
tor (R1) functions in the same
manner as the total effective resis-
tance in parallel with capacitor C2.
(We are again assuming a Oil value
for the input resistance (r), so that
resistor R is in effect connected in
parallel with capacitor Cl.) Assum-
ing that resistor RI has a value of
1K, then for capacitor Cl to have an

equal reactance at 2120Hz, it must

have a value of 0.0754. (C = 1

2111X.

1

2 X 3.14 X 2120Hz X 100011
0.0751µf.)

SWITCHING EQUALIZATION
CIRCUITS

The calculations that have been
shown provide component values
for achieving each of the various
equalization responses desired. In a
practical circuit these responses
must be selected according to the
program source being used at the
moment. Various kinds of switching
circuits are used to achieve this.

In some control centers the com-
ponent values are changed, elimi-
nating components not required for
some equalization curves-such as
capacitor C2-but maintaining the
same basic circuit throughout. This
could mean that resistor R2 will al-
ways have a 1K value, but that a
switch will be used to change the
values of resistor R1 and capacitors
Cl and C2 to vary the performance
required.

In other control centers, the
switching may be complete-switch-
ing in and out complete equalization
circuits. The choice of switching cir-
cuits is generally more dependent on
cost than other factors.

CIRCUIT FAILURE
All component value calculations

were based on the assumption that
the input impedance (r) is a negli-
gibly low resistance (r.--Afl) and
that the output impedance (R) is
an extremely high resistance
(R,00). In the past some manufac-
turers have occasionally overlooked
this fact and, thinking that the cir-
cuit works "by itself," have includ-
ed it between two stages of amplifi-
cation having impedances that have
completely invalidated the circuit's
performance.

Should the input impedance (r)
be increased, the low -frequency
turnover will function at a lower
frequency-probably so low a fre-
quency that the circuit will seeming-
ly cease to function. The effect of
too low an output impedance can be
even more disastrous, limiting the
low frequency rise. 
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GUEST AUTHOR

Budget Time to Maximize Profits

As a TV technician, time is your stock

in trade. If you can utilize your working hours
more effectively, you can make more money. It's as

simple as that. Therefore, it will pay you to make

a serious effort to make every minute count.

Al Friedman is President of
Chemtronics, Inc., a firm devoted

exclusively to chemicals for the
electronic industry. After getting his

engineering degree in electronics
from Rutgers University, he began

his career as a Radio Operator in
the Maritime Service. Later, he

became a radio instructor in the
Merchant Marine. With the advent

of television, Al became a television
instructor at the Radio TV Institute
in New York City and at the Pierce

Radio School. Prior to forming
Chemtronics with his partner,

Jacques Ebert, a chemist, Al was a
Brooklyn electronics distributor,

owning and operating AMA
Electronics for some 14 years.

by AL FRIEDMAN

 The sad fact is that TV techni-
cians across the nation are not mak-
ing their time pay off properly. We
all know about the boom in con-
sumer electronics, the shortage of
trained technicians and the ever in-
creasing need for servicing. Recent
statistics indicate that there are al-
most 20 million color TV sets in op-
eration in this country, with each set
requiring 1.2 service calls per year.
Add this to the 65 million B/W TV
sets, 54 million phonographs, mil-
lions of tape recorders, high fidelity,
etc., and you have a service market
approaching a billion dollars in
1970.

Under these conditions, it seems
almost inevitable that skilled TV
technicians should be making more
money. Unfortunately, this is simply
not true. The average TV technician
earns only about $4.00 an hour,
while the average electrician is paid
over $6.00 an hour, or 33 percent
more.

Part of the problem is that the
electronics service industry does not
charge enough for its services. Re-
cent U.S. Department of Commerce
figures indicate that since 1963 the
cost of living has increased by about
30 percent. This means that it costs
the nation's service shops more for
rent, utilities, parts, etc. Yet the
price the consumer pays for elec-
tronic service has been reduced by
more than 5 percent since 1963. In

other words, it costs you more to do
business, but you are charging less.
Therefore, you make less money.

The problem, aside from compet-
itive pressure, which is no more
acute than in other industries, is
psychological. The average TV tech-
nician loves his work. It is intrigu-
ing, demanding and satisfying. Ev-
ery time you track down a really
tough problem, you feel like Perry
Mason when his skill and ingenuity
have just won him another case.
Monetary rewards seem secondary
to the satisfaction of a job well
done. But, as the man says, "If
you're so smart, why ain't you rich?"

Every good TV technician is en-
titled to earn at least as much as the
average electrician, because his work
is more demanding. And if you run
your own shop, you are also entitled
to a reasonable return on your in-
vestment, plus the financial rewards
that traditionally accrue to entre-
preneurs.

You can achieve these goals only
by valuing your time more highly.
This involves both charging more
and becoming more efficient.

There are two keys to making the
best possible use of time: planning
and proper use of tools.

PLANNING YOUR TIME
No man has more time than you.

The richest man in the world still
has only 60 minutes an hour and 24
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hours a day to spend. One of the
main reasons some people get a lot
more done in a day than others is
that they plan their time. Think
about your typical day carefully.
What percentage of your time do
you really spend doing things you
get paid for directly (like repairing
TV sets, dealing with customers,
etc.) compared with time you don't
get paid for? If you call the time
you get paid for productive and the
time you don't get paid for unpro-
ductive, you will find that when you
add up the hours, a surprising per-
centage of your working day is spent
unproductively-talking to sales-
men, coffee breaks, discussing
sports, looking for schematics or
parts, waiting for equipment to
warm up, etc. You can improve
your productive/unproductive ratio
significantly if you plan your work
and work your plan.

Since you're one of the vanishing
breed of men whose income depends
not on hours put in on the job but
actual accomplishments, careful
planning will definitely increase
your income.

The last thing you should do be-
fore you go home each night is to
write a "plan of the day" for tomor-
row. Of course you can't adhere to
this plan rigidly. But you know to a
great extent how your day will shape
up-how many chassis you have to
be worked on, how many house
calls you can expect to make, how
much time you normally spend on
the phone talking to customers, etc.

A big time saver is to work on
two or more sets at a time. This
means that you will have to have as
many bench positions as possible.
Of course, you can't buy too many
sets of duplicate test equipment. But
you can use revolving bench posi-
tions or wheel your test equipment
around the shop from position to
position.

This may seem like a lot of trou-
ble, but you can't possibly be effi-

cient working on one set at a time.
If you try, you will find that you
waste a lot of time just waiting.
Waiting for tubes to heat up or parts
to cool off. Besides, when you get
stuck on a "trouble," it is always a
good idea to drop it and work on
something else for a while. This
gives your subconscious mind a
chance to work on the problem,
making it easier to solve when you
get back to it. Don't fall into the
trap of saying, "I'm going to lick
this thing no matter how long it
takes!" This approach may be good
for your pride, but it can cost a lot
of money. You have to discipline
yourself to thinking in terms of re-
turn on your investment of time.

SCHEDULE HOUSECALLS
BY AREA

Planning is indispensable when
making house calls. Remember that
traveling time between calls is un-
productive. Schedule your house-
calls by grouping them in neighbor-
hoods to minimize travel time. In
some cases, this may involve mak-
ing a customer wait a day or two.
Customers don't like to be kept
waiting, but they don't like to pay
you for extra traveling time either.
If you handle customer calls diplo-
matically, express a sincere desire to
help the caller, and point out that
you are already booked up for the
day, your customer will usually ac-
cept some delay.

It is always wise to try to get
some idea of the trouble over the
telephone. For one thing, the custo-
mer usually wants to describe the
symptoms. It makes him feel impor-
tant. It makes him feel that you
care about him, and it makes him
feel that something is already being
done about his set.

Besides, it helps you to bring the
right tube, tools and test equipment
to service his set rapidly.

For some strange reason, many
technicians antagonize customers

over the telephone. This can cost
you money in lost business. Make
the customer feel that you are an
expert, on his side, and half the bat-
tle is won.

DO NOT WASTE TIME
ON REPLACEMENT PARTS

Many distributor countermen ex-
press amazement at how often they
see some of their customers. Some
technicians just seem to like to visit
distributors-sometimes two or
more times a day. This is a waste of
time for you as well as your distrib-
utor.

You can save a lot of time by
keeping a good stock of commonly
used replacement parts on hand at
all times. Keep your parts neatly
stored and clearly labeled, so you
can find what you want rapidly. The
time you invest organizing your
spare parts and keeping them neat
will pay off in reducing waste as
well as time spent looking for things.

Of course, you can not stock ev-
erything. Chances are that you will
need several specific flybacks or
coils or some other odd parts every
day. But this does not mean that
you have to run to your distributor
every day. Make lists of the parts
you need and choose a distributor
who can deliver orders as often as
possible.

Make your customer wait if that's
the only way you can avoid an ex-
tra trip. Remember, your customer
will not pay you for the time you
waste picking up a part. He would
rather wait a day or two than have
you charge even $5.00 more for the
job.

Again, it is important that you
maintain cordial customer relations
by letting your customer know that
you are doing everything that is eco-
nomically feasible to get his set back
to him as soon as possible. Your
customers will respect you more if
they think you are a good business-
man as well as a good technician. 
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

B &K Model 176
Solid -State FET-VOM
Manufacturer incorporates complementary symmetry
circuit to improve instrument characteristics

by PHILLIP DAHLEN

 When glancing at the manufac-
turer's schematic, we were impressed
by the fact that this instrument con-
tains three amplifiers. One, consist-
ing of a three -transistor circuit, is
designed to supply a constant volt-
age to the other two amplifiers for
the life of the batteries, thus offering
protection against erroneous meter
readings should the batteries be al-
lowed to become weak.

The other two amplifiers, each
containing a FET and three transis-
tors, form a complementary sym-
metry circuit-the two together op-
erating in a push-pull manner with
one containing PNP-type transistors
and the other containing NPN-type
transistors. This is said to provide
balanced temperature compensa-
tion, protect the FET's from over-
voltage transients and offer drift-
free accuracy.

Since the ammeter requires no

internal power, the power supply is
automatically turned OFF by the
range switch to conserve battery life
during current measurements. How-
ever, specifications indicate that
when measuring dc currents of up
to 5a, the instrument still has an in-
ternal voltage drop of only 200mv
or less.

One very convenient switching
feature that deserves noting is a set
of push buttons that permit revers-
ing dc voltage polarities without ex-
changing probe leads, plus permit-
ting the use of the same ac scale for
both P -P and RMS voltage readings
-thus eliminating the confusion
and clutter of having two ac meter
scales.

The manufacturer's list of instru-
ment specifications is very impres-
sive and includes the following:
DC VOLTS:
8 Ranges: 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150,

A

.0

22

"7"'"'

C I

,04.52C 220

Portions of the manufacturer's
FET-VOM schematic that include
semiconductor circuits.

B& K
Model 176
solid-state
FET-VOM.

For more details circle 900 on Reader
Service Card.

500 and 1500v full scale.
Accuracy: ±2% full scale.
Input Impedance: 11M.
DC VOLTS:
8 P -P and RMS Ranges: 0.5, 1.5, 5,
15, 50, 150, 500 and 1500v full
scale.
Accuracy: ±3% full scale.
Input Impedance: IOM shunted by
65pf on the 0.5v range and by 37pf
on the remaining ranges.
Frequency Response: ±1/2dB from
9Hz to 1MHz.
OHMMETER:
7 Ranges: R x 1, R x 10, R x 100,
R x 1K, R x 10K, R x 100K and
R X 1M.
Midscale Reading: 101/ (on the

range).
Accuracy: ±3° scale arc.
DC CURRENT:
6 Ranges: 150/2a, 1.5ma, 15ma,
150ma, 1.5a and 5a full scale.
Accuracy: ±2% full scale.
Internal Voltage Drop: 200mv.
MULTIPLIERS:
1% precision type: Frequency com-
pensated for ac.
Amplifier: Two 9v batteries in se-
ries, regulated for constant 13vdc.
Ohmmeter: One 1.5v C -cell.
DIMENSIONS:
7 in. high by 9 in. wide by 31/2 in.
deep.
WEIGHT: (less batteries):
5 lb, 2 oz. 

,011 0200.110110...1
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Some turntables may have our
professional features.

But none has
our price.

The BSR McDonald 610/X is our finest Total Turntable
ever. And now we've added important new features. A
synchronous motor that assures quick start and constant speed.
We've viscous damped the cue and pause to gently control the
stylus descent. The dual -range anti -skate control provides
settings for both elliptical and conical styli.

And because the 610/X is a Total Turntable, it comes
complete with a Shure M -93E elliptical magnetic cartridge,
our deluxe tinted dust cover and our Decormatic base which
permits the turntable to shut off the entire system after the last
record has been played.

Feature the 610/X in your better component systems. It's
for customers who want the best, no matter how little it costs.

The price? Ask and be surprised.

B R
McDONALD

BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

SYLVANIA

The MOSFET

The MOSFET is a special semiconductor having all the
characteristics of a pentode vacuum tube, but manufac-
tured in a completely different manner.

It begins as a slab of silicon "P" material lightly doped
and polished, readied for the oxidation furnace. The tem-
perature within the furnace covers the silicon bar with a
coating of S102, silicon oxide. This coating acts as a dielec-
tric material insulating the bar.

ns.DI COvIIND

N si1111. DOPING

suBs eiNst < OF DUSK

.nFI.°FLA,. OFSIOSS.

/ii
Pf Fs 1,100

r 'Cu n kmATIRIAL
ost st. vPON:IND

Dit sIC SIND

Fre NI DOPIND

FourrO FICHIND

The completely coated bar is photoetched. opening the
oxidized bar in two separate areas, one area is the source,
the other, the drain.

A diffusion technique is used to form the drain and
source area. "N" material is diffused into the "P" material
bar forming a channel from the source to the drain.

DIFFUSION

Again, the oxidation process is applied to the silicon bar
of the diffused channel material, completely covering the
bar again.

The etching process is applied to the oxidized bar bar-
ring the areas where the drain and source contact leads will
be attached to the vaporized metal.

OsiDt

..L v00,,,ND

The vaporized metal operation covers the channel area
preparing the drain source and gate area lead attachment.

A third photo etching application is made to remove ex-
cessive metal at the three elements location. The element
leads are attached to the metalized areas by bonding.

sNDs0 FRO

IDS

( f0 , LSD BONDING

The bar is separated into the many MOSFET devices
and the element wires are brought out to the leads of the
capsule. The leads are welded and the unit hermetically
sealed.

The MOSFET is used where high -impedance input-out-
put isolation is required. MOSFETs come in single or dual
gate configurations. A dual gate FET is electrically related
to a pair of single gate FETs in cascode.

A MOSFET RF amplifier has higher Q and sharper se -

ENCAPSULATION

lectivity. The selectivity consideration enables the set front
end to reject unwanted signals and dramatically reduce
cross -modulation.

Dual gate MOSFETs operating as Class "A" RF ampli-
fiers are biased to operate on the linear portion of the gate
voltage/drain current curve. The gate voltage applied to
the device determines the method of transistor bias "B."
An "N" channel device uses negative voltage to turn it ON,
while a "P" channel device uses positive voltage to turn
it ON.

In an "N" channel MOSFET a negative voltage turns ON
the device because the gate channel dielectric acts like a
capacitor. The negative voltage applied to the gate pushed
electrons away from the gate area causing the channel ma-
terial electron to flow toward the drain. A lesser accumu-
lation of electrons (negative charges) lowers the negative
electrostatic field in the accumulation area, permitting ad-
ditional electrons to flow from the source to the drain.

A positive charge placed on the gate would turn OFF elec-
tron flow from the source to the drain. The positive gate
would attract all the "N" channel electrons to the gate
area. This accumulation of electrons would place a large
negative electric field into the channel, squeezing off elec-
tron flow. A similarity would be the space charge around
the cathode of a vacuum tube. The accumulation of elec-
trons produces a negative field, repelling electrons back to
the cathode.

MAGNAVOX

Color TV Chassis T933 T939 T940 Employing 340129-2 UHF Tuner-
Change in Location and Value of Resistor R4

This tuner has been produced with three possible loca-
tions for resistor R4, a resistor connected to the automatic
fine tuning terminal. On the initial version, the resistor is

R4, 27K SUPPLIED ON TUNER

ANTENNA

I.F. OUTPUT

CONNECT AFT LEAD HERE

located inside the tuner and has a value of 150K. On later
versions the resistor was moved to the outside of the tuner
and changed in value to 27K. In this version, the resistor
is connected directly between the AFT lead from the main
chassis and the AFT terminal on the tuner. Current ver-
sions of the tuner have the 27K resistor (R4) connected
between the AFT terminal of the tuner and a terminal strip
mounted on the top of the tuner.

All replacement 340129-2 tuners from Magna -Par will
be the current versions, with resistor R4 mounted in place
between the AFT terminal and the terminal strip. When
replacing either of the two earlier versions with the current

continued on page 56
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Here's A Little Item
That Will Get You Out
Of Many A Tight Spot

HANDLE ONLY 3:Yi" LONG -
18 Degree Working Arc.

Stainless steel Midget Ratchet handle, 17 Drivers, 3',.;4" extension,
two slotted and two Phillips bits, 12 hexagonal bits from 0.050 to
5/16", one square adapter for wrench sockets-all in pocket-,
sized vinyl case.

You may purchase from your local
Supply -House or direct from

THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of Midget Ratchet Offset
Screwdrivers for over 25 years.

10 Saw Mill Road, Durham, Conn. 06122
. for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

Kit ;t:4320
complete $10.00

SOLDERING !
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF SOLDERING TOOLS

SOIDAPINEr  SOLDAKIC
DESOLDERING TOOLS ,,

sonwrifir _

 LIGHT WEIGHT, PORTABLE  SELF-CLEANING  FAST, VACUUM ACTICN

fflgrnjek, The World's Finest Soldering Tools

SOIDASVP
 EXPERT CRAFTSMANSHIP
 FAST SOLDERING CYCLES

5 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

SOLDASIP
RESOLDERING
FLUX

BURNISHING

TOOL

RESOLDERING TIPS

THE MOST UNIQUE

SOLDERING TIPS AVAILABLE

These tips sip up solder
like a sponge or solder
like a dream.

):.satmr 011
):,0,,ztopcl,1

Use as soldering aid to
pry component leads free.

Double magnifying, cleans
U.S. AND FOREIGN

relay contacts and Sold& PATENTS

sip capillary slots. APPLIED FOR

S
V
N

130 142T
15954 ARMINTA STREET
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406
PHONE (213) 989-2324

TM Advertised in EEM, MASTERS, EBG and EPAC Catalogs

Send for our free 12 page
BOLOEP@ABILITY manual.

TELEX NO. 65.1469 EDSYNEX VAN

You're making money in electronics now.

RCA Offers 4 Ways to Make More.

Study at home...set your own pace.

RCA Institutes has an easy approach

to bring you bigger earnings.

COLOR TV:
During this course
you'll perform over
50 experiments-
and receive all parts
and instructiors to
build your own
color TV.

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included
in the tuition in both the beginner's program and
the advanced course in color TV servicing.
Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry
and equipment.

SOLID STATE

TECHNOLOGY
New courses include
the latest findings and
techniques in this field.
Information you must
have if you are to service the multitude of solid
state instruments and devices used in TV, Digital,
and Communications equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING:
Choose the course for the FCC License you want:
third, second or first phone. If you need basic
training first, apply for the complete License
Trainirg Program. Get your License-or your
money back.

CATV TRAINING:
You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering
the practical phases of CATV systems in either the
Television Servicirg or Communications courses.
Licensed by New York State Eds.cation Department. Approved
for Veterans. Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA
MA'L THE COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.r

RCA INSTITUTES. Inc., Dept. 225-009-0

320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001
Please rush me FREE ilkistrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no obligation,

Name Age
(please print)

Addr.ss

City

State ZIP

1

L -.1

. .. for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

continued from page 54
version, the AFT lead must be connected directly to the
terminal strip end of resistor R4 on the tuner.

Color TV Chassis T940-Elimination of Channel 2-6 Seat Interference

Kit No. 171026-I is now available from Magna -Par
Branches. This kit includes all necessary parts and instruc-
tions for modification of T940 chassis to eliminate the beat
interference pattern reported in low -channel VHF signal
areas. This modification includes the following: (1)
Changes in the QA1 (3.58MHz switch) circuit on the
ATC Board. (a) 1/2h Choke (Part No. 360522-9) added,
Emitter to ground. (b) 3.9K resistor (Part No. 230104-
69) added in base circuit. (c) 15pf capacitor (Part No.
250546-1509) added, base to ground. (2) Eliminate
ground lead between the ATC switch and ATC board,
ground the ATC switch at the Tuner/Control Assembly
and point GI on the ATC board in the ATC chassis.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

TV Chassis C-1-Arcing in Corona Seal on High Voltage Rectifier Socket

Some problems associated with the high voltage rectifier
socket in this receivers chassis have been traced to the
corona seal around the socket terminals.

Excessive leakage currents in some corona seals have
caused any or all of the following failures: (1) Arcing in

A NEW AND IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENT FOR

TV SERVICING
12 MODELS

SANS -A -FUSE

COLOR CODED CIRCUIT
BREAKER REPLACEMENT

FOR CHEMICAL OR
AMP FUSE

SAVES TIME AND FUSES
WHEN LOCATING SHORTS
IN TELEVISION CIRCUITS

DEVELOPED AND
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
Mt 3828 SARSOTA FL 33578 PRODUCTS INC
TELEPHONE Reea Cede 813 SOS 4242

the corona seal. (2) Deterioration of the rectifier socket.
(3) Deterioration of the 2 ohm filament series resistor.

The correction is to remove all the old corona seal, re-
place all damaged components and install new corona seal
(Cat. No. ET90X24) in any receiver which has a failure
in this area.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new
address. Please enclose a complete
address label from one of your re-
cent issues.

WHOLESALE TO ALL
Breadboard Kits-"RF" Kits-"PC" Kits-Perf. Phenolic

Board - Copper Clad Board - Cowl Type Electronic

Cabinets - Heat Sinks - Solid State Hobby Kits -
Solderless Connectors - Hardware Kits - Transistor
Sockets and many more items. (Products approved by the

Defense Supply Agency-Federal Supply Code number

furnished upon request.) Send for free catalog from:

H.M.C. SALES, P.O. Box 276, Santa Susana, Calif. 93063

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

Make the wiggly test.

11111M11111111111
1111111111111111

111111.111.1111

1111111111111111W
On the left, a pattern* produced by an ordinary color bar generator.
On the right, the equivalent pattern * produced by Leader's
LCG-388. Perfectly stable, the instant you turn the power on.

Flip the switch, and you can select from 15 patterns. Including
the single dot, single cross, single horizontal and single vertical.

The magic is in Leader's binary counters and gates. Nobody
else has them, and what a difference they make.

$149.00, and you can make the wiggly test at your
distributor's. For the one nearest you, just drop a line or call.

As photographed.

Seeing is believing.
111111111111MI

ma  aimanime 1. !MEMOIRa a a
LEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP.

37.27 27th Street, Long sland City, N.Y. 11101/(212) 729-7411
... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card... for more details circle 142 on Reaper Service Card
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YOU AND ME, GEORGE!
REGULAR TV HEROES,

WITH THIS NEW
BELDEN COAX!

ITS LIKE WE DISCOVERED
THE MISSING LIN !

TV REPAIR
SERVICE

-

Jacket
Black all-weather PVC .030
nominal wall with a .242"
nominal O.D.

8228 BELDEN DUOFOIL

Dielectric
Low loss cellular polyethy-
lene, .180" nominal O.D.

Drain Wires
4-28 AWG solid tinned copperweld
conductors applied spirally and posi-
tioned uniformly around the circum-
ference of the shield.

Shield
\Belden DUOFOIL 100%

shield is a polyester film with
aluminum lamination on
both outside surfaces.

Conductor
18 AWG solid, annealed,
bare copper.

THE MISSING LINK TO PERFECT VHF AND UHF COLOR AND

IIELDEN 11'911 11111111111;
15 OHM COAXIAL CABLE  100% SHIELDED  100% SWEEP TESTED

For MATV distribution systems, DUOFOIL is the
finest coax yet. Its low loss, 100% shielding keeps
B/W and color VHF and UHF signals pure. Apart-
ment dwellers, hotel and motel tenants, etc -
even in congested areas-get sharp, clear recep-
tion. Its small diameter provides extra space
savings in conduit installations.

I4v Y-.Y
ii N,

Is CATV coming into your area? DUOFOIL is the
perfect underground drop cable. Its exceptional
flexibility and moisture resistance assures extra -
long service life, and preserves the impecalce
values of the cable design.

LOW, LOW ATTENUATION

A to af nn.._... .. .____..
pet 100'

me db
50 1.5

100 2.1
200 3.1
300 3.8
400 4.5
500 5.0
6 )0 5.5
700 6.0
80C 6.5
90C 6.9

Available in 100, 500 and 1000 ft. spools. See
your local Belden Distributor for full details
or to order. For a copy of the reprint article,
"Electronic Cable," write: Belden Corporation,
P.O. Box 5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Dcn't forget to ask them what else needs fixing?

BELDEN la

. . . for more cetails circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Color TV Chassis K10-AGC Troubleshooting

The following service procedure can be used to isolate
circuit defects related to the VHF Tuner, IF section, first
Video Amplifier or AGC section used in all K10 Series
color TV chassis.

From the block diagram you can see that a problem
could occur in any one of nine circuits, none of which is
independent of the others. Consequently, it could be diffi-
cult to identify the specific component or even the circuit
causing the problem.

This procedure will help you quickly isolate the trouble
to one circuit where further tests will help identify the spe-
cific fault. The following test equipment is required: Bias
Box, VTVM, Oscilloscope and AM Signal Generator.

I Test Setup

(A) Set VHF or UHF Tuner to receive local station and
power the set through an isolation transformer. (B) Apply
+7.0v bias to TPB2 (IF AGC) with set on.

II Circuit Testing

Slowly vary TPB2 (IF AGC) bias between 5v and 9v.r im, 578141-4
4.18 151 IF,-5.4 01
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12 .= 10 10 j,
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CB 20

bias to positive end of capacitor CB50. Slowly vary bias
from Ov to +2v while checking for video on CRT. If vid-
eo is not restored, the problem is most likely in transistor
Q8 (AGC Amp) or transistor Q7 (AGC Delay). Make
routine voltage and resistance checks of transistors Q7, Q8
and related components. (B) If video is restored, leave the
bias connected to CB50, set for best video. The problem is

ntiiot --0

BLOCK DIAGRAM

KIO AGC SYSTEM

IF SECTION

let 2nd I 3rd

ACC

DELAY

SECTION

AMP : GATE

VIDEO

DETECTOR

let VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

HORIZONTAL PULSE

most likely in the transistor Q9 AGC Gate circuit. (1)
Check rectifier CRB53 and transistor Q9. With the scope
sweep rate set at 60Hz, check for a composite video signal

at the base of transistor Q9. With the
scope sweep rate set at 15kHz, check for
an AGC horizontal pulse at CC1. (2)
Check CB50 for open.

578142-4
uh 5110 If

121 03SY.nY
CAP
100
558

0130

OG

pl12

COO
1511

11501

10

1/41

2.21.1/416
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6061001U
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CAR'
.111

1136os 300

.1 AGO DELAY

If you can get a picture, the problem is related to the AGC
section-proceed to III. If you cannot get a picture, the
trouble is probably in the Tuner, IF or first Video stage.
Set the bias to +7.0v and proceed to IV.

III Checking AGC Circuit

(A) Remove bias connection from TPB2. Apply + lv

IV

1131
2.71
1/41

033510 C136

12111
5%

J.51'

T
LA76

--111311,-
12ah
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I/40
no
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1135
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C1SS

.72ar

1156
650
4/14

AGO

r
-1-cesTimoo

IV Checking Tuner, IF and First Video Stages

(A) To eliminate the possibility of IF
failure, disconnect the IF Input Cable at
the VHF Tuner and inject a 44MHz Atyt
signal with audio modulation at the plug
of the cable. If horizontal dark bars are
now visible on the CRT, the IF and first
Video Amp should be okay and the VHF
Tuner is probably at fault. (B) If you do
not get the horizontal dark bars in A
above, the problem is in the IF or first
Video Amp. (1) To check the first Video
Amp, inject a 400Hz to 1000Hz signal at
TPB3 (Base of first Video Amp). If you
do not get dark horizontal bars on the
CRT, the trouble is in this section. (2)
To check the IF section, inject a 44MHz
signal with audio modulation at each
transistor to isolate the stage. Make volt-
age and resistance measurements to iden-
tify the defective part.

Part Number Information

In Admiral's electronics part numbering system, the let-
ters A, B, C, D & E within the number have no service
significance. Regardless of which letter is used in the num-
ber, the parts are the same if the remainder of the number
is the same. The letter identifies the engineering drawing
size, which may change without affecting the parts specified.
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AT LAST ....solid state

triggered sweep, wideband

at a price you can afford!

SCALE SLUM ASTIGMATISM

GAIN
CALIBRATION

INPUT

VERTIC

FOCUS

OC BM

INTENSITY

v05111014

C
LECTROTECH

HOF,/ AV,

TEST SIGNALS

I I,.

TIME BASE

TRIGGERING

STABILITY

SLOPE

IIIIG.IIA

SYNC
INPUT

INT

Made in U.S A

oscilloscope/ vectorscope
Triggered Sweep: Easy to use. Positive sync results in absolute
stability of patterns.
Solid State: For reliability and performance.
Wide Band: 10 MHz-for increased use in all servicing, industrial
and educational applications.

D.C. Amplifiers: Eliminates pattern bounce. Permits viewing A.C.
signals and D.C. level simultaneously. Use as a sensitive D.C.
voltmeter.
plus . . . Calibrated vertical attenuator.  Calibrated horizontal
time base.  Automatic sync mode.  TV sync selector.  Vector-

scope input for color TV servicing.  External horizontal amplifier.
 60 cycle horizontal sweep (sine wave) with phasing control.
Compatible with all sweep generators.  Edge lit calibrated scale.
 All solid state (tube protected input).

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

T0-50-oscilloscope/vectorscope Net 33950

See your distributor or write Dept. ET9

LECTROTECH, INC.
4529 North Kedzie Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60625

... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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RCA SALES CORPORATION
Color TV Series "L"-Focus Board Circuitry

The color TV sets included in this series contain focus
boards that could arc to ground. To provide a method of
checking and eliminating any arcing in this area, the fol-
lowing procedure should be used: (1) Remove the plastic
dust cover from the focus area by unsnapping plastic clips
(if the cover is translucent, discard). (2) Unsnap the fo-
cus board from the chassis mounting standoff. Use care
when unsnapping. (3) Clip off all protruding leads to with-
in 0.1 in. of the board, as illustrated. (4) Inspect the solder
connections between C-1501 and the board, resolder if
needed. (5) Reinstall the board on its proper chassis stand-
offs. (6) Install an opaque plastic dust cover, RCA Stock
No. 128661, if the original dust cover was discarded. Note:
It is recommended that the RCA Stock No. 128661 opaque
dust cover be carried by service technicians when making
calls to service this chassis.

CHECK AND FOCUS BOARD CLIP ALL PROTRUDING
RESOLDER IF LEADS
NECESSARY

Color TV "M" Line-Tilt-Out Bin and Slide Lock Replacement

Both the tilt -out bin (crystal -control panel) and the
slide lock (clip -door lock) that holds the bin closed are in-
dividually replaceable on "M" line color television instru-
ments utilizing this feature.

To remove the lock, pry up the rear (or slide portion)
of the lock with a coin or small screwdriver (as shown in
the illustration) until it is released from its track on the
bin. To replace, insert the lock so that the slide portion is
above the track, then press down until the slide snaps into
place.

To remove the bin: (1) Remove the customer con-
trols panel from the bin and disconnect the speaker leads.
(2) Remove two Phillips screws, securing the spring arm
assembly to the bin. (3) While facing the rear of the cab-
inet, release the left hinge pin by pressing the pin into the

SLIDE LOCK

Slide Lock Removal

7511.0111

BiN

MASK

I

NG AMA ASSF MIR

MOM
Tilt -Out Rut Removal

hole (in the bin) until it clears the edge of the mask. (4)
The bin can then be rotated slightly (to disengage the other
hinge pin) and removed from the front.

eo
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NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIER 700

For small and medium-
sized MATV systems

A solid-state amplifier has been de-
signed for use in small and medium-
sized MATV systems. The unit is said
to include a switch -selected input that
allows either a single all -channel in-
put, or separate VHF and UHF in-
puts. Specifications indicate that the
amplifier includes duodiode lightning
protection, tunable FM trap, and a
flat response of ± 1.5dB through all
82 TV channels. Transistors in the
circuit, which are said to be stripline
type with low -inductance radial leads,
reportedly produce optimum amplifier
gain over the entire UHF band. Input
impedance is said to be 75S2. A self-
contained power supply is operated
from the standard 117v, 60Hz power
line at 8.2w. Price $120. Jerrold.

416610445111161144.1i talk5.4f F UPI,
75 055 76 OHM
INPUT CON1116160 INPUT

'EURO

14 TITP

GIBRALTAR
MODEL 4330

SOLID STATE VHF/ UHF AMPLIFIER

4

WV 5004s 0055* Mn.

11.1C111.0.1 tom  MIL&

75 OHM
OV11.111

MOBILE CABINET BENCH 701

Comes in 4, 5 and 6 ft
lengths with a choice of five tops

The mobile "Shop On Wheels," de-
signed to transport maintenance equip-
ment, features a "Disappearing Door,"
which can reportedly he brought out
to 90° and slides on ball -bearing
rollers under the bench's bottom shelf
when not in use. The mobile bench is
said to have four 5 -in. heavy-duty
swivel casters with side brakes, is 36
in. high, and comes in lengths of 4, 5
and 6 ft. The bench is designed to
come in a choice of five tops: steel,
pressed wood, plastic laminate, lam-

inated maple and resinwood "Shop -
Top." It is finished in gray baked -on
enamel. Bay.

CAPACITORS

Low inductance
and dissipation factor

702

A complete line of SCR capacitors
has been designed to operate with
fast rise times, high pulse repetition
frequencies and large peak currents.
These SCR capacitors reportedly have
the lowest possible inductance and dis-
sipation factor. Besides being used to
commutate the SCR, they are said to
be able to function as transient spike
suppressors, filters and resonating ca-
pacitors at moderate frequencies.
They can also be used in phase con-
trol circuits. Their peak voltage ratings
range from 200 to 2000v, and capaci-
tance ratings range from 0.25 to 501.d.
They are said to be produced with pa-
per, metallized paper or polycarbonate
dielectrics. Unit price starts at $8.60.
Cornell-Dubilier.

POWER MONITOR

Measures ac and dc
current up to 10a

703

A power monitor has been designed
to check ac current up to 10a to de-
termine whether the circuit breakers
that are popping out are defective or

the circuit itself is at fault. The unit
is designed to measure wattage with
the same setting of the control
switches. The monitor reportedly uses
a bridge circuit to measure dc current
up to 10a and to read a combination
of ac arid dc current. The power is said
to be fed through the monitor so that
measurements are made under actual
load. Price $69.50. Sencore.

CAPACITORS

Smallest size measures
0.110 by 0.280 in.

A line of miniature, non -solid elec-
trolyte, sintered -anode tantalum ca -

704

pacitors has been designed. Specifica-
tions indicate that the smallest case
size is 0.110 in. in diameter by 0.280
in. in length with capacitance ratings
from 27/2f at 6v to 2.2/1f at 75v.
Their operating temperature range is
said to be from -55°C to +85°C
without voltage derating. Sprague.

BRIGHTENER 705

Produced for red,
green and blue guns

A plug-in single -gun brightener has
been designed to brighten only the low
emitting gun of a color CRT to re -
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When your servicemen
have to solder,
make sure they...

SOLDER ONCE

SOLDER WELL

SOLDER WITH WEE
WELLER SPECIALIZES IN SERVICE SOLDERING
TOOLS. Today's electronic products such as comput-
ers, office equipment, instruments, radios, televisions,
hi-fi sets and other sophisticated equipment are man-
ufactured with the use of highly specialized soldering
tools - to assure optimum results. But . . . what about
specialized soldering tools when these products require
service soldering? Whether the servicing is done in a
plant, shop or right in the field, you should get the
same quality solder connection that your product re-
ceived on the production line. Are your servicemen

TEMPMATIC
 CONTROLLED,
INTERCHANGEABLE PLUG-IN
POWERHEADS - provide proper
tip size, temperature, and
capacity for any soldering job
. . big or small.
 PERMANENT -TYPE PLATED
TIP - eliminates frequent tip
changes.

 FAST HEATING - 8 seconds
or less.
 LIGHTWEIGHT -
no transformer.
 PISTOL GRIP - trigger
operated.
 PORTABLE - for field or
bench operation.

MODEL W-TCP-L
 CONTROLLED OUTPUT -
provides proper temperature
and capacity for any
soldering job.
 EASY, QUICK CHANGE
TIPS AND ACCESSORIES -
maximum flexibility.
 ISOLATED LOW VOLTAGE
SUPPLY - eliminates voltage
damage to sensitive components.
 FAST RECOVERY - for
maximum soldering efficiency.
 FLEXIBLE NON -BURNING
CORD SET.
 IDEAL FOR BENCH
OPERATION.

SEND NOW FOR FREE
"SERVICE SOLDERING TOOL SELECTION GUIDE"

equipped with soldering tools that perform as well as
those in your production line? If not they should be ...
it's costing you money!
Weller, world's largest manufacturer of soldering tools,
offers a line of soldering tools designed specifically for
servicing electronic products and equipment. Each
Weller soldering tool is built to allow your serviceman
to solder just once ... solder fast . . . solder well. See
that he solders with one or more of the following Weller
Service Tools . . .

MODEL W -MCP
 SOLID STATE MINIATURE
SIZED TOOL - for micro
soldering and easy access to
tight work areas.
 UNIQUE DESIGN - outperforms
all other micro soldering tools.
 VARIETY OF
INTERCHANGEABLE TIPS -
micro sizes for miniature work.
 FIXED TEMPERATURE
ELEMENT - assures proper tip
temperature for the job.
 ISOLATED LOW VOLTAGE
SUPPLY - eliminates voltage
damage to sensitive
components.
 FLEXIBLE NON -BURNING
CORD SET.

 FOR BENCH OR FIELD
OPERATIONS.

MODEL W -PS
 IDEAL FOR SIMPLE
SERVICE SOLDERING.

 SMALL, HANDY (7-7/8" long) -
easy to use and store.
 USEFUL IN CROWDED
WORK AREAS.
 VARIETY OF EASY CHANGE
WELLERCOTE TIPS - performs
many soldering jobs, will not
freeze, longer life.
 PORTABLE - for field or
bench use.

CONTACT THE DISTRIBUTOR, LISTED AT RIGHT, FOR ASSISTANCE
IN THE SELECTION OF YOUR TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES.

INDUSTRIAL SOLDERING TOOLS

A DIVISION OFI COOPER INDUSTRIES. INC.

100 WELLCO ROAD, EASTON. PA. 18042  215  258-5371
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PARTICIPATING WF.LLER DISTRIBUTORS

State City Distributor
AL Opelika Southern Elec. Corp.

Tuscaloosa Radio Parts Co.
AZ Phoenix Sails Elec. Supply
AR Little Rock Carlton -Bates Co.
CA El Monte Claude Michael, Inc.

Fresno Dunlap Elec.
Glendale R. V. Weatherford Co.
Inglewood Newark Elec. Co., Inc.
Los Angeles Acme Industrial Supply Co.
Los Angeles Radio Products Sales, Inc.
Palo Alto Zack Elec.
Sacramento Dunlap Elec.
San Diego Claude Michael, Inc.
San Francisco Zack Elec.
San Jose Dunlap Elec.
Santa Ana Hurley Elec.
Stockton Dunlap Elec.
Sunnyvale Claude Michael, Inc.

CO Denver Electronic Parts CO.
CT Waterbury Bond Radio Elec., Inc.
DE Wilmington Radio Elec. Svc. Co., Inc.
FL Miami Elec. Equipment Co., Inc.

Orlando Hammond Elec.
GA Atlanta Jackson Elec.

Atlanta Specialty Dist. Co., Inc.
IL Chicago Allied Radio Corp.

Chicago EDI Elec. Dist., Inc.
Chicago Newark Elec. Corp.
Harvey The George Co.
Peoria Klaus Radio
Rockford 1 & M Elec., Inc.

IN Indianapolis Graham Elec. Supply Co.
Indianapolis RA-DIS-CO, Inc.

KY Louisville P. I. Burks & Co., Inc.
Louisville Peerless Elec. Equip. Co.

LA Baton Rouge Davis Whsle. Elec. Sup. Co.
New Orleans Columbia Radio & Sup. Co.

ME Portland DeMambro Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
MD Baltimore D & H Distributing Co.

Bethesda Empire Elec. Supply Co.
Rockville Pioneer -Standard
Rockville Capitol Radio Whslers., Inc.

MA Boston DeMambro Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
Newton Cramer Electronics, Inc.
Worcester DeMambro Radio Sup. Co.

MI Adrian Wedemeyer Elec. Sup. Co.
Ann Arbor Wedemeyer Elec. Sup. Co.
Detroit Radio Specialties Co.
Jackson Wedemeyer Elec. Sup. Co.
Lansing Wedemeyer Elec. Sup. Co.
Oak Park Newark -Detroit Elec., Inc.

MN Saint Paul Ragon Electronics, Inc.
MS Jackson Risher Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
MO Kansas City Beaver Drill & Tool Co.

Kansas City Burstein-Applebee Co.
Saint Louis Olive Industrial Elec., Inc.

NB Lincoln Scott Elec. Supply Corp.
NV Reno Dunlap Electronics
NH Manchester DeMambro Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
NJ Hillside Raysons Supply Co.

Paterson Roberts Tool & Supply Co.
Saddle Brook Thermotronics Co.
Springfield Federated Purchaser, Inc.

NM Albuquerque Electronic Parts Co.
NY Bronx Electronic Tool Co.

Farmingdale, L.I. Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Farmingdale, L.I. Harrison Radio Corp.
Farmingdale, L.I. Claude Michael, Inc.
Long Island City H. L. Dalis, Inc.
New York City Newark Elec. Center, Inc.
Plainview, L.I. Morris Abrams, Inc.
White Plains Westchester Elec., Inc.
Yorkville Valley Elec. Labs, Inc.

NC Raleigh S'east'n Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
OH Cincinnati United Radio, Inc.

Cleveland Pioneer -Standard
Columbus Hughes -Peters, Inc.
Dayton Pioneer -Standard

OK Oklahoma City Trice Wholesale Elec.
Oklahoma City Wholesale Elec. Supply, Inc.
Tulsa Trice Wholesale Elec.

OR Portland United Radio Supply, Inc.
PA Allentown A. A. Peters, Inc.

Harrisburg Pyttronic Industries, Inc.
Philadelphia Philadelphia Elec., Inc.
Philadelphia Radio Electric Svc. Co., Inc.
Philadelphia Stmco Electronics, Inc.
Pittsburgh Cameradio Company
Pittsburgh RPC Electronics
Reading The Geo. D. Barbey Co., Inc.
Scranton Pursell Electronics Co.
Warrington U. p. Equipment

RI Providence DeMambro Radio Sup. Co., Inc.
SC Columbia Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc
TN Knoxville McClung Appliances

Memphis Elec. Comm. Whslers.
Nashville Electra Distributing Co.

TX Austin Hargis -Austin, Inc.
Corpus Christi Modern-Electrotex
Dallas Claude Michael, Inc.
Dallas Wholesale Elec. Supply Co.
El Paso Midland Specialty Co.
Houston Sterling Electronics Corp.
San Antcnio Modern-Electrotex

UT Salt Lake City Standard Supply Co.
VA Arlington Arlington Elec. Whslers., Inc.

Norfolk Priest Electronics, Inc.
WA Seattle Seattle Tool & Sup. Co., Inc.

Seattle Western Electronics Co.
WV Charleston Mountain Elec.-Chemcity
WI Madison Satterfield Electronics

NEW PRODUCTS

store color balance. Specifications in-
dicate that the brightener plugs in be-
tween the CRT and the CRT socket in
a manner similar to a regular bright-
ener. The manufacturer reports that
this arrangement is an improvement
over splice -in type brighteners because
it eliminates the need to splice into the
appropriate grid lead, thus saving time
and eliminating accidents due to er-
rors. The brightener is reportedly pro-
duced for the red, green and blue
guns, in both 70° and 90° socket/plug
configurations. The brightener is said
to feature an oversize transformer for
long life and cooler operation. Tele-
matic Div. of U.X.L.

SOLID-STATE VOM 708
Low power ohms for ICs,
5mv sensitivity

A solid-state portable, battery -oper-
ated VOM has been designed to mea-
sure dc voltages, resistance, ac -dc cur-
rent and ac RMS voltages. The Model
801 reportedly has the following fea-
tures: "low power ohms" circuit for
IC, transistor and other solid-state
components measurements; "conven-
tional ohms" circuit with 11/2v battery
power source useful for checking for-
ward and reverse resistance of semi-
conductors-plus offering a polarity
reversing function. The single test
probe is said to have a built-in sliding
switch used for all dc, ac, ma and
resistance functions. Manufacturer's
specifications: DC voltmeter ranges
are: 0 to .05, .5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150,
500, 1500v. Accuracy is said to be
±2% of full scale on all ranges. In-
put resistance is 11M on all ranges.
AC voltmeter ranges are: 0 to .005,
.015, .05, .15, .5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150,
500, I500v. Accuracy is said to be
+3%. Input resistance is 10M on all
ranges. Frequency range is 50Hz to
50kHz. Decibel measurement range:

 Audio Controls

 Convergence Controls

 A.G.C. Delay Controls

 Vertical Linearity Controls
 Horizontal linearity Controls

RCA  SILVERTONE
ADMIRAL  ZENITH
GENERAL ELECTRIC

WORKMAN
P 0 SOX 3128 SARASOTA, FLORIDA 3357$

... for more details circle 141 on Reader Service Card
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If you can't
see the

difference

and you don't
hear the

difference-

the long-lasting
quality will
tell you-

IT'S A QUAM!
The Quality line
for every speaker need

GUAM
Quam-Nichols Company
234 East Marquette Road
Chicago, Illinois 60637
Phone: (312) HU-8-5800

NEW PRODUCTS

-70 to +66dB. Current measure-
ments: 12 ranges ac and dc. Full scale
Spa, 15µa, 50/2a, 150p,a, 500µa, 1.5
ma, 5ma, 15ma, 50ma, 150ma,
500ma, 1500ma. Accuracy is said to
be ±3%dc and ±4%ac. Resistance
measurements: Conventional: Xl,
X10, X100, X1K, X1OK, X1OOK and
X1M at 1.5v. Low power: X.1, Xl,
X10, X100, X1K, X1OK, XIOOK and
X I M at 35mv. Accuracy on all ranges
is said to be 3° of dc arc. The tester
case is reportedly constructed of
black, molded phenolic and measures
8 in. by 7 in. by 5 in., not including

the plastic carrying handle. The alu-
minum panel contains all functions
etched in black lettering. Net price
$200. Triplett.

ANTENNA ROTATOR 709

Permanently synchronized
and lightning protected

Introduced is a permanently syn-
chronized TV antenna rotator which

is said to be lightning -protected. The
PrismMatic PM -1 Antenna Rotator
features permanent synchronization
and can reportedly be mounted con-
veniently at any point on a TV mast.
The mast unit is said to weigh 41/2 lb
and can support all conventional TV
antennas and some amateur beams.
The manufacturer indicates that the
unit has absolutely no wind slippage

COLOR TEST JIG KIT
UNDER $50()°

IDEAL FOR SETTING UP
AND EXPANDING COLOR

SERVICING FACILITIES

STURDY METAL CABINET
FOR PORTABLE, BENCH

OR HANGING OPERATION

ECONO-JIG INCLUDES
ALL COMPONENTS

LESS PICTURE TUBE-

YOU SAVE BY PROVIDING YOUR OWN 19 COLOR TUBE

FOR THE ECONO-JIG, AND ALL OTHER TEST JIGS-TELEMATICS
COLOR TEST JIG ADAPTORS-ALLOW SERVICING OF ALL MAKES
OF COLOR SETS, FREE CROSS REFERENCE-OVER 2500 DOMES-
TIC AND FOREIGN SETS LISTED.

TELEMATIC DIV. U.X.L. CORP. 2245 PITKIN AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11207

... for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card

. . . for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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You knock yourself out on specs
... then lose to a factory -

direct bid.

THE MATV BUSINESS:

getting it...
or keeping it...
you've got

problems!
Blonder -Tongue helps meet the challenge: With unique

franchise protection. Make-ready inventory plans that put
materials you need where you need them, when you need

them, as you need them. An exclusive Guaranteed Specification
Program that puts our staff on your staff-turning problem
"specs" into surefire sales. Certificates of Performance that

guarantee our work and your work-an unbeatable selling
edge. All -pay -and -no -work commissions for you when we
sell your clients. Lease -purchase plans your commercial
customers want and need to conserve working capital.
Custom -designed and pre-abricated headends-made

to your specifications-delivered ready -to -install. And
last but not least . .. the feeling of solid confidence
you have, knowing you're dealing with Number
One: Blonder -Tongue. Curious2 Our informative little

booklet will put you on the right track.

Call 201/679-4010 Collect
or Write Dept. EDT -10

1111 BLONDER -TONGUE

DI
LABORATORIES, INC.
One Jake Brown Road
Old Bridge, New Jersey 08857

You pay for coffee
brecks while your men
wait for materials.

. . . for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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Now - from GC Electronics NEW PRODUCTS

a Foam Tuner Cleaner
good enough to be called

MAGIC VISTA
000 0& zo-cor..

Aden Foam
tuner Cleaner

NET WEIGHT: 8 AVDP-

Golden Foam Tuner Clean-
er is just one of about
12,000 items from GC Elec-
tronics - your best single
source for all your service
needs! Buy the golden 6 -
Pak today. See your dealer.

ELECTRONICS

c!V>.

 Features the new, any -angle/
constant discharge 360° valve.

 No need to pan for gold today.
We make it easy for you. We
sell it in a can.

 Cleans, polishes and lubricates
tuner contacts.

 Will not rub off or evaporate.
 Safe for plastics.

NM FREE! One multi -
combo Alignment
Tool Kit with
6 -Pak Purchase.
$2.00 Value.

GC ELECTRONICS
400 SO. WYMAN ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 61101
A DIVISION OF HYDRONIETALS, INC

... for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card

and is usable in temperatures ranging
from -40° to +140°F. All materials
were selected for extended reliability:
Naval bronze worm gear, sintered steel
drive gear, nylon gear train and a one-
piece die-cast aluminum housing. A
solid-state control system is used to
insure excellent repeatability of anten-
na direction. Power requirements are
117 vac. Blonder -Tongue.

WIRELESS MIKE 710

Transmits through any
FM tuner or receiver

The Model WX-127 wireless micro-
phone reportedly transmits through
any FM tuner or receiver. It is said to
be tunable from 88MHz to 106MHz,

RAMICROPHON
TY NEM PRODUCT

 Yu otic Miaow Sysionto
 Boorlask ININ-84Nr
 Skt Room Cafte
 ThooNiasi Activitioa

ijo

fully shielded, and static -free. The unit
measures 43/4 in. by 1 in. by 1 in. and
weighs 3 oz. Net price $19.95, includ-
ing 2 RM-625 batteries and tuning
tool. Mura.

VTR/MONITOR TABLE 711

Constructed of 1 -in.
tubular steel and tip -proof

A heavy-duty chrome video tape
recorder and CCTV monitor table has
been developed. The unit, called Mod-
el TS -48, provides two shelves, one
for a 1 -in. or 1/2 -in. video tape record-
er, and the other for a TV monitor. It
can also be used as a movable TV re-
ceiver stand. The table is said to be
constructed of 1 -in. chrome plated
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Don't sell a color
picture tube unless its

been on a test ride.

Down at the bottom of the page, you have a major advance in space-
age homeliness.

And a major advance in color tube testing as well.
That machine squatting down there is our beloved Iron Horse, the

fully -automated, revolving carousel we use to test our color bright 85°
tubes for emission, gas leakage, shorts, arcing and screen uniformity
prior to shipment.

Now we don't intend to go into a song an dance on how total auto-
mation reduces testing error.

But we will tell you one thing.
Our Iron Horse test ride, combined with our life

testing and 100% set testing, makes it almost Im-
possible for you to get a defective color tube from
us. iht gra

Which in turn makes it almost im- opt ....-

possible for you to get chewed out tr
by a customer.

Next time you need a color re- 410 -Pr

placement tube, remember the
great thing about the color
bright 85. We don't send it to
you till it's been around.

SYLVAN IA
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS
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NEW PRODUCTS

tubular steel, and tip -proof. It report-
edly rolls on swivel ball bearing cast-
ers with 4 -in. rubber tires and shim-
my -proof spring clips. Specifications
indicate that the TS -48 is 48 in. high,

Removes miniature soldered compo-
nents in seconds-without damage
Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums all solder
for easy removal of component. Leaves terminals
and mounting holes clean. Then, with 360° contact,
it resolders faster, better than regular irons. Hand-
les miniature and standard components in PC

boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All
parts replaceable. 40 watts, 120-v. Standard tip
supplied, 5 other tip sizes available. Pays for itself.
$11.95 net East of the Rockies.

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

5127 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

... for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card

and the shelves measure 15 in. by 29
in. List price $39.50. GBC.

STEREO AMPLIFIER 712

Rated at -±-3dB
from 40Hz to 30kHz

A stereo amplifier has been designed
to have a 200mv sensitivity. Specifica-
tions indicate that it has an output of

4w per channel at 1 kHz with 10%
distortion and a frequency response of

3dB from 40Hz to 30kHz at lw per
channel. Its circuit is said to consist of
a thermistor-stabilized, three -stage, dc -
coupled power amplifier with an in-
tegrated circuit preamplifier for each
channel. The output can reportedly
drive two 812 speakers capable of han-
dling 5w at 100Hz. The amplifier is

Your caddy is the only
caddy our tubes fit.

Because we market our tubes only
through you-the independent

serviceman.

We don't have service trucks or
retail outlets. Our tube caddies

are available only to you.

You see, we're independent too-
the largest independent tube

supplier in the business. We have
to cooperate with you-not

compete. Because we depend on
you just as you depend on us.

RAYTHEON

. . . for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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NOW... ONE man can
do what TWO used to

htthecamnmost
valuable

inlArm tool
you own

Remember the last time you carried a heavy TV or

stereo console down a flight of stairs?

One slip, and . . disaster!

iffivhtv
11171VOr was designed especially for you.

It uses the principles of the hand ta.ck and tilting

cradle to not only carry the heaviest objects ...
console TVs, stereos and table mode's ... even up

and down steps, but to load them onto a van.

Field testing and research proves the Mighty

Mover can save you time, lower your risk

and raise your profits at the same time!

INTERESTED?
SEE YOJR LOCAL TV

DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

GRIFFITHS
electronics, inc.

National Handling Equipment Sales Office
2875 Westside Blvd. /Jacksonville, Florida 32209

Phone: (904) 355-9006
. . . tor more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

contained on a 31/2 -in. by 71/2 -in.
printed circuit board, and overall
height of the unit is 11/2 in. Price
$12.80 each. Amperex.

INSULATOR 713

Improves performance
of coaxial connectors

A high temperature insulator has
been designed to extend the perform-

ance range of standard coaxial con-
nectors. Specifications indicate that

the insulating material has a slightly
higher dielectric constant than stan-

Here's The ONLY ONE You Can

Grip and Release With ONE HAND

.........

Patented El Cushion Grip Release OUTSIDE

-"swath The Handle. Close laws With One Hand...

Release laws With SAME HAND.

/TOG L 101(
USE IT AS A PLIER... AS A WRENCH.... AS A CLAMP

Here it is! The ONLY multipurpose
plier/wrench you can work with one hand.
Finger -squeeze the handles to lock laws
onto the work ... WITH THE SAME HAND,
finger -trip the release lever to open the
laws. Simple, fast, efficient.

Only TOG-LLOK gives you the release
lever where it belongs: OUTSIDE the
lower handle. Easy to get at. No chance
of pinched finger. No snap -sting when you

Fingertip Lock Tool Onto Work With One Hand And Then

trip the Lever (it's plastic cushion -coated).
All this PLUS well-known CHANNELLOCK

quality. Jaws drop forged of high grade
steel. Heat treated rite -angle teeth for most
efficient bite. Black oxide finish resist rust
and corrosion.

Look For . . . Ask For TOG-L-LOK At
Your Too) Supplier.

Complete Catalog Information is Yours
For the Asking . . Write Us.

WITH THE SAME HANDFingertip Release It.

TOOLS BY

CHAN NEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA.

. . . for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card

dard Teflon, but is a relatively stable
constant. It reportedly varies only
slightly with temperature. For average
applications, insulators are inserted in-
to standard coaxial connectors. Am -
phenol.

INDICATOR METER 714

Can be mounted
horizontally or vertically

An edgewise indicator meter has
been designed for stereo and TV vari-
actor tuners expected on the market
soon. The meter is said to be con-
structed of clear plastic and can be
mounted horizontally or vertically.
Specifications indicate that it has a
sensitivity of 1 ma and a resistance of
4100. The unit measures 11/2 in. by
31/2 in. Price per unit under $5. Inter-
national Electronics.

TV

Tupo go%
OFF LIST

STOCK UP NOW!
SEND FOR LATEST
PRICE SCHEDULE

T & T SALES CO.
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940

. . . for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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Want to
tie up the
service
market?
Start with the Ciannel Master
Opt i-Vue Colcr CRT with the three
year warranty, one TV set that
needs a picture tube, and one
customer.

Tell your customer how Opti-Vue
guarantees the finest color he's
ever seen fora full three years ---
not just one or twc. And how, just
in case something should go wrong,
he gets a free replacement. So it
may cost a little more, but it's
worth it. And the price is right,
tool

Now, you've secored the part of
the set he's most worried about
he's sure to cal you when any
other part fails. You've tied up all
his service bus ness for a full
three years by tEking °are of his
knottiest problem, and, not unim-
portantly, your customer's very
happy with his rew color vision!

So go ahead anc tie one on with

OPTI-VUE
The line with 3 year warranty!

CHANNEL MASTER
Div. of Avnet, Inc., Ellenville, N.Y. 12428

... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

continued from page 26
We deem it a privilege to send the

literature out. We deeply appreciate
it when some potential user is suffi-
ciently interested to ask for more in-
formation about our products. We owe
him a vote of thanks for his interest
in us, and it is, therefore, a high pri-
ority item in our office to answer all
such inquiries received.

I would like to hear personally from
any of your readers who have experi-

enced unusual delays in receiving lit-
erature from us. In the meantime, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank your readers for their continued
interest and support in our B & K
Products.

HAROLD J. SCHULMAN
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

DYNASCAN CORP.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60613

For Sale
I have a going business here in

suggested list: $49.95

Johnson's new transceiver tester.
Does everything other testers do ...
and more! Reads power output in
actual watts. Reads modulation
directly in percentage. And lets you
hear what your transmitted signal ac-
tually sounds like, with the headphone
monitoring jack! Also can be installed
to read received "S" units. Constantly
monitors your rig while you're on -the -
air. Flip a switch and you can make

tests using the built-in dummy load.
There are built-in RF and audio gen-
erators, crystal activity checker, SWR
meter, and more-so you can pinpoint
problems like a professional. Battery
operated and portable, it even has a
field strength meter that's great for
making comparative checks at jam-
borees. No serious CBer should be
without it!

Other Johnson Accessories for the Advanced CBer

CB MATCHBOX
ANTENNA TUNER

$15.95

CB ANTENNA
METER $14.95

RECHARGER/BASE
POWER SUPPLY FOR
HAND-HELDS. $28.00

ANTENNA MATE
TUNER AND SWR
METER $29.95

CB MOBILE
SPEAKER $13.00

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA. MINNESOTA 56093

south Alabama about 50 miles from
the Gulf Coast. The people are friend-
ly, the climate is very good and there
is plenty of hunting and fishing. Due
to failing eyesight and age, I am re-
tiring from the sales and service busi-
ness.

This business is fully equipped
(complete with record center) and
would be an excellent opportunity for
one or two younger men to take over.
1 would appreciate your passing this
information along to your readers.

I think your publication is second
to none and worth every cent, and
then some. In fact, our subscription
has been renewed for another three
years.

JOHN SHIPP
SHIPP'S TV & ELECTRONICS
108 MILDRED ST.
BREWTON, ALA. 36426

I would like to sell my color TV
servicing equipment, parts and service
literature. Most of these items are less
than one year old. If anyone is inter-
ested, please write for a list.

DAVID R. CAMP
Box 173
VESTAL, N.Y. 13850

Selling Shop
As a subscriber of long standing, I

wish to express my deep appreciation
of your very fine magazine.

I know of no other magazine that
assists the technicians as much.

After over 40 years of electronics,
I am ready to retire come September.
I would like to dispose of my shop
and equipment at cost inventory, ap-
proximately $3500. The shop has been
established at this location for 22
years, good clientele, reasonable rent
and good prices.

H. E. HILL
HILLS TV SALES & SERVICE
1126 LINCOLN AVE.
ALAMEDA, CALIF. 94501

Helpful Suggestion
A third alternative to the two sug-

gested by Thompson in the July 1970
issue to disable the oscillator section
of the mixer -oscillator tube is to
switch the VHF tuner to the UHF po-
sition. In most tuners this step cuts off
the plate voltage to the VHF oscilla-
tor tube section. To make sure there
is no pickup from the UHF tuner,
simply disconnect the coaxial feed
cable between the two tuners.

I hope this suggestion may be help-
ful to those technicians not already
familiar with it.

RAYMOND P. GHELARDI
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You'll profit from every minute of it.

Here's why:

With the development of new electronic home entertain-
ment equipment, new problems arise. Because ncthing
tells a story the way pictures do, we're making audio vis-
ual slide/tape films available to our distributors tc help
you pinpoint and solve these problems. Faster. They're
yours to see for the asking.

Whether you're an experienced service dealer or a new-
comer, your participating RCA distributor can now help

you update your servicing know-how in three important
phases of your busiress:
 RCA Color Picture Tube Installation Procedures and

Associated Receiver Acjustments.
 RCA Television Servicing (Tube Replacement Tech-

niques).
 RCA Transistor Servicing (Basic)
Ask your RCA Electronic Components distributor for a free
show-today. Also ask for reference guides outlining the
major steps and servicing short cuts covered by each show.
RCAIElectronic Components 'Harrison, New Jersey 07029

Your Ticket tc Faster Servicing Techniques!

RCA
AUDIO/VISUAL

PRESENTATIONS
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

ANY3
OF
THESE
UNIQUE 9. . . yours for only 0
BOOKS ...with Trial
(Combined List Price $35.85) Club Membership each

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members ... impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $35.85) for only 99cA each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days

and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Philco Color TV Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Dictionary of Electronics
List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50

CATY System Engineering
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

Solid State Circuit Design & Operation
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

1970 Tube/Transistor Substitution Guide
List Price $4.95; Club Price $2.50

How to Build a Working Digital
Computer

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Small Appliance Repair Guide

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Solid -State Imports

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TV Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Servicing Electronic Organs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Computer Analysis

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
How To Test Almost Everything Electronic

List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95
How to Use Tow YON, VTVM & Scope

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Radio Operator's Q & A Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $7.50
Tape Recording For Fun & Profit

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing Hi-Fi Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pinpoint TV Troubles in 10 Minutes

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Easy Way To Service Radios

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Mathematics for Electronics

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Transistor Projects

List Price $5.95; Club Price $2.95
Electronic Musical Instruments

List Price $10.00; Club Price $7.95

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
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Industrial Electronics Made Easy On The Color TV Service Bench How to Use Signal Generators ...
in Radio, Color TV, Hi-Fi Servicing

Here is a practical
guide to electronic
processing and control
circuits and systems.
written especially for
service technicians. It
provides technical
knowledge on the oper-
ation and application
of industrial process,
control, recording, and
measuring circuits and
devices. The author
compares industrial cir-

cuits with those used in the more familiar
commercial electronic and radio equipments.
Early chapters provide an introduction to ap-
plications of electronics in industrial process-
ing and control systems, encompassing dielec-
tric and induction heating, welding, ultrasonic
devices, indicators, and recorders, radiation
detectors, transducers, counters, computers,
CCTV, etc. Later chapters provide in-depth
coverage of the circuits and systems with em-
phasis on counting and logic circuits. 288 pps.,
239 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. 99

MOI1STEIAL A handy benchmate for
practicing color TV
technicians and 11 & W
experts who want to
break into color TV
servicing. This new
practical volume de-
scribes causes and cures
for both the usual ev-
eryday color TV trou-
bles. as well as those
tough dogs you run into
once in a blue moon.
Here are commonsense
service bench approach-

es for solving all sorts of color TV troubleshoot-
ing problems, many of them adapted from well -
established B & W techniques. Definitely not a
textbook, the content explains how to tackle
specific problems in a logical, professional way.
Moreover, the author clearly explains how the
operation of each circuit is affected by specific
faulty components. 192 pps. 14 Chapters. Hard-
bound.

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Third Edition A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
-thought-starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 8,/2" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

List Price S7.95 Order No. 489

Pinpoint Transistor Troubles
in 12 Minutes

NIshsse

Signal Generators
Insect

Radio
Television

Calor TV

s._Is-

GIANT "2 -Volumes -in -
One" coverage - ALL
the know-how required
to use any type of sig-
nal generator in your
troubleshooting work.
Covers the use of RI',
audio, sweep, marker,
stereo FM, keyed rain-
bow, NTSC, and video
generators of all types.
and is devoted strictly
to signal generators
used in service shops:
written specifically to

provide guidance in the use of such equipment
for troubleshooting and aligning all types of
home -entertainment receivers. A variety of
test procedures. specified generators as
the basic tool, are arly detailed in step-by-
step form. Shows he the various instruments
work, and how to test and calibrate your own
instruments. 240 pps., 182 illus., 16 chapters.

List Price VIM Order No. 274

A giant of a book 495
pages . . . a virtual li-
brary of practical data
of value to everyone
who works with tran-
sistor circuits. Here is
a unique servicing text
you can put to immedi-
ate use. whether your
interests are oriented
toward home -entertain-
ment or industrial type
equipment. Organized
so that needed infor-
mation can be located

quickly and easily. A quick -reference table
tells you exactly where to find appropriate
trouble -shooting charts and service procedures
for practically every type of transistorized de-
vice. In all, nearly 100 different types of
equipment are categorized under general head-
ings such as amplifiers, radio receivers, radio
transmitters, power supplies, test instruments,
and special equipment. 495 pps., 243 illus. 78
tables, 10 sections. 51," x 81.,".

List Price 57.95 Order No. 430

101 TV Troubles: From Symptom
to Repair

An invaluable "cause
and cure" guide to the
practical, easy solution
for virtually any TV
trouble-color or B&W.
All you do is analyze
what you see and hear.
look up the symptoms
in the book, and follow
the clear and simple
steps to a speedy trou-
ble cure. To show how
and why certain trou-
bles occur in specific
types of circuits, sche-

matics and other illustrations are included for
every major manufacturer-Admiral to Zenith.
TV troubles are broken down into five basic
categories: Brightness, Contrast, Sweep, Color,
and Sound. Each category lists specific trou-
bles relating to that symptom. For example,
under "Contrast" are 22 causes of actual pic-
ture problems. With the categorized trouble
list and index, you can quickly and easily
find the exact symptom- -and the trouble cure
-for virtually any TV circuit defect you
migh' encounter. 224 pps. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 507

101

TV TROUBLES
la ::pa I 11

ensue 11,111.4001.11

The Oscilloscope

An all -new revised third
edition of the classic
work on understanding
and using oscilloscopes.
Completely expanded
and updated to include
triggered sweeps, dual -
trace scopes, electronic
switches for multi -
waveform displays, DC -
to -DC supplies, DC -to -
AC inverters, and DC -
to -DC converters, this
brand-new book is right
up-to-date. Revised to

include the latest information in keeping with
technology. It is a virtual handbook on the
subject, explaining scope operation from the
simplest to the most intricate uses. Beginning
where the scope manual stops, the author cov-
ers basic waveforms (DC, sine, sawtooth.
trapezoid, and pulse) clearly detailing their
generic characteristics and how they are in-
terpreted in oscillography. 256 pps., over 179
illus., 8 chapters.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 498

Electronics Reference Databook

This new book is much
more than a simple col-
lection of tables, formu-
las, graphs, equations,
etc. In addition to the
abundance of helpful in-
formation given, it pro-
vides specific guidance
in the use of data. Nu-
merous problems asso-
ciated with every level
of interest-from elec-
tronics theory (formu-
las, laws I to measure-
ments, tests, and circuit

design work-are covered. In so doing, the au-
thor explains how to use the data from this or
other volumes) for purposes other than those
listed. Covers Electronics Theory, Use of .1 Op-
erator, Expcnential and Other Tables. Attenua-
tors and Equalizers, Filter Design, Practical
Component Design and Application, Tube and
Semiconductor Circuit Design and Operation,
and Transmission Lines. 224 pps., over 100
illus., plus 45 tables. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 488

ELECTRONICS

REFERENCE

DATABOOh.

an oo o emicon uc or
Circuits

ontains 124 examples
of standard transistor
circuits, complete with
operational data for
amplifiers, oscillators,
logic and switching cir-
cuits, power supplies,
and various nonlinear
circuits. The broad
range of circuits includ-
ed were selected on the
basis of application and
practicality. A design
philosophy section is

included with each group of circuits, thereby
providing a basis for understanding circuits
other than those selected as examples. This is
not a handbook of "preferred" circuits, but
rather a collection of practical circuits which
have wide application and exemplifying good
engineering design. Each circuit description
includes data concerning any unique design or
operational data, along with schematic dia-
grams. Hundreds of illustrations and diagrams.
448 pps., 6" x 9". Hardbound.

List Price 58.95 Order No. G-30

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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DEALER SHOWCASE

tingle
TRACE -5" FULLY

TRIGGERED

OSCILLOSCOPE
AT A PRICE YOU CAN'T
AFFORD TO
MISS!
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MODEL 555 G $34 9 00
ONLY

Complete with two ranges of
TV -H and TV -V

rCompare these features:
 Solid state circuitry
 High sensitivity-20MV/cm
 Low heat dissipation
 Extra wide bandwidth -10 MHz
 Lightweight only 81/2

inches high
 Simplified controls makes

for easy operation
 Extremely reliable

performance
 Built-in square wave

oscillator for calibration
functions
Call or write for FREE
specification catalogs

A4

kikusui
ELECTRONICS CORP.

Address all inquiries to:
Marubeni-lida (America) Inc.

200 Park Avenue. New York. N. Y. 10017
Telephone 212-973-7152

. . for more details circle 144 on Reader Service Card

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

AM/FM STEREO KITS
Build -it -yourself kits
for 3 solid-state units

A line of stereo kits has been de-
signed which is said to be comprised
of three -solid state units: a 50w AM/
FM stereo receiver, a 50w stereo am-
plifier, and an AM/FM stereo tuner.
The receiver measures 4 by 161/2 by
91/2 in. while the tuner and amplifier

each measure 31/2 by 12 by 6% in.
Price of receiver kit $109.95. Price of
the amplifier and tuner $69.95 per kit.
EICO.

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE 716

Incorporates synchronous
motor for precise speed

The Model 610/X total turntable
package is said to incorporate a syn-
chronous motor that provides precise

rotational speed. The turntable re-
portedly features a viscous damped
cue and pause control, dual range
anti -skate control, swing -away con-
trol arm for unobstructed single -rec-
ord play, and a machined case platter.
Specifications indicate that the turn-
table comes complete with factory -
installed Shure M -93E magnetic cart-
ridge, the decormatic power base and
smoke tinted dust cover. BSR (USA).

BATTERIES 717

Battery display with
built-in tester

A battery service center designed to

715 display all popular battery types is
obtainable from the manufacturer.
The display is said to include a built-

in tester for checking batteries of all
sizes, shapes and voltages. Mallory.

STEREO CASSETTE DECK 718

Cassettes snap in and
pop out automatically

The Model 1125 stereo cassette tape
deck is designed to record up to 2 hrs.

of program material. Cassettes report-
edly snap in and pop out automatical-
ly at the end of the tape or when the
eject button is pressed. Specifications
indicate that the unit has pushbutton
controls for record, play, fast forward,
rewind, pause and stop. The manufac-
turer indicates that it employs an all
silicon transistor circuit with a fre-
quency response of 10 to 12,000Hz.
The unit measures 31/2 by 81/4 by
111/2 in. Price, including two patch
cords, $129.95. Allied.

INTRUSION ALARM 719

Ultrasonic beam blankets
a given protected area

The Model SA -3 Ultrasonic Intru-
sion Alarm is said to produce an ultra-
sonic beam which effectively "blank-
ets" a given area. The beam reported-
ly does not penetrate solid objects,
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Haveyou tried
ourcanned
tuner?

It's not only great for color television
sets, it's also great for guided missiles.

As a matter of fact, Krylon' Tuner
Cleaner is made with the same solvent
used in the missile industry. Plus a spe-
cial lubricating oil.

Just one little spray leaves a thin,
non-drying film of lubricant that condi-
tions contact surfaces and protects
them from corrosion.

And that same little spray keeps sur-
faces self cleaning and water repellent
without ever harming any plastic sur-
face.

Krylon Tuner Cleaner also comes
with a plastic tube for controlled spray-
ing in hard -to -reach areas.

Try it just once. You're sure to de-
velop a taste for it.

1 TUNER
CLEANER

JR.
414...ar

CRYSTAL
g CLEAR
r PRAY co NG p

"°.13or
and LUBRICANT 0

SPRAY
No. 1333

DOES NOT HARM
ANY KNOWN PLASTICS

NET WT I II

CONTENTS PRF551)

RADIO, TV,
ELECTRONICS

AIREMELY FLAMMABLE
QOMHEAT OR FLAME ,,,

Ilm-"z A VAPOR MAY 111 PAV''4

Krylon Coatincs-from the makers of Elmer's" Adhes yes and Mystikv Tapes.
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DEALER SHOWCASE

therefore an interruption of this beam
by a briefly s:istained motion of an in-

truder activates a selected alarm sys-
tem, such as direct telephone dialers, The Montvale, Model RE -7800,
central alarm systems, etc. The ultra- combines an FM/AM stereo radio

sonic beam can not be seen or heard,
and according to the manufacturer, it
cannot be bypassed or defeated.
Bourns.

720
STEREO RADIO AND PLAYER

Combines FM/AM stereo radio
and eight -track stereo player

ANNOUNCING...
a new line of patented TV antennas

from a most reliable source
The new ACA antenna line
offers a complete selection of
VHF, UHF, FM reception in color
and black/white. Priced for to-
day's market, with all of the top
quality features you expect, in-
cluding gold -anodized, high ten-
sile aluminum elements, die cut
impedance correlators, dual
action director/reflector screen
and tetrapole collector element.
Also, available from ACA -
antenna preamplifiers, booster
couplers, matching transformers.
Line up today with ACA!
For complete details, write or
call:

ANTENNA CORPORATION of AMERICA
Brooks Towers, Suite 22-D 1020 15th St. Denver, Colo. 80202 Tel. 303'8921081

and an eight -track stereo player. Max-
imum stereo separation is said to be
assured with the aid of a continuous
separate tone control that is said to
guarantee true treble and bass bal-

ance. Retail price $189.95. Panasonic.

TAPE DISPLAY

Tape recorder products
for dealer display

Two miniature displays of blank
cassettes and reel-to-reel magnetic
tapes are being offered by the manu-
facturer to tape recorder dealers.
RCA.

721

NOW A ONE STOP
SHOPPING CENTER FOR
YOUR AUTO RADIO AND
8 TRACK STEREO PARTS.
AT FACTORY DISCOUNTS

WE ARE AUTHORIZED PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

DELCO
BENDIX
MOTOROLA
LEAR JET
TENNA
METRA
AUTOMATIC
ON GUARD
CRAIG

STERO LOCK

PANASONIC
PHILIPS
BELLE WOOD
WARD
QUICKMOUNT
DEWEKO

AC SPEEDO
KING SEELEY
STEWART WARNER
MOUNTS

SEND YOUR ORDERS WITH
PART NUMBERS TO

Laran Electronics, Inc.
3768 BOSTON ROAD

DEPT 100 BRONX, N.Y. 10469

OR SEND MODEL, MAKE AND
DESCRIPTION OF PART WANTED.

. . for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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THE NEW DODGE MAXIVAN TRADESMAN

will carry a 12 -foot sailboat , plus i:s mast

, a living room -size roll of carpeting

a snooker table *;er;Inf-5// , or a full-size alligator

, under cover, and still give you all 31

features the other Dodge Strong Box models do.

There's only one way to get power steering

and Fresh Air air conditioning in a compact

van, and that is to buy a Dodge. Go ahead, call

it the world's biggest compact 'an.

Because that's what the Dodge Maxivan

Open its doors and say, "ah!"

At your Dodge Dealer's. NEVAONDGE
MA
STRONG BOX

4116.
1 P4

Dodge Trucks ,comp.oim.

. . . for more details circle 106 on leader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

FAIRCHILD/
DUMONT TV
CAMERA HEAD

Serf -contained
Video Amplifier.

Requires separa,e
camera control'

Less Vidicon & Lens
Use any std.
1" Vidicon and
"C" mount lens

VIDICON TELEVISION
CAMERA

Stock #6560

Model TC 200

ONLY $49.95 plus postage & insurance

Ultra compact
head. Approx.
2,rx dia. x 12" L
Make your own
surveillance, pipe
inspection,
portable closed
circuit system
around this head.
With schematic.
Wt. 4 lbs.

Terrific bargains in TV cameras, lenses, monitors, tripods &
all CCTV Accessories in our Giant 25th Anniversary Catalog
970S1 (Available Sept.) Write for free copy.

DENSON ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
203 8 7 5 -51 9 8

Box 85, Longview Street Rockville, Connecticut 06066

. . . for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

MODEL

1345
$800 Suggested

List Price

When one gun fades
restore color balance
with a Perma-Power

single-brite
COLOR GUN CONTROL

One Color Weak
Other Guns OK

IUse SINGLE-BRITE Add COLOR-BRITE

All Colors Fade. --'7".
From Tube Aging-

Here's a unique new product that lets you restore color picture balance when
a single gun weakens. You just adjust the bias between the GI and G2 grid
leads of the weakened gun, permitting color intensity variation as needed for
a balanced picture. Installation is easy ... just two simple connections, no
soldering. Now available at your parts distributor.

CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
845 Larch Avenue  Elmhurst, Illinois 60126  Phone: (312) 279-3600

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

Solder and Flux 400
A 6 -page bulletin is available which

lists all of their various solders and
fluxes and provides authoritative data
covering both electronic and general
industrial applications.

The brochure also includes techni-
cal information on the chemical anal-
ysis for QPL approved solders, tensile
and shear strengths for selected soft
solders, flux recommendations for
metal alloys, the solderability of met-
als and the tin -lead melting point
graph. Bow Solder.

Electronic Test Accessories 401

A 56 -page general catalog of elec-
tronic test accessories is introduced.
The edition now contains 420 items-
50 of which are new this year. The
general catalog contains the entire line
of 3/4 and 1/2 in. spaced molded test

molded patch cords, ca-
ble assemblies, test leads, connecting
leads, test socket adapters, "Black
Boxes" and other electronic test acces-
sories-all designed to meet rigid in-
dustrial and military specifications.
The catalog provides complete engi-
neering information on all items, in-
cluding product photographs, dimen-
sional drawings, schematics, specifica-
tions, features, and operating ranges.
Pomona.

Panel Meter Catalog 402

A 20 -page catalog, D-70, featuring
standard and special panel meters, has
been designed for such applications as
electronic instrumentation, communi-
cations equipment, industrial process
control, military ground support
equipment, laboratory and educational
uses, plus many more. The two-color,
three -hole punched catalog for ring
binder reference usage, is complete
with detailed electrical and mechani-
cal specifications and dimensional and
mounting drawings. User net prices
are also given for all panel meters list-
ed. Many of the manufacturer's new
instrument additions are provided in
the catalog, such as shallow barrel
"G" type meters. A complete listing
of sales and service modification cen-
ters plus sales representative organi-
zations is also provided. Triplett.
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when you think
of power, think of

GE
SEMICONDUCTOR
REPLACEMENTS.

For universal replacements, specify:
TYPE WATTS TYPE WATTS

GE 3 25 24 MP 15
4 50 25 56

12 10 26 20
13 MP 25 27 6
14 115 28 12
15 MP 115 29 12
16 90 30 6
19 90 31 MP 6
23 15

a few will do
TUBE DEPARTMENT

OWENSBORO KENTUCKY

GENERAL ELECTRIC

BOOK REVIEWS

MAGNAVOX COLOR TV SERVICE
MANUAL by Stan Prentiss. Pub-
lished by Tab Books. 160 pages,
leatherette cover, $7.95, paper bound,
$4.95.

This manual is the latest addition to
a growing list of manuals covering
popular makes of TV sets. It contains
most of the essential data needed for
Magnavox receiver service.

Much of the text is concerned with
factory set-up procedures and service
methods, while portions of the manual
are devoted to actual case histories of
troubles and shortcuts for faster
servicing.

One chapter covers alignment pro-
cedures for most of the circuits along
with illustrations and actual scope
waveforms obtained from various cir-
cuits. We felt this chapter provides
excellent coverage for the service
technician who needs to "brush up"
on alignment and how to employ the
vectorscope.

Also covered in detail were the
AGC and remote control circuits, sub-
jects worthy of review.

The manual includes a 36 -page
schematic foldout section and 34 sepa-
rate schematics covering VHF and
UHF tuners.

The chapters discussed the follow-
ing topics: test instruments, antennas
and transmission lines, setup and con-
vergence, basic troubleshooting, typical
Magnavox receivers and TAC, the
T936 chassis, automatic gain control,
remote controls, alignment, tuners
and case histories.

TELEVISION SERVICE MANUAL
by Edwin P. Anderson and revised
by Robert G. Middleton. Published by
Theodore Audel & Co., 544 pages,
hard cover.

Revised to include solid-state cir-
cuits, the author has covered the gen-
eral principles of television from TV
cameras to the receiver picture tube-
too diverse a field to cover any one
particular subject in any great detail.
For this reason, the title of the book
seems inappropriate in that it could
lead one to believe that it is a text on
how to repair TV sets. Although some
of the basic principles on how TV sets
operate, TV interference, antenna
coupling and even integrated circuit
functions are included, none of these
topics are covered in adequate depth
to enable a beginning technician to
service a TV set. This book is a good
introduction for those wishing to learn
the basic principles of television (all
aspects included).

Find Out

How Selling

the DeltAlert

Home Alarm

System

Makes a Secure

P & L Statement

Make money in the expand-
ing home alarm market by sell-
ing DeltAlert, the reliable,
sophisticated ultrasonic sys-
tem that assures customer sat-
isfaction. Priced right so you
can forget about call-backs, it
carries the kind of margin that
makes it all worth while. No big
cash tie-up in inventory... you
order as necessary (experience
shows consistent, fast reorders
from dealers).

Find out how the DeltAlert
and DeltaHorn accessories are
your sure boost to profits.
Send for complete information now.

"Delta Products, One Of America's
Finest Names In Electronics"

DELTA PRODUCTS INC

ETD

... for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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RCA Electronic Components 73ADVERTISER'S INDEX Entertainment Tubes

101 Antenna Corporation of America 80 132 RCA Institutes Inc. 55
102 B & K Division Dynascan Corp. 2nd Cover RCA Picture Tubes 4th Cover
103 Belden Corp. 57 133 RMS Electronics, Inc. 24
104 Blonder -Tongue Laboratories 65 134 Sencore, Inc. 22
105 Book Club-Tab Books 74-77 135 Sencore, Inc. 28
107 Borden Chemical Co. 79 136 Sprague Products Co. 25
108 BSR (USA) Ltd. 53 Sylvania Electric Products .32
109 Channellock, Inc. 70 Sylvania Electric Products .67
110 Channel Master 137 T & T Sales Co. 70

Division of Avnet, Inc. 71 138 Tech Spray 27
111 Chapman Mfg. Co. 55 139 Telematic Div. UXL Corp. 64
112 Chemtronics, Inc. 84 140 Tuner Service Corp. 19
106 Chrysler Corp. Dodge Div. 81 141 Weller Electric Corp. 62, 63
113 Delta Products, Inc. 83 142 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 56
114 Denson Electronic Corp. 82 143 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 63
115 Edsyn 55 144 Kikusui Electronics Corp. 78
116 Enterprise Development Corp. 68
117 GC Electronics Co. 66 TECHNICAL LITERATURE

General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

118 Grantham School of Engineering
119 Griffiths Electronic Inc.

58
83

.84
69

400 Solder and Flux
401 Electronic Test Accessories
402 Panel Meter Catalog

82

82
82

120 Heath Company
121 Houle Mfg. Co.

31

56 NEW PRODUCTS
122 International Crystal Mfg. Co. 26 700 Solid-state Amplifier 61
123 Jerrold Electronics Corp. 3rd Cover 701 Mobile Cabinet Bench 61
124 Johnson, E. F. Co. 72 702 Capacitors 61
125 Laran Electronics, Inc. 80 703 Power Monitor 61
126 Leader Instruments Corp. 56 704 Capacitors 61

705 Brightener 61
708 Solid -State VOM 63
709 Antenna Rotator 64
710 Wireless Mike 66
711 VTR/Monitor Table 66
712 Stereo Amplifier 68
713 Insulator 70
714 Indicator Meter .70
715 AM/FM Stereo Kits .78
716 Automatic Turntable 78
717 Batteries 78
718 Stereo Cassette Deck 78
719 Intrusion Alarm 78
720 Stereo Radio and Player 80
721 Tape Display 80
722 Coaxial Cable 30
723 VHF/UHF/ FM Antennas 30
724 Convergence Controls 30
725 Nutdrivers .30

TEST INSTRUMENT
900 B & K Model 176 solid-state

FET-VOM 52

Technicians, Earn Your Associate

DEGREE
mostly by correspondence

Accredited by the Accilt. Comm. of National Home
Study Council. G.I. Bill Approved. Free catalog.
Write: Dept. T

Grantham School of Engineering
1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027

. . . for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
CHEMTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR

BRr Th
vy dutY

_,J he°
p: ....:- tuner spray

5^; . with built-in

fewor
.:... ...............0*.., p0l19110 ACTION/

CHEMTRONICS CHEMTRONICS 'cN 1260 AVENUE
BROOKLYN,RALPHN. Y. 11236
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If you are renewing your subsuiption, check here and attach your address label. If you renew
your subscription for 2 to 3 years. You are still eligible -o receive the TEKFAX 109 as your free bonus.

GET THIS FREE BONUS WITH YOUR PERSONAL SUB-

SCRIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!

Enter your subscription for a two- or three-year term and
we'll send you tie new TEKFAX 109 Book of Schematics-
FREE!

$10 for 3 Years $8 for 2 Years F--; $5 for 1 Year

Payment Enclosed Bill Me Later

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:
1. In the 'V. Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm
PRIMARILY a: (check most descriptive item)

Retaile with sx-rice 2. Title: (please check one)
department
Service repair f rm -

Owner, manager, buyer,
with some retx I other executive
Industrial electlinics Service manager
servicx firm - Service repairman or
Manufacturer other employee
Other (please *scribe)
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JERROLD DISTRIBUTORS HAVE SOMETHING
BIG BREWING FOR YOU

BUY SOME JERROLD COLOR TV RECEPTION AIDS
-ANTENNAS, BOOSTERS, COUPLERS, CABLE KITS,
AND TRANSFORMERS-THINGS LIKE THAT ...

And there's something special that's likely to go with it.

Maybe some free Jerrold reception aids.

C
And ask about those free Jerrold Holiday Inn
Guest Certificates.

See your Jerrold Distributor soon.

He's ready to wheel and deal. And some of his deals
are too good to last forever.

If in doubt, write: Jerrold Electronics Corporation,
Distributor Sales Division, 401 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

. for more details circle 123 on Roader Service Card

Focusing on
one thing
-better
reception



10 million reasons why
it pays to promote matrix,
the brightest, sharpest color picture tube
in RCA history!
Reasons 1 to 10,000,000. Large -screen MATRIX can up- distributors than any other color picture tubes in the in..
grade the performance of at least 10 million color TV sets dustry. So, MATRIX is more readily available to you no
now in use. The RCA 25BCP22 is a direct replacement for the matter where you are, to give your customers faster service
25XP22, 25AP22A, 25BGP22, 25BAP22 (Chromacolor), and 20 and ring up more profitable sales.
other industry types! Giant -screen sales potential for the MATRIX is the brightest and sharpest color picture tube
RCA MATRIX-practically unlimited! in RCA history!

More RCA Color Picture Tubes are stocked and sold by Here's why'

The RCA jet-black matrix
,t soaks up room -light normally reflected
back at the viewer from the face of the tube.
Result: brighter pictures because now there's
no need to "filter out" brightness to maintain
contrast under strong room -light conditions.

EA,

The RCA MATRIX phosphor -dot process'
First, we developed brilliant new phosphors
and a unique screening process incorpo-
rating a jet-black matrix. Then we deposited
the 1,200,000 red, green, and blue high -
intensity phosphor dots precisely within the
black matrix. Result: brightness doubled with
dramatic improvement in contrast and clarity.

New 4 -color consumer flyer on MATRIX is available from your RCA Distributor.
RCA I Electronic Components Harrison, N. J. 07029

*Magnified drawing "Simulated

The RCA MATRIX picture
Spectacular! In operation, a new, unique
high -resolution gun "shoots" the phosphors
with more energy than any other gun pre-
viously available. Result: black matrix -f
phosphors high -resolution gun maximum
sharpness over the entire brightness range,
truer colors under all viewing conditions.

R 1111Jr.


